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Abstract
Active neutron interrogation is generally accepted as a reliable means of detecting
the illicit transportation of special nuclear materials, in particular highly enriched
uranium. The development of portable active neutron interrogation systems for field
detection applications could be facilitated by the use of a new deuterium ion source
which has the potential to advance many of the performance limiting aspects of
exiting compact, accelerator-driven neutron generators.
The ion source being investigated is a gated array of sharp metal tips that uses
high electric fields to generate deuterium ion currents through the physical processes
of field ionization and field desorption. The deuterium ions produced by the source
are extracted and used to drive a D-D (or D-T ) fusion reaction to create neutrons.
The basic microstructure for the ion source array is derived from modern semicon-
ductor microfabrication technology for field emitter arrays, though many structural
modifications have been made in an attempt to reach the required operating fields
of the ion generation processes. Pulsed (field desorption) and d.c. (field ionization)
vi
tests conducted with each array design type developed thus far indicate a steady
improvement in array tip operating fields.
Field ionization studies were conducted with arrays at source temperatures of 77
K and 293 K. Newly developed arrays have demonstrated field ionization currents
upwards of ∼50 nA, which is roughly 50% of the maximum ion production possible,
as presently fabricated. Neutron production by field ionization was demonstrated
for the first time from the microfabricated arrays. A maximum neutron yield of 95
n/s (6300 n/s/cm2 of array active area) was observed from a 1.5 mm2 array using a
D-D fusion reaction at -90 kV.
Field desorption studies at 77 K and 293 K were conducted in parallel with
field ionization testing. To date, the arrays have consistently demonstrated the field
desorption of deuterium ions from array tip surfaces. The number of deuterium ions
desorbed was quantified and found to be significantly less than predicted. The low
deuterium ion yields have been attributed to the presence of surface contaminants
that inhibit the adsorption of deuterium. As such, thermal and hydrogen plasma
cleaning methods are being investigated to condition the array tip surfaces.
For both field ionization and field desorption, improved array designs that can
achieve higher tip operating fields are required before predicted neutron yields (>109
n/s/cm2) can be demonstrated.
vii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Terrorism and nuclear proliferation concerns have made the detection and identifi-
cation of nuclear weapons, improvised nuclear devices, radiological dispersal devices,
and their key components a major focus of homeland and national security activ-
ities [1]. Of the special nuclear materials (SNM), highly enriched uranium (HEU)
poses the most serious threat. A combination of factors such as the small amounts
required for a nuclear explosive device, the large quantities in the world inventory,
and difficulty of detection makes securing and controlling HEU one of the greatest
global security challenges of the current era.
While passive monitoring systems can be used in some cases, these systems cannot
reliably address the most challenging problems involving detection and identification
of shielded SNM. For these cases active interrogation techniques, such as neutron
interrogation, are an effective and, in some instances, the only reliable means to
remotely detect such nuclear materials [2]. A National Academy of Sciences study
has concluded that a critical component hindering the development of fieldable active
neutron interrogation systems is the neutron generator [3]. Existing compact neutron
generators [4, 5] do not meet the combined output, size, weight, lifetime, and power
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Figure 1.1: A schematic of the field ion source array as a D-D (or D-T) neutron gener-
ator. V1 applied between the tip and gate (i.e. grid) electrodes generate deuterium ions
independent of the accelerating voltage, V2.
requirements of field detection systems.
To improve the performance of existing compact neutron generators a new hydro-
gen isotope ion source capable of producing a high yield deuterium (or mixed species
deuterium/tritium1) ion beam is being investigated. The ions produced from this
source are used to drive deuterium-deuterium (D-D) or deuterium-tritium (D-T )
fusion reactions. These reactions, D (d, n) 32He or T (d, n)
4
2He, generate 2.5 MeV
or 14.1 MeV neutrons, respectively, which are then used for interrogation purposes.
In this approach, deuterium ions are generated by the application of very high
electric fields to sharp metal tips. The small radius of curvature at the tip apices
creates the high electric fields required for ionization to be achieved using modest
applied voltages. In order to achieve the deuterium ion currents required for an
intense neutron source, a significant number of sharp tips are needed, and thus, an
array of tips has been developed. The basic microstructure for the array is derived
from modern semiconductor microfabrication technology for (electron) field emitter
arrays (FEA) [6]. The fields required for these processes (10 V/nm - 40 V/nm) are
1Henceforth, we will only refer to a homogeneous deuterium ion beam.
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Figure 1.2: A 3-D schematic illustrating the operation of the field ion source array. Atomic
deuterium generated by the source is accelerated into a tritiated metal target.
many times greater than those required for field electron emission (∼2.5 V/nm),
which the FEA’s were originally designed to achieve. To date, the ion source arrays
consist of tens of thousands of tips per square millimeter.
The ion source array structure consisting of metal tips, bulk dielectrics and an
integrated gate (i.e. grid) is shown schematically in Fig. 1.1. The key operational
feature is a modest voltage, V1 (∼1 kV), applied between a 5-10 micron spaced tip
electrode and gate electrode to generate electric fields at the tip apices sufficient to
produce deuterium ions. This is independent of the potential, V2 (∼100 kV), used to
accelerate the deuterium ions generated by the array toward the target and drive the
D-D or D-T fusion reaction. Fig. 1.2 is a three dimensional schematic illustrating
the operation of the array.
The array ion source would allow a completed neutron generator to operate in
two different modes; pulsed or d.c. The pulsed mode is beneficial as it allows for the
use of coincidence techniques in measurements. Pulsed operation is also useful for a
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wide variety of neutron generator based analytical techniques for interrogation field
work, such as delayed neutron measurements [7]. Alternatively, the d.c. mode would
provide a continuous, high yield flux of neutrons, which is advantageous for active
interrogation systems and may be less sensitive to contamination issues.
While deuterium field ionization (and neutron production) from similar emitter
tip sources (e.g. carbon nanofibers) has been successfully demonstrated by other
researchers [8–11], the inclusion of the integrated gate (i.e. grid) electrode creates
an ion source that is unique, to our knowledge.
The integrated gate array design has two key advantages over a non-gated ap-
proach in regards to the development of man-portable, high-yield neutron generators.
First, the operating voltages needed to achieve the required ionization fields at the
tips are significantly lowered. This is particularly beneficial for the field desorption
mode, as high frequency pulsed operation is independent of the accelerating poten-
tial. While the end power consumption ultimately remain the same, the overall size
and complexity of the neutron generator power supply (or supplies) can be reduced
as a result of pulsing a triode arrangement (tips, gate) on the order of kilovolts, as
opposed to pulsing a diode arrangement (tips, target) at hundreds of kilovolts.
The second advantage is that more tips per unit source area can potentially be
achieved through the inclusion of the gate electrode. In the case of free-standing,
non-gated tips, nearest neighbor shielding effects reduce field enhancements at the
tip apex when the tip separation distance nears that of the emitter tip height. This
ultimately limits the non-gated tip packing density. However, in the presence of a
close proximity gate electrode, the mutual tip shielding effects are suppressed, and
the tip packing density becomes dependent on the diameter (radius) of the gate
transmission holes [12]. Provided the gate hole diameter is less than the tip spacing
distance, the tip packing densities on a gated array can then surpass those of a non-
gated array. As a result, the average ion current per unit area of the array can be
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increased, as well as the total neutron yield of the generator.
A major benefit of the array ion source is that it is compatible with conventional
sealed tube neutron generator technology. Although it is quite different from tra-
ditional approaches, when properly integrated with the established technology, the
completed neutron generator can potentially offer many advantages over existing
technology:
• High Yield
The array ion source approach to compact neutron generators can potentially
provide a significant increase in neutron yield, ranging from yields of 109 n/s
to greater than 1011 n/s per square centimeter of array area.
• Efficiency
The physical processes used to generate ions are nearly 100% energy efficient.
This significantly reduces overall energy requirements and size of the ion source
power supply, which is ideal for man-portable interrogation units.
• Scalability
The scalability of the technology makes it an ideal candidate to meet a wide
variety of needs ranging from man-portable interrogation units to fixed, portal-
type, interrogation systems. Increased neutron yields can be achieved by either
producing a larger active emission area, tiling, or by connecting many separate
units together. The increased area approach is straightforward in semicon-
ductor manufacturing techniques as one simply processes a larger array tip
emission area.
• Lifetime
The ion beam spot size on the target scales proportionally to the array emission
area. This distributes the ion beam incident on the target over a much larger
5
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area, reducing sputtering and target erosion, thus greatly increasing lifetime of
the unit.
Semiconductor fabrication ensures that the arrays are very robust. The metals
(tungsten, molybdenum) and the dielectric materials that the arrays are com-
posed of are mechanically strong and are resistant to erosion effects when in
an atmosphere of hydrogen.
• Size/Weight
Reduced power supply requirements and less complicated neutron generator
components (no extraction magnets, no beam spot focusing module) can signif-
icantly reduce the overall size and weight of the neutron generator, potentially
allowing for man-portable units.
• Cost
Semiconductor manufacturing techniques utilized in array production are easily
scalable to meet mass production needs, keeping costs per unit reasonable.
In the ion source array, the deuterium ions can be generated by three fundamen-
tally distinct physical processes: 1) field ionization, 2) field desorption and 3) field
evaporation (of metal hydride films).
The first physical process is electrostatic field ionization (EFI). In this case, a
d.c. voltage is applied to maintain a constant electric field which field ionizes [13]
gas phase deuterium in front of the tip apices, resulting in the continuous emission
of deuterium ions. The onset of field ionization for deuterium occurs at ∼10 V/nm,
and the ion current increases with field, up to a maximum field that is limited by
evaporation of the metal tip substrate. Fig. 1.3 illustrates the field ionization process.
The second method uses electrostatic field desorption (EFD) to generate short,
repetitive pulses of ion current. In this case, voltage pulses are applied to generate
6
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Figure 1.3: An illustration of deuterium field ionization from a metal tip. (1) A D2 gas
molecule passes through a high field region near a metal tip. (2) The D2 molecule has a
high probability to be ionized as atomic, D+, or molecular, D+2 , ions.
electric fields sufficient to field desorb [13], as ions, atomic deuterium adsorbed on
the tip surfaces. Deuterium is re-adsorbed from the surrounding supply of gas phase
deuterium between pulses, allowing for repetitive operation. The frequency of applied
pulses depends on the adsorption rates of the metal tip surfaces, and the supply gas
pressure. For field desorption, the magnitude of the electric field is sufficient to
remove a large fraction of the adsorbed atoms present on the tip surfaces in less than
a few nanoseconds. Fig. 1.4 illustrates the field desorption process. The onset fields
for deuterium desorption are ∼20 V/nm. Again, the maximum desorption fields are
limited by evaporation of the metal tip material.
The third approach uses electrostatic field evaporation (EFE) to remove metal
hydride films from the surface of the tips as deuterium ions and metal ions. This is
similar to the EFD approach in that it utilizes a voltage pulse to remove the metal
hydride film. Fig. 1.5 shows the field evaporation process of a metal hydride film.
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Figure 1.4: An illustration of deuterium field desorption from a metal tip. (1) A D2 gas
molecule is incident on the surface of the metal tip, (2) The D2 molecule adsorbs as atomic
D atoms, and (3) The deuterium is desorbed as atomic D+ ions by applying a high electric
field.
For these studies, titanium was used as the hydrogen occluder. In this case, the
entire metal film is removed and ionized by a single voltage pulse at a field of ∼25
V/nm.
The EFE approach has the potential to provide a higher deuterium ion output per
pulse than field desoprtion, although it is inherently more limited in lifetime. Never-
theless, there are several applications that could make use of this type of operational
scheme. Loadable, single shot cartridge designs with metal hydride recondition-
ing are imaginable. Additionally, segmented arrays, in which individual regions are
pulsed, could help manage lifetime limitations.
The three physical processes described above can occur at a variety of different
temperatures. In each case, the ion current (and neutron yield) can be increased
by operating at lower temperatures (see Chapter 2); however, there is a trade-off
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Figure 1.5: An illustration of field evaporation of a deuterated titanium film from a metal
tip. (1) Titanium is deposited (vapor deposition) on a metal tip in an atmosphere of D2
gas. (2) Deuterium is adsorbed into the titanium film from the atmosphere. (3) The metal
film is evaporated as D+ and Ti++ ions with the application of a high electric field.
between the increased neutron yield that can be achieved and the portability of the
unit. Room temperature operation, for example, is ideal for man-portable systems
as the requirement for cooling components is removed. Operation at liquid nitrogen
temperatures may provide a beneficial trade off of increased neutron output, but at
the cost of requiring a nominal amount of cooling components.
Basic compact neutron generator technology is well understood and the design
and manufacturing activities are well established [4, 14]. As such, implementing the
array ion source into a completed neutron generator tube is a purely engineering
task and is beyond the scope of this report. Additionally, the specifics involved in
array modeling and the array fabrication processes are not covered here. Instead,
these studies focus primarily on the experimental testing of the array ion source,
the fundamentals of operation, and deuterium ion and neutron production. The
subsequent chapters are laid out in a fashion to best convey these results.
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The theoretical framework for the physical processes associated with deuterium
ion production from the arrays, namely, field ionization, field desorption and field
evaporation, are introduced in Chapter 2. Following this, experimental approaches,
techniques and instrumentation are discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 is an in-
depth discussion of the different array designs developed and the motivations behind
the different designs. The results of qualifying array performance are presented in
Chapter 5, and show the average and maximum fields achieved with each device
type.
The experimental results associated with the physical processes of field ionization,
field desorption and field evaporation are individually discussed in Chapters 6, 7 and
8, respectively. In all cases, studies were conducted with both single etched-wire
tips and arrays as ion sources. The better understood single etched-wire tip results
gave insight to the underlying fundamentals of array operation and helped to better
understand and characterize array performance. Key aspects of source operation
such as ion yield dependence on operational variables (e.g. temperature, pressure)
were investigated. The majority of the experiments focused on the first two processes;
field ionization and field desorption. The third method involving field evaporation
of metal hydride films was also investigated, but to a lesser extent, as it covers only
single etched-wire tip studies due to the present field limitations on arrays.
Electrical breakdown mechanisms and array cleaning are discussed in Chapters
9 and 10, respectively. In Chapter 9, the precursors that are observed before break-
down and the damage caused by breakdown are addressed. Chapter 10 involves a
discussion of the two different approaches investigated to clean array tip surfaces;
thermal cleaning and plasma cleaning. Finally, Chapter 11 concludes the dissertation
and offers a summary of the general conclusions that were drawn from the research
presented.
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Theoretical Background
2.1 Field Ionization
Field ionization occurs when an atom in free space is ionized as a result of electron
tunneling under the action of a high electric field. The process was first envisioned in
1928 by Oppenheimer [15] and would take another 23 years before it was experimen-
tally observed by Mu¨ller in 1951 [13, 16]. It wasn’t until 1954 that field ionization
would be fully explained by Ingram and Gomer [17]. The length of time in between
was a result of improved experimental techniques that facilitated the discovery of
field ionization. These included the introduction of needle-like tips that allowed for
the controllable production of extremely high fields, the advent of the field emission
microscope and improved vacuum techniques.
The field ionization process that an atom undergoes is purely quantum mechanical
in nature as an electron tunnels through a field-deformed Coulombic barrier of an
atom. The standard treatment of the field ionization process involves a free atom,
normally H, in close proximity to a positively charged surface. Physically, this
surface is the source of the applied electric field.
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Figure 2.1: Potential energy diagram illustrating the field ionization of an H atom near
a metal surface. The dashed line is the Coulomb potential seen by the electron in the
absence of an electric field. The solid line, PM , represents the field deformed potential in
the presence of an electric field. For a sufficient electric field, the electron can tunnel from
the atom into the metal. The figure is taken from [13].
Fig. 2.1 is an energy diagram illustrating the standard quantum mechanical
treatment of field ionization. The negative side of the horizontal axis represents the
electron energy configuration of a 1-D metal surface, composed of a filled Fermi sea of
electrons, up to the Fermi level, µ, and the work function, φ. This 1-D representation
does not account for the surface structure nor shape of the metal emitter tip. The
right side represents the energy makeup of an electron bound in an atom, typically
hydrogen, at a given distance, x, away from the metal surface. The dashed line
denotes the Couloumbic potential binding the valence electron to the nucleus in the
absence of an electric field. In the presence of an electric field, this binding potential
becomes deformed, as represented by the solid line, PM . For a sufficiently strong
electric field the width of the barrier is reduced and the electron can tunnel through
12
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the barrier, ionizing the atom. The presence of the metal surface requires the electron
to tunnel into an unoccupied energy state in the metal. As a result, there exists a
‘dead zone’ extending from the metal surface to a critical distance where ionization
is not possible, as the electron cannot tunnel into the already occupied energy states
of the Fermi sea. More rigorous treatments can be found in literature [13,16,18].
2.1.1 Field Ion Microscopy
The field ion microscope (FIM) was invented by Erwin Mu¨ller in 1951. It was
developed by modifying its predecessor, the field emission microscope, and was the
first instrument that allowed imaging of atoms on surfaces. Now, it is a standard
technique used for surface analysis and is well described in literature [13,16].
In the field ion microscope, an emitter tip (100 nm to 1 µm in radius) is mounted
in an ultra-high vacuum chamber, oriented toward a phosphor screen, and often cryo-
genically cooled. An imaging gas (hydrogen, neon, helium, etc.) is then introduced
into the chamber; the type of gas used depends on the material under investigation.
When a (positive) voltage is applied to the tip, the imaging gas near the tip
undergoes field ionization. The ionized gas atoms follow the electric field lines away
from the tip to the phosphor screen, and project a magnified image of the tip’s
surface onto the phosphor. Often, a microchannel plate will be positioned in front
of the phosphor screen assembly to increase image intensity. Magnifications on the
order of 106 can be achieved by the FIM and the resolution is sufficient to view the
atomic surface structure of the tip on the phosphor screen with the unaided eye.
Field ionization, the underlying mechanism of the FIM, occurs at distances on the
order of angstroms. At this scale, the crystal lattice structure of the metal creates
non-uniform field enhancement across the tip apex. The field enhancements at the
edge of the lattice planes are greater than within the plane, and thus, field ionization
13
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Figure 2.2: (a) A stacked ball model illustrating the (bcc) lattice planes formed on an
emitter tip. Each ball represents an individual atom. (b) The outermost balls in each layer
in (a) have been highlighted. The highest field enhancements occur at these sites, and
thus, the field ionization probabilities are the greatest there. (c) An FIM image from a bcc
tungsten emitter tip produces a nearly identical pattern to that in (b). The figure is taken
from [19].
probabilities are considerably increased at these sites.
Fig. 2.2a is a stacked ball model, taken from [19], and represents the atomic
lattice structure of an emitter tip. Field enhancements are greatest immediately
above atoms occupying the edge of planar sites due to the high curvature of the
atoms and lack of nearest-neighbor shielding. In Fig. 2.2b, the balls with the highest
field enhancements have been highlighted and, when imaged, produce the brightest
projections. Fig. 2.2c is a FIM image of a tip surface, in which the tip metal has the
same lattice structure as the ball model.
Fig. 2.3a illustrates the underlying process in the FIM. Here, a cross sectional
side view of the ball model represents a tip oriented toward a phosphor screen (not
to scale). An incoming gas atom first approaches the center of a lattice plane, and
rebounds without being ionized. On the second approach, the atom experiences the
higher field enhancement at the edge of a lattice plane, ionizes, and then follows the
field lines to the detector. Fig. 2.3b is a photograph of the resulting projection from
a tungsten tip, as produced by our imaging apparatus (see Chapter 3).
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Figure 2.3: (a) The underlying process in a field ion microscope. A cross sectional side
view of the ball model represents a tip oriented toward a phosphor screen. An incoming
atom is reflected from a planar region (low probability of ionization), rebounds, and then
is ionized at a planar edge (high probability to be ionized). The ion then follows the field
lines to a detector. (b) A photograph of the resulting image as projected on a phosphor
screen.
2.1.2 I-V Characteristics of Field Ionization
The field ion current produced in the vicinity of an emitter tip is the product of the
resultant ionic charge, e, the gas supply function describing the number of particles
arriving at the tip, Z,and the efficiency of ionization, P , or
I = e · Z · P, (2.1)
Kinetic gas theory is used to derive the gas supply function, Z, and many rigorous
derivations can be found in literature [13, 16, 17, 20, 21]. These result in an equation
of the form,
Z = zo · 4pir2c , (2.2)
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where,
zo =
p
(2pimkbT )1/2
. (2.3)
Here zo, the number of particles incident per unit area, is commonly found in
kinetic theory derivations. This term relates the Boltzman constant, kb, and the
supply gas properties of temperature, T , pressure, p, and mass, m, to the supply
function. In equation 2.2, the number of incident particles, z0, is multiplied by a
surface term which represents a sphere of capture radius, rc. The tip radius and gas
polarizability are incorporated into the supply equation through rc. Often, different
treatments are needed to account for the strength of the field (low vs. high) and
the various (semi)empirical equations modifying spherical geometries to those of
an emitter tip and shank. These treatments can be found in the above referenced
material.
If all gas atoms incident on the capture radius were ionized, I = e · Z would
effectively describe the field ion current emitted from the tip. However, due to the
quantum mechanical nature of the ionization process, tunneling probabilities must be
taken into account. The efficiency of ionization, P in equation 2.1, incorporates the
ionization probability during a given time element. Its treatment is integral in nature
as one must account for the ionization probability of an atom at a given position and
particle velocity in an inhomogeneous field. Again, more detailed treatments can be
found in literature [13,16,20,22].
Equation 2.1 results in current-voltage (I-V ) plots that have a specific shape, and
are commonly found in field ionization studies with various gases [21, 23–26]. Fig.
2.4 is an example of the I-V characteristics obtained from field ionizing helium from
a tungsten emitter tip, taken from [23]. There are five characteristics of this plot
which describe this I-V curve structure in this gas-emitter field ionization system.
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Figure 2.4: An example of the I-V characteristics obtained from field ionizing helium from
a tungsten emitter tip. Taken from [23].
• Point A: Onset of Field Ionization.
Point A identifies the onset of field ionization when currents become measur-
able. The onset fields for field ionization vary depending on the gas used and
is related to the ionization potential of the valence electron. The minimum
fields for onset are not sharply defined; experimentally they are found to be
proportional to the 3
2
power of the ionization potential [16].
• Line AB.
The line AB represents the steeply sloped region on the plot that corresponds
to the rapidly increasing ionization efficiency, P , with field. In this region, the
total ion current is limited by the probability an atom is ionized.
• Point B: The ‘Knee’ or Cut-Off.
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Point B identifies the intersection of the two lines, AB and BC, and represents
the saturation of ionization efficiency, P . This typically occurs over a narrow
transition region in which the total ion current switches from ionization rate
limited to gas supply limited.
• Line BC.
The line BC is a gradually rising region of increased ion current vs. field and
represents the slow increase in gas supply function, Z, with field. Physically,
this is a result of the increased polarization effects (i.e. increased capture
radius) drawing more gas into the ionization region. This region of the plot is
limited by gas supply.
• Point C: Tip Evaporation Limit
Point C corresponds to the maximum field that can be achieved before the
tip-gas field ionization system is changed by the evaporation of tip substrate
material. Increasing fields beyond this will effectively change the tip shape
such that the I − V curve shown will no longer represent the system.
There are two important points to note regarding the ion source temperature
and supply gas temperature that are related to our experimental parameters:
Supply Gas Temperature
First, the ambient temperature of the deuterium supply gas, maintained at 239 K
for these studies, has a negligible influence on the I-V curves. This is a result of
the dipole attraction term in the supply function. The standard argument [13, 18,
20, 23, 25] that applies here is to consider the approach energy of the gas molecule,
E = 1
2
αF 2 + 3
2
kbT , where α is the polarizability of the gas, F is the field, and T
is the supply gas temperature. In the presence of strong electric fields, the dipole
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energy component is much larger than that of the gas temperature and, as such, can
be neglected. Thus, the dependence on temperature observed in these studies is a
result of point two, ion source temperature, which is discussed next.
Ion Source Temperature
The efficiency of ionization, P , in equation 2.1, relates the ionization probability to
the time spent by a particle in the ionization region. It is possible for an incoming
atom to pass through the region without being ionized. In this case, the atom will
be reflected at the tip and again pass through the ionization region in the reverse
direction. This time, the ionization efficiency will be larger as the average energy of
the reflected atom is reduced, due to the tip-surface interaction, and the dwell time
is increased. This effect is greatly increased by operating the emitter at cryogenic
temperatures as a result of the greater thermal accommodation at the tip surface
with decreased temperatures [16, 18, 20, 25]. Thus, for our experimental operating
parameters, we expect more field ion current when the source is operated at 77 K,
as opposed to 293 K.
2.2 Field Desorption and Field Evaporation
2.2.1 Field Desorption
Field desorption was first discovered experimentally by Mu¨ller [16] and the theory
was formally established in 1959 by Gomer [13, 27]. Field desorption is the process
that occurs when an adsorbate on a metal surface is ionized through the action of
a high electric field. Field ionization is the underlying mechanism which ionizes the
atom, however, the process is subtly different from that discussed above.
19
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Figure 2.5: Potential energy diagram of a metal-adsorbate system illustrating field des-
orption. (a) Atomic (M +A)and ionic (M− +A+) representations of the metal-adsorbate
system in the absence of an electric field. (b) An applied field deforms the ionic potential
(M− +A+) such that the curves intersect, reducing the activation energy and allowing an
atomic adsorbate to transition to the ionic curve via field ionization. The figure is taken
from [18].
The phenomenon of field desorption is most commonly depicted with potential
energy diagrams of a metal-adsorbate system [13, 16, 18], as in Fig. 2.5. Here, M ,
represents the metal and, A, represents an adsorbate . In Fig. 2.5 a, the two curves
shown represent the possible energy states of the adsorbate bonded to a metal surface
in the absence of an electric field. M+A represents a neutral bond to the surface and
M−+A+ the ionic curve. The energy separation, I−φ, is the ionization potential of
the adsorbate, less the work function of the metal.1 The depth of the neutral curve
is the heat of adsorption, Ha, which can be overcome by increasing the temperature,
such that an adsorbate would be released as an atom (thermal desorption).
In the presence of a sufficiently high electric field (and ignoring polarization ener-
1The work function, φ, is included here as the electron tunneling is between the adsor-
bate and metal, and not into free space.
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gies), the neutral energy state is not affected while the ionic curve is deformed, and
the two curves intersect, as in Fig. 2.5b. In this case, the atom experiences a reduced
activation energy, Q, and can transition to the ionic curve through field ionization.
It is no coincidence that this crossing is related to the critical distance, xc, in field
ionization.
2.2.2 Field Evaporation
Field evaporation is a specific case of field desorption in which the applied electric
field is strong enough to remove and ionize emitter substrate material. In field
evaporation, the electric field sufficiently deforms the metal-metal bonding potential
such that the outermost layers of substrate atoms are released and then ionized. The
underlying theoretical treatment is nearly the same as field desorption, and is not
repeated.
Recall that the outermost edges of the lattice planes of an emitter tip, as seen
in the ball model in Fig. 2.2, have the highest field enhancements. As such, the
field evaporation process begins at these sites, removing the outermost atoms at the
edges. Once they are removed, the newly exposed atoms define the edge and now
have the highest field enhancements. Repeating this process leads to the smooth,
continuous evaporation of the entire lattice plane and can be easily observed in the
FIM.
2.2.3 Imaging Atom Probe and Time-of-Flight Mass Spec-
troscopy
The imaging atom probe (IAP) was invented in 1973 by J. A. Panitz and is closely
related to the method of field ion microscopy [28–30]. In the IAP, ions desorbed or
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evaporated from the surface of an emitter tip through the controlled application of
a voltage pulse are recorded and mass analyzed at a detector.
Time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry is the analytical method used in the IAP
to measure the mass-to-charge ratio of ions emitted from a tip by means of a time
measurement. Here, a charged particle is accelerated in an electric field and allowed
to drift a known distance before striking a detector. By recording the time it takes
for the ions to strike the detector, their mass-to-charge ratio can be determined.
When these particles are accelerated in a non-uniform field, as with an emitter
tip, the mass-to-charge ratios are exceedingly difficult to compute. To simplify this,
accelerated ions are apertured with a grounded electrode, such that a field-free drift
region of a known distance is formed between the aperture and detector. The velocity
of the charged particle after it exits the (apertured) acceleration region will remain
constant as it moves in the field-free drift region, and the flight time is recorded. The
mass-to-charge ratio of the ion can then be computed using conservation of energy,
or
qV =
1
2
mv2. (2.4)
Here, q is the charge of the ion, m is its mass, V is the accelerating potential and
v is the particle’s velocity. The product qV represents the energy the ion attained
in the acceleration region, and 1
2
mv2 is the kinetic energy in the drift region. The
velocity v can be determined by relating the flight distance, d, to the particles flight
time, t, or
v = d/t, (2.5)
By solving these two equations the mass-to-charge ratio can be computed as the
measured flight time is recorded by the detector and all experimental parameters are
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Hydrogen (u/Z) Titanium (u/Z) Molybdenum (u/Z) Tungsten (u/Z) Other (u/Z)
H+ 1 T i+ 48 Mo+ 96 W+ 184 C+ 12
H+2 2 T i
2+ 24 Mo2+ 48 W 2+ 92 C2+ 6
D+ 2 T i3+ 16 Mo3+ 32 W 3+ 61 CO+ 28
D+2 4 T iO
+ 64 Mo4+ 24 W 4+ 46 CO2+ 14
HD+ 3 T iO2+ 32 MoO2+ 56 WO3+ 67 CO+2 44
MoO2+2 64 W2O
4+
3 104 CO
2+
2 22
H2O
+ 18
O+ 16
O+2 32
Table 2.1: Various mass species and charge states encountered in these desorption
and evaporation studies.
known, or
m
q
=
2V t2
d2
. (2.6)
For this equation to be accurate, the drift time must be much greater than the
time spent in the acceleration region.
2.2.4 Common Charge States of Desorption and Evapora-
tion
Identifying the mass species desorbed from an emitter tip (or array) can be relatively
difficult. Up to this point, we have only considered the treatment of light atoms
with one charge state, namely hydrogen. The identification of heavier mass species
can become increasingly difficult as desorption can often result in molecular ionic
complexes, multiple charge states or a combination of both. Prior knowledge of
these charge states and molecular complexes that arise from the various gases and
metals used and common contaminants found can greatly facilitate the identification
of mass species. Table 2.1 is a list of the mass species and charge states typically
encountered in these studies.
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Experimental
This chapter provides general experimental information on the apparatuses, com-
ponents and various procedures used. Experimental information specific to field
ionization, field desorption and field evaporation (of metal hydride film) studies are
presented at the beginning of their respective chapters.
3.1 Experimental Apparatuses
Experiments were conducted in conventional ion-pumped stainless steel ultra-high
vacuum systems with base pressures of 10−10 Torr achieved after a 10 hour bake-out
at ∼200 ◦C. Two different configurations of vacuum systems, as shown in Fig. 3.1,
were used for experiments: a) an imaging atom probe and b) a light ion accelerator
(i.e. laboratory neutron generator). In all cases, a glass cold finger served as the
mechanical and electrical mount and allowed for operation of the ion sources at 293
K, or 77 K when filled with liquid nitrogen. Research grade purity (99.9999%) gases
(hydrogen, deuterium, helium, etc.) were admitted to the vacuum system through
controllable leak valves from one liter glass flasks and gas pressures were measured
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the experimental vacuum systems. a) The imaging atom probe
and b) the light ion accelerator (i.e. laboratory neutron generator). In a) the half-angle,
θ, defines the emission cone intercepted by the detector from a single etched-wire tip or an
array. d is the distance from the tip or array to the detector.
using hot-filament ion gauges. Tritium loaded targets were not used due to the
radioactive nature of the isotope.
3.1.1 Imaging Atom Probe
Fig. 3.1a shows the experimental arrangement for the imaging atom probe vacuum
system. In this configuration a Hamamatsu chevron type channel electron multiplier
array (CEMA) was used to detect ions produced by both single etched-wire tip
and array ion sources. The CEMA allowed for direct measurements of electron
and deuterium ion currents incident on the front plate, or was used to detect and
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identify ions using time-of-flight (TOF) mass analysis. Titanium films were formed,
as needed, by in situ deposition from a heated tantalum-titanium alloy getter wire
mounted on a linear motion feed-through that could be positioned in front of the ion
source (see Sec. 3.7).
The CEMAs used were 24.8 mm and 86.7 mm in diameter, and the source-to-
detector distance, d, varied between 7 cm, 10 cm, 13 cm, or 30 cm, depending upon
the vacuum chamber used and the mass resolution required. The region between
the grounded gate electrode (of the source) and the CEMA front plate was typically
field free, as needed for TOF measurements [29], and preserved the ion emission
trajectories from the source tip(s). Often, emission was beyond the CEMA detection
area for a given distance, d, and thusly, the half-angle, θ, was used to represent the
emission cone intercepted by the detector. For field electron emission measurements,
all charged species were collected as the drift region was no longer field free due to
bias on the collector (CEMA front plate).
For ion imaging and TOF analysis, the amplified CEMA output (electrons) was
projected onto a P-47 phosphor screen, which had a characteristic decay time of ∼65
ns. The phosphor screen was then either viewed with an Amperex XP2262B photo-
multiplier tube (PMT) for TOF mass analysis, or directly viewed for ion imaging.
Additionally, the CEMA output could be measured with a custom transimpedance
integrating amplifier [29]. The PMT or amplifier signal was then recorded with
a Tektronix DPO 4054 oscilloscope capable of the nanosecond time resolution re-
quired. The CEMA-phosphor-PMT detector arrangement was the primary method
used to obtain TOF signals as it decoupled more of the electronic noise, relative to
the CEMA-integrating amplifier arrangement.
Due to the large quantities of ions produced by the arrays, the CEMA detectors
required calibration for use in regimes outside their normal operating parameters.
Detailed experimental information on these CEMA calibrations, such as gain set-
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Figure 3.2: Photographs of the two imaging atom probe systems used. (a) was used for
field ionization, field desorption and field evaporation experiments with single etched-wire
tips and arrays. (b) was used to conduct desorption and cleaning experiments exclusively
with arrays. Components: 1) cold finger, 2) CEMA-phosphor detector, 3) ion pump, 4)
approximate position of array or tip, and 5) gas supply bottles.
tings, linear response ranges, noise considerations, and efficiency, can be found in
the dissertation prior to this work [31].
Fig. 3.2 shows the two imaging atom probe vacuum systems used for these
experiments. In Fig. 3.2a, the CEMA is 86.7 mm in diameter and the source-to-
detector distance of 7 cm or 13 cm was attained by rotating the 6 in. flange on which
the cold finger was mounted. A 30 cm distance was achieved by inserting a stainless
steel tube between the ion source and the CEMA detector. The adjustable distances
accommodated the varying needs of mass resolution and ion imaging area required.
This system was used for ion imaging, TOF mass analysis, Ti film deposition and
evaporation experiments and field ion current measurements that were conducted
with both single etched-wire tips and arrays. Aluminum foil and heat tape wrapped
around the outside of the system were used for bakeout purposes. H, D, He, Xe, Ar,
and Ne gases were used in this system.
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Figure 3.3: Photographs of the two light ion accelerator (i.e. laboratory neutron genera-
tors) vacuum systems used. (a) shows the system with one cold finger and (b) shows the
second system with two cold fingers pointed toward a single target. The 3He Neutron de-
tector can be seen in the background (white) surrounded by additional paraffin (Texwax)
shielding. Components: 1) cold finger, 2) approximate array position, 3) approximate
target location and 4) high voltage feed-through.
Fig. 3.2b shows the second imaging atom probe system before it was wrapped in
heat tape and aluminum foil. This system employed a 24.8 mm CEMA, at a distance
of 10 cm from the source and was used exclusively with arrays to conduct TOF
mass analysis and array cleaning experiments. It was not configured for titanium
deposition and evaporation experiments. Only H and D gases were used in this
system.
3.1.2 Light Ion Accelerator
Fig. 3.1b shows a schematic of the light ion accelerator systems (i.e. laboratory
neutron generators) used for neutron production experiments. For these systems,
the targets were TiD2 films on copper disks [32]. The ion accelerating voltage (V2
in Fig. 1.1) was applied across a 10 cm array-to-target gap with a Spellman SL10
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high voltage power supply. The acceleration voltage was typically either -90 kV or
-100 kV. The 10 cm gap was conservatively chosen to suppress problematic issues
associated with high voltage breakdown in the system.
Fig. 3.3 shows the two light ion accelerator systems used for these experiments.
In Fig. 3.3a , a single cold finger serves as the array mount. The system in Fig.
3.3b was configured with two cold fingers mounted at a slight angle off the center
axis pointing toward a single target. The 3He neutron detector (white) and Texwax
paraffin shielding configuration can be seen behind the system.
3.2 Neutron Detection
A custom-built helium-3 neutron detector was used to measure the 2.5 MeV neutrons
produced by the D-D fusion reaction. The neutrons are detected by measuring the
charged products of the induced nuclear reaction,
n+ 3He→ 3H + 1H + 0.764MeV, (3.1)
in a proportional counter arrangement.
Fig. 3.4 shows a photograph of the 3He detector used, with the stainless steel
helium-3 tubes exposed. The signals from the tubes are amplified and then combined1
into four output channels. Each of the channels are then fed to four analog counters
(Ortec 771, Ortec 772 {x2}, Tenelec TC 540A)2.
The active region containing the 15 helium-3 tubes was 30 cm x 55 cm x 10
cm. Modeling and calibration with an AmBe source had previously determined the
1Three groups of four tubes and one group of three tubes.
2Though the counters differed (additional options), they were all configured to operate
identically.
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Figure 3.4: Photograph of the helium-3 neutron detector used for these studies. The
detector housing has been pulled back to expose the stainless steel helium 3 tubes.
intrinsic detector efficiency to be 20%. We note that one of the fifteen helium-3 tubes
was removed during detection activities, and an effective efficiency of, (14/15)·20%
= 18.7%, was used for these calculations.
The 30 cm x 55 cm x 10 cm detector was centered and located 10 cm distant from
the TiD2 target. This arrangement subtended a solid angle of 3.7 sr, as calculated
by assuming the four corners of the front face lie on a sphere centered at the target.
Note that this positions the detector at the minimum of the angular distribution of
the D-D reaction; however, the neutron production is, in effect, isotropic due to the
low energies used in the reaction (see Sec. 6.2.1) and the large solid angle subtended
by the detector [33].
Thermal background neutrons were shielded by a 0.38 mm thick layer of cadmium
integrated into the detector housing. Additional shielding was utilized to further
reduce background neutrons by surrounding five sides of the detector with 14 cm
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of paraffin (Texwax). The sixth side of the detector was unshielded and faced the
target. The detector arrangement and additional paraffin shielding can be seen in
Fig. 3.3b.
Neutron counts were conducted over 60 s time intervals and background counts
were subtracted. For reference, ∼1 nA of field ion current3 was sufficient to distin-
guish the resulting D-D neutron signal from background by roughly 3-σ.
3.3 Cleaning and Handling Procedures
Cleaning and handling procedures greatly reduce the introduction of contaminants
into the vacuum systems, which helps to maintain a contamination free environment.
With the exception of the single etched-wire tip and array ion sources, components
introduced into the vacuum system are systematically cleaned using four ultrasonic
baths. The four baths, in order of application, were soapy deionized water, deionized
water, acetone and ethanol, and ensured that the component surfaces were effectively
scrubbed clean of contamination. Component assembly and mounting occurred after
the baths on a class ISO class 4 laminar flow laboratory clean bench.
3.4 Single Etched-Wire Tips
Single etched-wire tungsten tips were used to characterize ion emission and provided
basic understanding of the expected performance of the arrays. The single etched-
wire tips are easily created in lab, and often experiments were conducted in parallel
with array experiments. This allowed single etched-wire tip experiments to be con-
ducted in the existing vacuum system configurations and under identical conditions
3Composed primarily of D+2 ions, see Sec. 6.2.1.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Schematic of the single etched wire tip assembly, including support loop
and temperature measurement leads. (b) The single etched-wire tip assembly mounted on
the coldfinger.
(e.g. pressure, temperature) as the arrays. This systematic approach helped qualify
and quantify array performance and offered insight to the fundamental operation of
the arrays.
3.4.1 Assembly and Mounting
Fig. 3.5a is a schematic showing the typical etched-wire tip assembly. Here, a
0.006 in. diameter extruded tungsten wire has has been spot-welded onto a 0.008
in. diameter tungsten wire support loop. Optionally, two additional thin tungsten
wires, of 0.002 in. diameter, could be spot-welded on both sides of the shank and
used to measure the tip temperature by elemental resistance thermometry. After
the assembly was completed, a tip was then etched (∼7 V, alternating current) on
the end of the 0.006 in. tungsten wire in a sodium hydroxide solution [31]. This
procedure reliably created tips of radii similar to that of individual array tips (∼20
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nm).
Fig. 3.5b shows this entire tip assembly spot-welded to nickel leads which are
used to make electrical connection (coils) to the cold finger feed-through studs. A
grounded aluminum shield with a 3 mm hole serves as the gate (i.e. grid) electrode.
The assembly is positioned and fastened so that the tip is centered in the hole, and
resting ∼1 mm behind it. A (pulsed or d.c.) voltage applied to either of the support
loop feed-through studs transfers the voltage to the tip. Also, current was passed
through the support loop to Joule heat the tip for cleaning and annealing purposes.
3.4.2 Single Etched-Wire Tip Cleaning Procedure
Atomically clean tungsten tip surfaces were achieved by flash heating and field evapo-
rating the etched-wire tip. Tip temperatures could be determined by use of an optical
pyrometer or by elemental resistance thermometry with the two leads attached near
the spot-weld on the tip. These temperature measurements were not always used
unless accurate heating of the tip was required. Typically, briefly running current
(∼ 5 A, 1 s) through the support loop was enough to flash heat (≥ 2000 ◦C) and
thermally desorb contaminants from the tip surface. After flash heating, a d.c. volt-
age was then applied to the tip to controllably field evaporate the tip surface with
the assistance of helium ion imaging. As helium ion imaging fields are slightly below
those required for tungsten evaporation, this allowed one to visually field evaporate
atomic layers of tungsten and remove contaminants along with it. This methodol-
ogy reliably achieved atomically clean surfaces to facilitate deuterium adsorption or
(deuterated) titanium film growth.
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3.4.3 Single Etched-Wire Tip Field Calibration
The radii, rtip, of the <110> oriented tungsten etched-wire tips were determined by
ion imaging in helium, and then calculated using the relation F = V/(5 · rtip) [13].
Here, V is the best imaging voltage applied to the tip and F is the corresponding
field, taken to be 44 V/nm (at 77 K) for helium [34]. Hydrogen (and deuterium) ion
imaging fields [34] and tungsten evaporation fields (22 V/nm and 54 V/nm at 77 K,
respectively) could be used for additional tip radius calibration, if desired.
3.5 Arrays
Unlike single etched-wire tips which are easily produced in the lab, arrays are manu-
factured through a complex process at fabrication facilities at Sandia National Labo-
ratories (SNL) and SRI International. A more in-depth discussion of the fabrication
process and the manufacturing techniques used to grow the tip structures, form the
bulk dielectrics and integrate the gate electrodes, is found in Chapter 4.
3.5.1 Assembly and Mounting
Arrays were mounted off-site (at SRI) on TO-5 headers to make electrical connection
to the tip and gate electrodes. Fig. 3.6a shows a cutaway view of a completed TO-5
header array assembly. The silicon chip lies flat on the metal header and makes an
electrical connection between the array active area (tips) and one of the insulted
header leads. A hold down disk spot welded to the tops of the insulated leads holds
the chip in place and makes electrical contact with the gate electrode. The TO-5
header array assemblies are prepared in vacuum and, upon completion, the entire
assembly is hydrogen fired at ∼600 ◦C and then sealed in an evacuated copper pinch-
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Figure 3.6: (a) Cutaway view of the TO-5 header array assembly. (b) A photograph
showing: 1) the TO-5 header spot-welded inside one of two 2) alumina insulated filament
heating loops and mounted on 3) the cold finger (pictured upside-down). Electrical con-
nections have been made out the back of the TO-5 header to the cold finger feed-through
studs.
off tube for shipping.
The final TO-5 header assembly was spot-welded to one of two heater filaments
and mounted on the cold finger, as shown in Fig. 3.6b. The tip and gate leads on
the back of the header are spot-welded to nickel coils that are in electrical contact
with the coldfinger feed-through studs. The heater filament serves both as a support
mount for the TO-5 header assembly and as a heating element when current is
passed through the leads, and is composed of a nichrome center core surrounded
by alumina insulating material (Al2O3) and an outer stainless steel jacket. Iron-
constantan thermocouple leads (not pictured) can be spot welded directly to the
TO-5 header to measure array temperature, if desired.
3.5.2 Cleaning Procedures
Environmental contaminants on the array tip surfaces can arise throughout the fab-
rication, assembly and mounting processes. Unfortunately, the cleaning methods
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employed with the single etched-wire tips cannot be directly applied to the array
structures. High temperature heating is problematic due to the many materials used
in fabrication and their differing coefficients of thermal expansion. Field evaporation
of the array tip surfaces, while possible, has not been achieved due to the limited
operational fields attained with arrays. As such, additional or modified cleaning
activities are being investigated to remove contaminants and condition the array
tip surfaces. Thermal cleaning of tip surfaces by mildly heating the arrays using
the custom alumina insulated filaments has shown some success. Also, cleaning the
tip surfaces with a hydrogen (deuterium) plasma is also being investigated. These
cleaning approaches are described in more detail in Chapter 10.
3.5.3 Array Field Calibration
Field electron emission from the arrays operating in reverse polarity was used to
determine the average array tip fields. Due to the exponential-like dependence of
electron emission on the field at the tip apices and the sensitivity to surface contam-
inants (work function), these measurements can vary (sometimes up to 30%) and
the absolute field calibrations must be taken with some reservation. However, as
it is one of only a few methods of calibration available, care was taken to obtain
measurements as accurately as possible. As such, the methodology and procedures
used to determine the average array tip fields warranted an in-depth discussion, and
are covered in detail in Sec. 5.1.
3.6 Voltage Feedthrough Assembly
A custom built aluminum feed-through was used to apply the operational voltages
to the single etched-wire tips or arrays. This connector fits over the cold finger,
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Figure 3.7: (a) Photograph of the custom high voltage feed-through used to apply voltages
(pulsed or d.c.) to the arrays. (b) Electrical schematic showing the individual components
of the feed-through.
making electrical connection to the leads, and was designed to have a characteristic
impedance of 50 ohms. Fig. 3.7 shows a picture of the device, which has a d.c.
voltage input on the side and a pulsed voltage input on the top. This setup allowed
for d.c. operation, pulsed operation and a combination of the two. The d.c. voltage
input on the side is fed through a 10 MΩ resistor which serves to protect the power
supply from pulsed voltage inputs, as well as limiting current if electrical breakdown
of the source occurs. The pulsed voltage input on the top passes through a signal
pickoff and a 50 ohm GR 874 voltage divider circuit and is then fed through a 2.8
nF capacitor into the aluminum feed-through. The capacitor protects the pulsed
voltage input supply and circuitry from the d.c. voltage supply. The signal pickoff
reads 10% of the input voltage and is then passed through two 20 dB attenuators to
the oscilloscope. The combination of the pickoff and attenuators reduce the signal
to the scope by a factor of 1000.
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Figure 3.8: A photograph of the titanium deposition coil arrangement. The assembly is
lowered 5 cm to allow photographing through the viwing port. Approximate tip orientation
is marked with an arrow. Behind the coil is a quartz crystal monitor assembly, not used
for these studies.
3.7 Titanium Deposition Coil
Titanium and deuterated titanium films were applied to single etched-wire tips for
the field evaporation experiments covered in Chapter 7. Deposition was performed
by heating a tantalum-titanium (75%-25%) alloy getter wire4 coil mounted on a lin-
ear motion feed-through positioned in front of the tip. Fig. 3.8 shows the titanium
deposition arrangement. Tip orientation is indicated with an arrow, however, the
deposition coil was retracted ∼5 cm to photograph the arrangement through the
viewing port. The Ti-Ta coil was wound six times into a diameter of ∼0.6 cm, and
deposition occurred from roughly 1 cm in front of the tip. A current of 2.7 A was
run through the coil, corresponding to a deposition temperature of ∼1640 ◦C. De-
position of titanium in a deuterium pressure of ∼2·10−5 Torr yielded the deuterated
titanium films. Also seen in the figure is the housing for a quartz crystal monitor,
approximately 1 cm behind the titanium deposition coil. The crystal monitor was
not used for these studies.
4Union Carbide Corp.
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Film thicknesses on single etched-wire tips were measured by ion imaged evapo-
ration in which single atomic layers could be counted as they were removed. When
ion imaging in deuterium gas, the deuterated films were visually observed to field
evaporate in a smooth, continuous manner. The good imaging qualities allowed one
to count the number of atomic layers of film present on the tip surface as the film
was evaporated. More details of the film deposition can be found in the experimental
section of Chapter 8.
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Array Design and Fabrication
4.1 Introduction
Arrays of many sharp tips are required to produce the deuterium ion currents required
for high yield fieldable neutron interrogation systems. The technology to produce
these arrays has existed for many decades in the form of electron emitters and was
originally developed by our collaborators at SRI [35, 36]. Our approach has been
to re-engineer these devices such that, when run in positive (ion emission) polarity,
they create electric fields large enough to ionize deuterium.
Fig. 4.1 shows a schematic cross section and SEM micrographs of a standard
field emission array (FEA), which consists of many tightly packed metal tips grown
on a silicon substrate [35]. When a negative voltage (∼100 V) is applied between
the tip electrode and the gate film (i.e. gate electrode), fields are generated at the
tip apicies which are sufficient to cause electron emission, or ∼2.0 V/nm. The FEA
structure serves as the basis for the ion source array.
When run in ion emission polarities, significant increases in the applied electric
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Figure 4.1: Schematic cross-section and SEM micrographs of a microfabricated field emit-
ter array (image from [6]). A negative voltage applied between the tip and gate film induces
the field emission of electrons at the tip apicies. This structure is the basis for the ion source
arrays.
fields are required to produce measurable quantities of field ionized or field desorbed
deuterium. The fields required for the onset of these processes are ∼10 V/nm and
∼20 V/nm, respectively, or roughly 5 to 10 times greater than those required for
field electron emission. To achieve the highest ion yields possible, the arrays need to
operate at the maximum fields possible; this occurs just before the field evaporation
of the tip substrate material. These fields are on the order of 20 times greater than
those of electron emission, depending on the tip material. Additionally, operating
the arrays above tip evaporation fields may have beneficial applications in removing
contaminants on the array tip surfaces and in achieving tip uniformity. The cleaning
applications are discussed in Chapter 10 and the applications to tip uniformity are
discussed in Sec. 4.4.
To date we have achieved fields with the ion source arrays, on average, roughly 10
times greater than those of field electron emission. As this is above the onset fields
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Figure 4.2: An illustration of gate field electron emission from an array. (a) When an
array is run in electron source polarity, the field enhancement at the tip apex produces
field electron emission. (b) When run in ion source polarity, the field enhancements at the
gate edges are sufficient to produce field electron emission before optimal ionization fields
are reached at the tip.
required for both the field ionization and field desorption processes, many experi-
ments have been conducted to study the underlying fundamentals of ion production.
The results of these studies are presented in Chapters 6 and 7.
The focus of this chapter is to present the many array designs that have been
developed, the motivations behind those designs and the various impacts fabrication
variables can have on array performance. Each of the different array designs are
introduced, along with a brief description outlining the main features of the design.
Specifics of the fabrication processes involved and the modeling activities conducted
are beyond the scope of this publication, but are referenced when applicable.
4.2 Gate Field Electron Emission
A critical issue in the development of the ion source array has been field emission
of electrons from the gate electrode. That is, when run in ion source polarity, field
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enhancement at the gate electrode is sufficient to cause electron emission before op-
timal ionization fields have been reached at the tip. Fig. 4.2 illustrates this problem.
Here, when an array is run in electron source polarity, as in Fig. 4.2a, the field en-
hancement at the tip apex causes the tip to field emit electrons, as expected. When
the same array is run in ion source polarity, as in Fig. 4.2b, the field enhancement at
the edge of the gate electrode causes undesired field electron emission before the re-
quired ion emission fields are achieved at the tip apex. These field emitted electrons
initiate electrical breakdown in the array structure and are the main source of fail-
ure in the devices. A detailed analysis of this breakdown mechanism, and resulting
damage caused, is discussed in Chapter 9.
Suppressing the field electron emission at the gate has become a major goal of
array development activities. Not only must arrays achieve the highest fields at
the tips as possible, but they must also minimize the fields at the gate electrode.
Many design features have been incorporated to meet these two requirements, and
are discussed in the next sections.
4.3 Array Fabrication and Design
The array designs were driven by modeling results which focused on maximizing the
tip fields while keeping gate fields below field electron emission thresholds. Early
modeling results have been published [7], and the modeling results leading to the
most recent designs will be presented in a future publication [37]. Two different
facilities currently produce arrays for testing: 1) SRI International (SRI) in Menlo
Park, CA, and 2) the Microsystems and Engineering Sciences Applications facility
at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in Albuquerque, NM. Each institution has
a different approach to the fabrication of the arrays. SRI develops arrays based on
the fabrication of Spindt field emission array (FEA) cathodes [6, 35, 36, 38] while
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SNL uses microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) surface micromachining [39] to
produce arrays.
The ion source arrays that have been developed appear quite different from the
original FEA cathodes they were based upon. As the technology has evolved, four
major geometric modifications have been incorporated in the arrays. 1) Bulk di-
electrics have been thickened considerably to withstand the voltages required for the
ionization processes. 2) Taller tips were developed to maintain similar tip-to-gate
geometries as a result of the thicker bulk dielectrics. 3) Additional dielectric shield-
ing has been incorporated and 4) rounded gate edges were developed, both to reduce
gate field electron emission.
In regards to items 1) and 2), the desire to maintain similar tip-to-gate geometries
with tall tips, as opposed to short tips in deep trenches, was two-fold. First, the
highest field enhancements at the tip apicies are achieved the closer the tips are in
proximity to the plane of the gate. If the tip-to-gate distance increases, as with short
tips, higher voltages are required to produce the same fields. Ultimately, we wish
to operate the source at the lowest voltages possible1 and, thus, the tall tip design
is desirable. The second consideration is that of ion emission striking cavity walls.
In the case of short tips, a large fraction of the ion emission can strike the cavity
walls, generating secondary electron emission, potentially initiating breakdowns in
the devices. This is avoided in the tall tip geometry, as the majority of ion emission
will be transmitted through the gate holes.
Items 3) and 4) are both microfabrication solutions that serve to prevent gate
field electron emission and do not affect tip fields or tip field enhancements. Both
approaches serve the same end-goal - to increase the potential barrier at the gate
such that electrons can no longer tunnel from the metal - though they achieve this in
slightly different ways. The addition of dielectrics around the gate reduces the local
1As it is reduces power supply size and complexity when rapidly pulsing.
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electric field strength by a factor of one over the materials dielectric constant. The
higher the dielectric constant, the more the fields are reduced and, thus, field elec-
tron emission can be suppressed. An important consideration with the addition of
the dielectrics is that of the dielectric breakdown strength. Typically, the breakdown
strength has an inverse relation to that of the dielectric constant (i.e. high dielec-
tric constant materials breakdown at lower fields), and careful material selection is
required.
The second fabrication approach to preventing gate field electron emission, or
item 4), is that of rounding the gate edges. In effect, this serves to reduce the field
at the gate for a given applied voltage and, thus, the electric field can be kept below
field electron emission thresholds. In practice this is not a trivial process, and much
work has been dedicated to microfabricating the rounded structures in the arrays.
The following two sections summarize the major array design iterations developed
by SRI and SNL. The different device iterations are presented in chronological order
for each fabrication institution. The motivations behind each design type and brief
details of fabrication and materials composition are discussed. There is typically a
three to six month fabrication and development time period between different array
design iterations.
The majority of the different arrays developed by SRI and SNL are pictured
in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. Each sub-figure shows a schematic of the array
(left), an SEM michrograph of an individual array tip and tip cavity (middle) and a
perspective view of the array tip (right). The geometrical factors such as tip height,
gate diameter and tip-to-gate plane distance all determine the field enhancement
that can be achieved at the tips. The shorthand notation used to refer to the array
types in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 will be used throughout the remainder of this document
to differentiate between the different array designs.
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4.3.1 SRI Array Fabrication and Design
Ion source testing began with a standard FEA fabricated by SRI and operated in
ion source (positive) polarity. Fig. 4.3a is a schematic of an FEA. A silicon wafer
serves as the base electrode and substrate on which molybdenum tips are grown.
The chromium gate electrode is separated by an ∼0.75 µm layer of thermally grown
silicon dioxide, SiO2. Submicron diameter holes in the gate electrode are centered
over the emitter tips.
When operating the conventional FEA devices as ion sources, the fields at the gate
were sufficient to induce field electron emission which initiated electrical breakdown
before ion emission was observed. The first approach taken to reduce the field at
the gate was to introduce a silicon nitride dielectric shield, Si3N4, under the gate
electrode, as in Fig. 4.3b. The results from initial testing of this device have been
previously reported [40]. The Si3N4 shield continues to be a design feature in SRI
arrays, as seen in Figs. 4.3c-4.3h.
The operating voltages (>500 V) that were required to achieve the ionization
fields exceeded that of the breakdown strength of the SiO2 bulk dielectric and tip
cavity surfaces of conventional FEAs. To ensure dielectric hold off at higher voltages
(∼1000 V), the thickness of the SiO2 was increased from ∼0.75 µm (Figs. 4.3a
& 4.3b) to ∼4 µm (Figs. 4.3c-4.3h). As a result of the thicker bulk dielectrics,
new methods were developed to fabricate the taller tips required to maintain similar
tip-to-gate geometries.
The method employed by SRI to produce tall tips was to fabricate a nickel ‘post’
understructure. Molybdenum tips were then deposited on the nickel posts using
similar techniques as those used to create FEA tips [36]. This ‘tip-on-post’ fabrication
design is shown in Fig. 4.3c. The ‘feathered’ structure on the nickel post is the result
of columnar growth due to shadowing during deposition and was not a problem. As
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with the dielectric shield, this nickel post was continued in subsequent arrays (Figs.
4.3d-4.3h). Fig. 4.3d illustrates a similar device, but with a silicon dioxide, SiO2,
dielectric spacer added between the gate and nitride shield to suppress high fields
that arise at the shield-gate-vacuum triple point interface [41].
To further suppress electron emission from the gate beyond that provided by
the dielectric shield, additional dielectric shielding was incorporated around the gate
electrode edges. The first implementation of this was coating a dielectric spacer
array (Fig. 4.3e) with a thin film of titanium dioxide, TiO2, as in Fig. 4.3e. Designs
after this switched from applying a post-fabrication dielectric thin film, to fully
incorporating thicker dielectrics around the gates during the fabrication process.
The first arrays incorporating this are shown in Figs. 4.3f and 4.3g. In these arrays,
the gate electrode was enclosed by the dielectric shield underneath and a fabricated
layer of dielectric nitride (Si3N4, ∼0.2 µm thick) deposited over the sides and top of
the gate. In Fig. 4.3f, a ‘grommet’ of nitride coats the inner edge and top corner of
the gate; leaving the top of the gate exposed. In, Fig. 4.3g, the entire gate electrode
has been encapsulated in Si3N4.
The most recent SRI array designs have focused on rounding the gate edges to
reduces the electric field enhancements at the gate electrode. In Fig. 4.3h, the
titanium-tungsten (TiW ) gate electrode, deposited over 3 µm of SiO2 and 220 nm
of nitride shielding, has had the inside diameter of the gate edges rounded using
a selective anodization process. Details of this device and the rounding gate edge
anodization process are to be published [42].
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Figure 4.3: Various SRI array designs fabricated and tested. Each sub-figure shows a
schematic of the array (left), an SEM micrograph of an individual array tip and tip cavity
(middle) and a perspective view of the array tips (right).
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Figure 4.3 (cont.): Various SRI array designs fabricated and tested. Each sub-figure
shows a schematic of the array (left), an SEM micrograph of an individual array tip and
tip cavity (middle) and a perspective view of the array tips (right).
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Figure 4.4: Various SNL array designs fabricated and tested. Each sub-figure shows a
schematic of the array (left), an SEM micrograph of an individual array tip and tip cavity
(middle) and a perspective view of the array tips (right).
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Figure 4.4 (cont.): Various SRI array designs fabricated and tested. Each sub-figure
shows a schematic of the array (left), an SEM micrograph of an individual array tip and
tip cavity (middle) and a perspective view of the array tips (right).
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Note that all SRI arrays have been fabricated with vapor deposited molybdenum
tips, except for the encapsulated devices, Fig. 4.3g, which also had a vapor deposited
tungsten tip version fabricated. Additionally, all SRI arrays were fabricated with
chromium gates, with the exception of the newest rounded gate device, Fig. 4.3h,
which was fabricated with a titanium-tungsten gate, as required by the anodization
rounding process.
4.3.2 SNL Array Fabrication and Design
SNL began fabricating its first arrays around the time that the SRI tip-on-post
designs were being tested and, as such, have incorporated both the thicker bulk
dielectrics and the tall tip design features described previously. The approach SNL
utilizes to produce arrays is much different than that of SRI, as it is based on silicon
fabrication technology. Due to the different processes, the gate structures and stand-
off dielectrics appear quite different when compared to SRI arrays. The most obvious
difference is that the bulk dielectric, SiO2, is considerably thicker, ranging from 5
µm to 10 µm. The first two design iterations discussed are more developmental in
nature, as they focused on producing the tall tip and the rounded gate design aspects
independently; later, they were combined into one array.
Fig. 4.4a shows the first array type developed by SNL which focused on fabri-
cating tall tips entirely composed of silicon. The approach taken was to first use
deep reactive ion etching to define tall ( 10 µm) isolated silicon posts. Tips are then
etched into the posts using an isotropic dry silicon etch. A support structure for the
gate electrode was then fabricated using methods from microfluidics, upon which the
(square) tungsten gate electrode was formed.
SNL next began investigating methods to produce rounded gates electrodes to
reduce gate field compression. Fig. 4.4b shows the first rounded gate array that
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was developed. Here, the rounded gates are produced using a tungsten damascene
process. This array design is, comparatively, much different than the other SNL
designs discussed, as fabrication activities were focused primarily on producing the
rounded gate feature, and had not yet attempted to integrate the silicon tip and
post fabrication (see Fig. 4.4a). In this case, the tips in these arrays are a hybrid
tip-on-post design, in which tungsten posts were deposited at SNL, and then later,
molybdenum tips were grown at SRI.
Fig. 4.4c illustrates the first device produced by SNL that combined the silicon
tip-on-post fabrication and the rounded gate design. This device was modified fur-
ther, as shown in Fig. 4.4d, to incorporate a tungsten cladding on the etched silicon
tip to reduce field penetration into the tip. Additionally, a 100 nm thick low stress
nitride (LSN) dielectric gate liner was incorporated around the rounded gate edges.
The device in Fig. 4.4d was the first array that was rigorously tested, as the
previous devices were more developmental in nature. Details of design, modeling
and fabrication of this rounded gate array have been published [43]. Note, this array
design serves as the base structure for the subsequent iterations that followed (Fig.
4.4e-4.4g), which focused on improving aspects of the base design by increasing the
thickness of the dielectric gate liner.
Fig. 4.4e shows a nearly identical device, which incorporated an increased, 150
nm, LSN gate liner to further reduce the field on the gate. Rounded gate processing
methods were improved to reduce the key hole that forms on the insides of the
rounded gate. A very similar device, not pictured, was produced afterward with a
200 nm LSN gate liner
Fig. 4.4f incorporates a much thicker dielectric gate liner, 350 nm, that was
a combination of LSN (inner 300 nm) and stoichiometric silicon nitride (outer 50
nm). The array in Fig. 4.4g was intended to have the same thickness liner, or 350
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Figure 4.5: Detailed SEM images of the an SRI and SNL array indicating the major
design features incorporated. a) An SRI rounded gate array in which a molybdenum tip
has been deposited on top of a nickel post. A dielectric shield and over-layer enclose the
rounded gate. b) A rounded gate (400 nm gate liner) device produced by SNL. The rounded
tungsten gate and thin film dielectric gate liner (400 nm) are indicated with arrows. The
tip is tungsten clad silicon.
nm; however, a processing error resulted in a thicker than intended, stoichiometric
nitride layer (∼100 nm), such that the resulting thickness was roughly 400 nm.
The main difference in this array, as compared to the previous (350 nm) one, was
the inclusion of additional metal lines drawn over the honeycomb structure that
separates individual tip cavities (not apparent in figure). This higher metal density
was to approximate a continuous metal gate film over the array, which modeling
suggested may be beneficial [37]. Also, in both of these arrays, oxidation sharpening
methods were applied to the tips before being clad in tungsten in an attempt to
produce more uniform tips.
4.3.3 Present Array Designs
Fig. 4.5 are SEM micrographs of the most recent SRI and SNL array and identifies, in
more detail, the various design aspects that have been implemented. Fig. 4.5a is an
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SEM cross section of the SRI rounded gate array and Fig. 4.5b is an SEM micrograph
of the SNL rounded gate array (400 nm gate liner). Annotations indicate the key
design features. In Fig. 4.5a a molybdenum tip is deposited on a nickel post. The
rounded gate electrode is enclosed below by the dielectric shield and above by a
dielectric grommet. Fig. 4.5b shows the rounded gate device developed by SNL. A
400 nm thick LSN liner surrounds the gate, and the silicon tip and post are clad
with tungsten.
4.4 Fabrication and Ion Source Performance
There are three key engineering challenges in array fabrication that are required to
maximize the ion production by the arrays: 1) Achieve the highest fields possible
at the tip apices (while minimizing gate fields), 2) maximize the number of tips per
unit area, and 3) fabricate the most uniform array tips possible (such that each of
the individual tips achieve the same field).
The primary goal of fabrication and experimental activities, thus far, has been
to maximize the fields at the array tips and meet the first criterion. The other two
criteria, tip packing density and tip uniformity, have not been the primary focus of
research activities, but are still important in maximizing ion yields. This section
discusses these two criteria and the various fabrication aspects that can impact ion
source performance.
4.4.1 Tip Packing Density and Pattern
An important variable in maximizing ion currents from arrays is the tip packing
density, as the number of tips per unit area is directly proportional to ion yield.
At this time, this variable has not been optimized, as the final tip cavity geometry
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Figure 4.6: SEM micrographs showing the hexagonal tip packing arrangement of a) an SNL
array and b) an SRI array. Optical microscope photographs of the ∼1 mm2 array emission
area of c) the same SNL array and d) the same SRI array. The SNL tip arrangement yields
a hexagonal emission area while the SRI tip arrangement yields a circular emission area.
will strongly influence the final packing density. A conservative tip packing density
was initially chosen to help achieve sufficient ion currents that were measurable in
lab2, yet easily allow geometrical changes to be made for development activities that
would not require changing the tip packing density.
Presently, both SRI and SNL arrays have tip packing densities on the order of
106 tips/cm2. In each case, the tips are packed in a hexagonal-close-packed pattern,
typically in an active emission area on the order of 1 mm2. Fig. 4.6a and 4.6b show
SEM micrographs of the hexagonal packed tip arrangement for an SNL and an SRI
array, respectively. Figs 4.6c and 4.6d, are optical photographs showing the entire
2At the onset fields associated with initial development activities
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emission area of the same arrays. In Fig. 4.6c, the SNL tip arrangement yields a
hexagonal emission area, and in Fig. 4.6d, the SRI tip arrangement yields a circular
emission area. The circular and hexagonal emission areas are arbitrary, and result
from fabrication and patterning setups at the respective institutions.
Future studies will involve maximizing the tip packing density once the final array
tip, tip cavity and gate geometries have been determined. We note that tip packing
densities on the order of 107 tips/cm2 appear reasonable at this time.
Number of Array Tips
As mentioned in the previous section, tips are typically packed into an emission area
of ∼1 mm2, and thus, the majority of arrays contain roughly 104 tips. However,
the number of tips are easily changed, while maintaining a constant tip packing
density. Fabricating arrays with differing numbers of tips, while not directly related
to maximizing ion current, facilitates other aspects of array development, such as
demonstrating scalability.
To date, studies have been conducted using arrays that have been fabricated
with a wide assortment of tips; ranging from arrays fabricated with a single tip, up
to the largest composed of 25,693 tips. As a result of the fabrication patterning
arrangement (hexagonally close packed), arrays containing certain numbers of tips
are more commonly fabricated to maintain symmetry across the active region, as
shown in Table 4.1.
4.4.2 Emission Angle
The gate transmission holes patterned over the array tips can potentially aperture
ion (and electron) currents produced by the array. This aperturing is geometrical
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No. of tips fabricated on an array.
SRI SNL
1 1
109 127
3,853 1,027
5,551 10,267
7,705
11,077
13,990
15,405
25,693
Table 4.1: Typical number of tips fabricated on SRI and SNL arrays. These values
result from maintaining active emission area symmetry with the hexagonal packing
arrangement of the tips.
in nature, and depends on the diameter of the gate holes (or dielectric shielding),
the distance between the tip and the gate (or dielectric shielding), and the emission
half-angle from an array tip. It is currently unknown what the maximum half-
angle of emission is from an array tip; however, single etched-wire tips emit up
to a half-angle of ∼45◦. Fig. 4.7a and Fig. 4.7b are SEM images illustrating
the apertured half-angle, α, from an SNL and an SRI array, respectively. In Fig.
4.7a, ion emission would be apertured by the gate at a half-angle of ∼33◦.3 In Fig.
4.7b, the gate would allow ion emission up to ∼58◦. In this case, the ion emission
would likely not be apertured, depending on the maximum emission half-angle of the
emitter tip. Experimental evidence of apertured ion emission has been observed and
published [44], and is discussed in Sec. 6.4.2. Table 4.2 lists the aperture half-angle,
α, for various SRI and SNL arrays developed and tested.
In addition to the maximum half-angle of transmission, the detector arrangement
can influence whether gate aperturing is observed in an experiment. The diameter
3Corrections are made to account for the perspective angle in the SEM
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Figure 4.7: Ion emission half-angle and potential aperturing caused by the array gate
transmission holes. In a), ion emission would is likely apertured at a 33◦ half angle in this
SNL array. In b), ion emission is transmitted up to 58◦ on this SRI array; ion emission is
likely not apertured depending on the maximum emission angle of a tip.
of the CEMA detector and the array-to-detector distance, d, define a maximum half-
angle of emission, θ, that is intercepted by the detector (see Sec. 3.1.1). Depending
on whether α is greater than or less than θ determines if aperturing is observed in
measurements.
This effect is noted in the data if appropriate, and the data are scaled to match
the appropriate emission half-angles when comparisons are needed. Note that the
scaling is in area, and assumes a uniformly distributed current density. However,
the uniformity of the current density is not presently well known, and preliminary
experiments indicate a radial gradient in current density, as discussed in Sec. 6.4.2.
Finally, we note that this aperturing effect occurs only when the (drift) region
between the array gate and the detector is field free4. A bias on the detector (electron
emission) or target (neutron production) can reduce or eliminate the aperturing. In
the case of neutron production, for example, modeling indicates that the high voltage
on the target causes the acceleration field to penetrate through the gate holes [37],
such that the majority of ions produced by the tips are transmitted.
4As in I-V field ionization measurements and TOF analysis in the imaging atom probe.
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Array gate transmission half-angle, α.
SRI SNL
Standard FEA 73◦ Square Gate 14◦
Nitride Shield 67◦ R. Gate (hybrid) 59◦
Tip-on-Post 61◦ R. Gate 33◦
Oxide Spacer 54◦ R. Gate (100 nm) 33◦
TiO2 Film 54
◦ R. Gate (150 nm) 30◦
Grommeted 65◦ R. Gate (350 nm) 25◦
Encapsulated 58◦ R. Gate (400 nm) 32◦
Rounded gate 58◦
Table 4.2: Gate transmission half-angle, α, for various SRI and SNL arrays.
4.4.3 Tip Fabrication Uniformity and Tip Morphology
Tip uniformity plays an important role in maximizing the ion current from an ar-
ray. Ideally, to reach the highest deuterium ion current possible, each of the array
tips must operate at its maximum ionization ability; this is achieved when all array
tips are operating identically at the same field. One of the advantages of the semi-
conductor microfabrication techniques used is that it can produce array structures
with little variation on the micron scale. This is very beneficial, as large variations
in emitter tips has been a critical issue in similar carbon nano-fiber technology [9].
However, on the scale of tens of nanometers, the variations that arise from micro-
fabrication can potentially have large impacts on the ion output due to the field
enhancement of small radii of curvature and the exponential-like dependence of the
ionization processes on applied field. Presently, these variations, and the impact
they have on source performance, are not well characterized. This section serves
to address the issues that arise in tip fabrication and how they affect ion output.
Note that fabrication activities, to date, have not attempted to control these factors
beyond the most basic of levels.
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Figure 4.8: An SEM image of an SRI array tip indicating a tip radius of approximately
20 nm. Additionally, a small deformation has formed during tip fabrication that likely
changes the emission properties of the tip.
Tip Radius
The radius of individual array tips plays an essential role in ionization as it determines
both the field enhancement factor at the tip and defines the size of the tip emission
area5. Determining the tip radius is not straightforward, like with a single etched-
wire tip (see Sec. 3.4.3), as ion imaging methods are not usable due to the distortion
caused by simultaneously imaging many tips and due to the limited array operating
fields that can presently be achieved. Up to this point, array tip radius has been
estimated by SEM imaging. Fig. 4.8 is an SEM image of SRI array tip at maximum
resolution. Here, we can see the tip radius is on the order of ∼20 nm. Similar SEM
imaging of array tips in other devices indicate that 20 nm is a reasonable estimate
of the tip radius.
5Desorption surface area per tip or ionization volume per tip. Not active emission area.
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Figure 4.9: An SEM image of an SNL array tip showing both an unintended ‘spire’ and
roughness across the tungsten clad surface.
Array tip fabrication can result in deformations on the tip surfaces that can affect
tip radius. As seen in Fig. 4.8, a small ‘bump’ has formed that likely causes this tip
to emit at effective radius closer to ∼7 nm. More examples of tip variations can be
seen in Fig. 4.9. On this SNL array tip, both an (unintended) aberration has formed
on the tip apex and roughness can be seen across the tungsten clad tip surface. The
‘spire’ that resulted on the tip apex was a result of an incomplete etch process; in
this case the etch process was subsequently modified to remove the spires. However,
the roughness across the surface that arises from cladding the tip with tungsten is
not as easily controlled.
These conducting bumps and variations, as in Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9, cause a
lensing effect [13] due to the strong field enhancement factor at these sites and, as
such, fields at these sites no longer correspond to the average tip fields. Although the
field enhancement will be greater due to the reduced radius, the effective ionization
volume (field ionization) or surface area (field desorption) is reduced, and will effec-
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tively decrease the overall ion current production from this tip. These variations can
often change emission properties and reduce overall ion yield. The distribution of
these variations and extent that that they have on field enhancement and ion current
production is presently not known. Future activities will need to characterize these
effects and determine the appropriate course of action to minimize them.
Tip Surface and Lattice Structure
Tip surface structure on the atomic scale may have varying impacts on the ion yields.
The crystal structure of the metal tip substrate, the orientation of crystal planes and
irregularities on the atomic scale (e.g. individual molecules and small clusters and
overgrowths [45–47]) can affect field enhancements differently at different sites and
vary the emission properties of the tip. Different crystal planes, for example, adsorb
different amounts of deuterium gas [48]. In the case of (metal film) field evaporation,
the deposited titanium film takes on a pseudomorphic crystal structure [31] of the
emitter tip. In this case, the crystal structure of the overlaying titanium determines
how much deuterium the film can adsorb. The surface structure of the array tips
is presently unknown. Future studies will need to be conducted to characterize the
surface structure of the vapor deposited and tungsten clad tips.
4.4.4 Characterizing and Controlling Tip Morphology
Ion Imaging Single Tip Arrays
Ion imaging can potentially be an invaluable method to characterize many of the
unknown tip fabrication variables discussed above. Unfortunately, ion imaging is
presently not possible due to the fields required and the large number of tips. How-
ever, fabricating arrays containing a single emitter tip and achieving higher tip fields
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Figure 4.10: Using field evaporation to achieve tip uniformity. In a), a small bump
is controllably removed by field evaporation. In b) a sharper tip is ‘blunted’ by field
evaporation.
will allow for deuterium ion imaging at 22 V/nm and, ideally, helium ion imaging at
44 V/nm. Ion imaging of a single tipped array should offer much insight to the tip
morphology of the arrays, and should be a priority in future studies.
Field Evaporation
Field evaporation of tip material may have an important application in achieving
uniform emitter tips. Variations between tips and deformations may be effectively
removed during the evaporation process and help unify the tip fields. Since the field
enhancements are highest at these points, the electric fields can be brought above the
metal evaporation fields, while the remainder of the tip remains below evaporation
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fields. This would generally ‘smooth out’ any deformations, irregularities and non-
uniform tips. Fig. 4.10a demonstrates that if the field at the bump is brought above
the metal evaporation fields, it can be slowly removed, while the remainder of the tip
remains below evaporation fields. Additionally, in Fig. 4.10b, if ‘sharper’ tips exist
on the array compared to neighboring tips, field evaporation will selectively evaporate
material from these tips, blunting them, until all tips have achieved identical fields.
Note that there are some subtleties in the tip substrate field evaporation process that
have been left out in this simplified illustration. In practice, field evaporating the
deformations would not reproduce the idealized final tip structure that is suggested
in the figure, yet it will still achieve the same field at the surfaces of the tips at any
given applied voltage. Presently, we are unable to reach the necessary fields at the
array tips to field evaporate material.
4.5 Conclusion and Future Work
Design and fabrication activities have focused on re-engineering the standard field
emission array to produce an ion source that can achieve the necessary ion production
for high yield, compact neutron generators. Many modifications to the original FEA
sources have been made to achieve the high field necessary for the field desorption
and field ionization of deuterium.
A critical issue in the development of the ion source array has been field emission
of electrons from the gate electrode. These electrons initiate electrical breakdown
in the array and are the main source of device failure. As such, suppressing gate
electric field has become a major driving force behind array development activities.
Not only must arrays achieve the highest fields possible at the tip apicies, but the
fields at the gate electrode must also be minimized.
To date, the development of the arrays has been driven by modeling and experi-
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mental results. Many of the aspects regarding the evolution of the devices from the
standard field electron emitter arrays to existing ion source arrays were discussed.
The resulting ion source arrays that have been developed appear quite different from
the original FEA cathodes they were based upon through incorporation of four major
geometric modifications: 1) Bulk dielectrics were thickened considerably to withstand
the voltages required for the ionization processes. 2) Taller tips were developed to
maintain similar tip-to-gate geometries as a result of the thicker bulk dielectrics.
3) Additional dielectric shielding and 4) rounded gate edges were incorporated to
reduce the gate fields and suppress electron emission.
In addition to achieving the highest fields possible, there are two other engineer-
ing feats required to maximum the ion currents from the ion source array: 1) The
array tips need to be packed in the tightest area possible, maximizing ion current
per unit area and 2) the tips need to be fabricated as uniformly as possible, such
that each of the individual array tips are contributing equally to the ion current.
Fabrication activities, to date, have not attempted to optimize packing densities nor
tip uniformity, beyond the most basic of levels.
Array tip morphology will likely plays a large role in optimizing tip uniformity;
however, it is presently not well characterized. Variables such as tip radius, fabrica-
tion irregularities and surface roughness can affect ion production, and the degree to
which each of these variables influence array ion emission is not known. Future stud-
ies will need to be conducted to better understand and characterize these variables
once higher array tip fields have been demonstrated.
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Array Performance
Array performance was evaluated for both d.c. (field ionization) and pulsed (field
desorption) operation by determining the maximum fields achieved at the array tips
before electrical breakdown occurred. These results serve as a benchmark to evaluate
the different array designs and measure the overall progress made toward achieving
higher array tip fields. The data was obtained during field ionization and field
desorption experiments, which are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively. The
array tip fields were estimated by operating the arrays as a electron sources and
using the calibration method discussed next.
5.1 Array Field Calibrations
Quantifying the magnitude of the average electric field at the array tip apices is key
to evaluating array performance. Knowledge of the tip fields helps to evaluate array
designs, understand the ionization processes involved, and compare experimental
results to modeling activities.
To determine the electric field, we exploit the fact that the ion source arrays
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Figure 5.1: a) The custom circuit used to measure field electron emission from an array.
The oscilloscope output in b) measures field emission current incident on the detector and
c) current between the array tips and gate (should be zero) as a funtion of applied voltage.
have retained their original functionality as electron sources. These experiments
were conducted in the imaging atom probe vacuum configuration described in Sec.
3.1.1. First, the ion sources are run in reverse polarity, and field electron emission
onset currents are measured on the front plate of the CEMA. Field electron current
was generated with a (negative) 60 Hz half-wave rectified sinusoidal a.c. voltage
applied to the array tips with the gate electrode grounded. The electron currents
and associated emission fields are then calibrated against the electron emission from
a single etched-wire tip.
Fig. 5.1a shows the custom circuit used to measure the electron emission from
arrays. The CEMA front plate1 is biased to +300 volts and the incident electron
current is measured through a voltage drop, VY 2, across a 10 MΩ series resistor, R2,
with a Tektronix 7603 oscilloscope. The 1.5 nF capacitor, C, protects the oscilloscope
from the bias voltage. A second voltage drop, VY 1, across the resistor, R1, measures
electron current between the tip and gate. This is zero when the array is functioning
1No CEMA gain
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Figure 5.2: A plot of electron current per tip vs. field for a single etched-wire tip, an SRI
rounded gate array (13,990 tips) and an SNL 400 nm gate liner array (10,267 tips). Here,
0.01 nA of electron current corresponds to a field calibration of 2.5 V/nm.
properly. Figs. 5.1b and 5.1c show the resulting traces on the scope for one 60 Hz
cycle. In each case the horizontal axis corresponds to the (negative) voltage applied
to the array. The vertical axis in b) corresponds to the electron current reaching the
detector, and in c) measures any electron current running between the tip and gate
electrodes. The hysteresis in the trace is a result of the intrinsic capacitance of the
array.
The applied voltage that generates electron current (per tip) corresponds to an
unknown field at the array tips. To determine the field, the electron emission from an
array is calibrated to that of a well characterized single etched-wire tip. By measuring
the electron current at various applied voltages we can plot a profile of the electron
emission per tip from the array and compare it to that of a single etched-wire tip
to find the field. Fig. 5.2 shows a plot of electron current per tip vs. field for a
single etched-wire tip, an SNL array and an SRI array. The array data is matched
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to the single etched-wire tip data, such that, for a given ion current measured from
the array, we can estimate the field that corresponds to the applied voltage. Here,
0.01 nA/tip corresponds to a field of 2.5 V/nm.
Calibrating array electron emission in this manner now relates the applied cal-
ibration voltage, Vc, to the corresponding calibration field, Fc. Since the field en-
hancement factor at the array tips is the same whether applying a positive or negative
voltage, we can use a voltage-field proportionality relation, V1/Vc = F1/Fc, to find
the field, F1, for a given applied ion emission voltage, V1.
As an example, we use this process to determine the field as a function of applied
voltage for the array in Fig. 5.2b. Running the array in electron source polarity
requires a voltage, Vc = -70 V, in which the array produces 1 µA (∼0.01 nA/tip)
of electron current. This electron current corresponds to a field, Fc, of -2.5 V/nm.
Thus, in ion emission mode, the average tip field as a function of applied voltage is
F1 = V1 · (−2.5V/nm)/(−67V ).
Presently, field electron emission onset currents are the primary method used
to estimate the average field on the tip apices of arrays. However, there can be a
large amount of experimental error in the field estimation due to the exponential-
like dependence of electron emission on applied field and from unknowns associated
with using single etched-wire tips to model array tips (e.g. surface contamination,
emission area, etc.). Experimental error introduced by use of this method can be
upwards of ∼25%, so these calibrations must be taken as estimates.
In the future, field evaporation and field ionization may be used to estimate the
field at the array tips. Field evaporation of tip material, such as molybdenum and
tungsten, occurs at well known and accepted fields [31]. Unfortunately, these fields
have not yet been reliably attained. Ion imaging, a standard technique for calibrating
etched-wire tip fields, is not possible due to distortion that results from simultane-
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ously imaging a large number of array tips. In recent arrays, field ionization onsets
were measurable with deuterium gas. However, these onsets are not well defined and
are sensitive to gas pressure and source temperature, whereas field electron emission
is not2. At this point, calibration attempts via deuterium field ionization onsets are
in reasonable agreement with electron emission calibration fields, and thus far have
served as a consistency check. Field ionization onset calibrations with additional
gases may be available in the future.
5.2 Array Performance
Experimental testing results of the different array designs discussed in Chapter 4 are
listed in Table 5.1. Here, the operating mode of each design iteration is separated
into sub-categories of applied pulsed voltages (for field desorption), and applied d.c.
voltages (for field ionization). For each sub category the mean, standard deviation
and maximum applied voltages and inferred fields are reported. Finally, where ap-
plicable, references to the array designs shown in Figs. 4.3 & 4.4 are included. In
general, the array types can typically sustain a higher pulsed (20 ns) voltage than a
d.c. voltage. This is likely a result of the short pulses mitigating the gate electron
emission effects, thus allowing for the higher pulsed voltages to be reached.
2Temperature effects can be measured, but for our ranges of operation, are negligible.
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Pulsed operation D.C. operation
Voltage (V) Field (V/nm) Voltage (V) Field (V/nm)
Array Avg. ±σ Max. Avg. ±σ Max. Avg. ±σ Max. Avg. ±σ Max. Fig.
SRI DEVICES
FEA (Standard) 204 73 345 7 2.2 11 — — — — — — 4.3a
Nitride ShieldA 422 93 570 16 4.2 27 — — — — — — 4.3b
Tip-on-postA,B 525 109 820 18 4.4 26 — — — — — — 4.3c
Dielectric spacerA,B,C 676 144 920 23 5.1 32 425 84 700 13 2.9 21 4.3d
Oxide Layer A,B,C 480 70 605 20 3.6 27 368 43 450 15 1.4 17 4.3e
Grommeted gateA,B 1031 258 1530 30 4.7 36 — — — — — — 4.3f
Encaps. gate (Mo tips)A,B 1013 155 1250 28 3.7 33 ∗827 175 1000 ∗22 2.4 24 4.3g
Encaps. gate (W tips)A,B ∗832 40 875 ∗29 0.9 30 ∗570 170 690 ∗17 4.2 20 4.3g
Rounded GateA,B,D ∗675 — 675 ∗29 — 29 ∗614 88 760 ∗19 3.2 24 4.3h
SNL DEVICES
Square GateB ∗462 237 835 ∗7 3.8 14 — — — — — — 4.4a
Rounded Gate (Hybrid)B,D 520 205 856 12 4.3 18 — — — — — — 4.4b
Rounded Gate B,D 773 261 995 21 6.4 27 525 130 600 16 4.3 19 4.4c
100 nm gate linerB,D,E,F 1018 206 1175 22 4.8 27 730 195 1350 15 2.9 26 4.4d
150 nm gate linerB,D,E,F 842 280 1200 24 7.9 33 ∗560 — 560 ∗13 — 13 4.4e
†200 nm gate linerB,D,E,F 946 225 1190 23 4.1 30 847 166 1020 16 2.5 19 —
†350 nm gate linerB,D,E,F 1056 88 1150 25 1.6 26 ∗1030 — 1030 ∗18 — 18 4.4f
†400 nm gate linerB,D,E,F 1023 175 1245 29 5.2 37 649 71 750 13 1.4 15 4.4g
A Silicon nitride shield.
B Tip-on-post.
C Silicon dioxide spacer.
D Rounded gate.
E Tungsten clad tip.
∗ Limited testing, not statistically significant.
† Voltage may be limited by TO-5 header breakdown, see Cha. 9.
Table 5.1: A list of device structures tested to date. The average, standard deviation
and maximum voltages and fields achieved by each device type are listed. They are
separated into sub-categories of pulsed (field desorption) and d.c. (field ionization)
modes.
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Table 5.1 shows the general trend of increasing fields for each of the array it-
erations tested. The maximum pulsed field (for field desorption) achieved with an
SRI array was 36 V/nm and a maximum of 37 V/nm was achieved with an SNL
array. The maximum d.c. field achieved (for field ionization) was 24 V/nm with
an SRI array, and 21 V/nm with an SNL array. In general, the SNL arrays held
up better than the SRI arrays in d.c. field ionization mode. This could be related
to a dielectric charging effect that appeared in the SRI arrays, but not in the SNL
arrays (see Sec. 9.2.2). Note in Table 5.1 the asterisk and the dagger superscripts.
The asterisk denotes values that are not statistically significant, meaning that only
a few devices were tested in this mode of operation. The dagger, referring to the
last three design iterations of the SNL devices, indicates that the average voltages
and fields may not be accurate (underestimated) due to a voltage limitation of the
TO-5 header. In these cases, electrical breakdown across the header would occur
once applied voltages neared 1100 (±100) V. This is discussed further in Sec. 9.5.
5.2.1 Measure of Field Progression
Fig. 5.3 shows a general overview of the array field progression trends in Table 5.1
relative to the onset fields required for the ionization processes. The left side shows
the onset fields for field electron emission, field ionization and field desorption. Also
identified are the optimal fields for desorption (and ionization), which occur just
below those of the hydrogen promoted evaporation of tip material3. The right side
indicates that the average pulsed and d.c. fields attained by the arrays are above
the onset of their respective ionization process; however, they have not yet reliably
achieved optimal fields. In a few rare cases, arrays have performed near the optimal
fields, which has provided much insight into array operation, such as the expected
3The presence of hydrogen reduces the metal evaporation fields of the bulk material.
From ∼45 V/nm to ∼35 V/nm for molybdenum, and from ∼55 V/nm to ∼45 V/nm for
tungsten [31].
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Figure 5.3: An infographic showing the general overview of field progression trends over
the course of these experiments.
I-V chararacteristics for field ionization (see Sec. 6.4.1) and tip metal substrate
evaporation for field desorption (see Sec. 7.4.2).
5.3 Comparison between Modeling and Experi-
ment
Modeling activities were conducted to support the design and development of array
fabrication. Here, we compare the tip-to-gate ratios and tip fields, as determined
through modeling, to those obtained experimentally for a few SRI and SNL array
types. The specifics of these modeling activities will be presented in a future publi-
cation [37].
Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 show the comparison between modeling and experiment
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Figure 5.4: A plot of: a) tip-to-gate field ratio and b) tip field vs. applied voltage
comparing values obtained by modeling and experiment for SRI array designs. The labeled
points (and accompanying vertically aligned points) refer to the array designs types listed.
for some SRI and SNL array designs, respectively. For both SRI and SNL arrays
we plot a) tip-to-gate field ratio and b) tip field vs. (pulsed) operating voltage
obtained from both modeling and experiment. In these plots, the modeling results
(which were calculated at a somewhat arbitrary 1,000 V) have been normalized to
the experimental voltages obtained by the arrays for comparison purposes. In Figs.
5.4a and 5.5a, the experimental tip-to-gate field ratios are calculated by dividing
the average tip field at breakdown by a field of 2.5 V/nm, which has been assumed
to correspond to field electron emission from the gate. The labeled points (and
accompanying vertically aligned points) refer to the array design types previously
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Figure 5.5: A plot of: a) tip-to-gate field ratio and b) tip field vs. applied voltage
comparing values obtained by modeling and experiment for SNL array designs. The labeled
points (and accompanying vertically aligned points) refer to the array designs types listed.
discussed in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4.
Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 indicate that the experimental trends follow those of
modeling. The absolute values of the modeled tip fields differed from those achieved
experimentally by roughly a factor of 2, while the estimated tip-to-gate ratios differed
by a factor of approximately 3. These are not unreasonable considering that the
differences between a physical tip surface and a smooth idealized surface could easily
account for this. For example, a small hemispherical bump on a planar conducting
surface provides a field enhancement of ∼3.
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5.4 Conclusion
The average electric field at the array tip apicies were inferred using field electron
emission; however, this method can potentially introduce a large amount of error
(up to 25%). Nevertheless, field calculations seem reasonable and, in general, appear
consistent between different array designs. Additional calibration methods, such as
field evaporation and field ionization onsets, will be investigated once higher array
operating fields have been attained.
Evaluating array performance indicates a steady progression has been made in
achieving higher tip fields with each array design iteration. Arrays have reliably
achieved fields above those required for the field ionization and field desorption pro-
cesses, and future designs should soon reach the optimal fields required for the re-
spective ionization processes. In addition, comparisons between modeling results
and experimental results show similar trends and that the arrays are behaving as ex-
pected. Future array design iterations must focus on increasing the array operational
fields to optimal levels for the respective deuterium ionization processes.
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Field Ionization Studies
6.1 Introduction
Many of the array designs tested in Chapter 4 attained average d.c. tip fields above
those sufficient to field ionize deuterium (≥10 V/nm). Field ion currents from mi-
crofabricated arrays were measured and compared to those obtained from single
etched-wire tips at room temperature (293 K) and liquid nitrogen temperature (77
K). The better-characterized single etched-wire tips were used to help understand
the underlying operational principles of the arrays and to better characterize array
performance. Room temperature operation was investigated as it is desirable for
man-portable systems due to the lack of cooling components. Operation at liquid
nitrogen temperature was also studied as it may provide a beneficial trade off be-
tween increased output and the weight associated with the cooling components. The
results presented expand upon recently published material [44,49].
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6.2 Experimental
6.2.1 Field Ionization
Field ionization experiments were conducted in the imaging atom probe vacuum sys-
tem described in Sec. 3.1.1. The system is fitted with a 7.62 cm diameter chevron
type channel electron multiplying array (CEMA) ion detector and is capable of per-
forming traditional time of flight (TOF) mass spectrometry. However, instead of
TOF measurements, the front plate of the CEMA (no gain voltage applied) was
used as a collector to measure field ionization currents. Deuterium field ionization
was initiated from the source by applying a d.c. voltage to the array (or single
etched-wire tip), while the gate electrode (or shield) was held at ground. The ion
current incident on the collector was measured with a Keithley 486 picoammeter.
For this arrangement, the source to detector distance, d, was 7 cm, unless other-
wise noted. As the (drift) region between the detector and source is field free, the
detector only intercepts an ∼28◦ half-angle of field ion emission from a given single
etched-wire tip or array. Since ions emitted outside this range are not detected, the
I-V field ionization characteristics tend to underestimate the absolute current. If
we assume a 45◦ half-angle of emission per tip1, a uniform current density2 and no
aperturing by the gate electrode3, ion current would be underestimated by a factor
of ∼3.
1Roughly that of a single etched-wire tip.
2See Sec. 6.4.2.
3See Sec. 4.4.2.
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Temperature and Pressure
Field ionization experiments were conducted with the source operating at tempera-
tures of 77 K and 293 K, while the deuterium supply gas was maintained at 293 K.
As discussed in Sec. 2.1.2, the field ionization I-V characteristics depend on source
temperature, and are influenced little by supply gas temperature. Studies were typ-
ically conducted at deuterium gas pressures of 3.3 · 10−4 Torr, as measured with hot
filament ion gauges, and were occasionally varied between pressures of 3.7 ·10−5 Torr
and 1.6 · 10−3 Torr.
Ion Beam Composition
Field ionization of the supply of molecular deuterium gas creates a mixture of D+2
and D+ ions. For tip fields of ∼20 V/nm and below, the ion current produced is
composed of primarily (>99%) D+2 [26, 50–52]. At fields >20 V/nm, dissociative
ionization of molecular deuterium ions begins to occur, or
D+2 → D+ +D, (6.1)
of which the remaining D atom can again field ionize [50]. For fields above 40 V/nm,
a large fraction of atomic deuterium ions are produced, with a lower bound of ∼75%
D+ at a field of 40 V/nm [26, 50–52]. Presently, electrical breakdown of the arrays
limits the operational fields to <25 V/nm and, as such, the ion currents produced
consists primarily of D+2 . We note in the references above, D
+
3 ions are also produced
during the field ionization process, however, these amounts are small compared to
D+ and D+2 , and are ignored.
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6.2.2 Neutron Production and Detection
The light ion accelerator configuration described in Sec. 3.1.2 was used for neutron
production experiments with arrays operating in the field ionization mode. In this
system, the target was a TiD2 film on a copper disk [32] and the ion accelerating
voltage was applied across a 10 cm array-to-target gap. This acceleration potential
was either -90 kV or -100 kV, unless otherwise noted.
A custom-built 3He detector subtending a solid angle of 3.7 sr was used to detect
the 2.5 MeV neutrons produced by the D-D reaction. The detector arrangement
and additional neutron shielding utilized is described in Sec 3.2. The D-D neutron
production is effectively isotropic due to the low energies (∼50 keV/nucleon of D+2 )
used in the reaction and the large solid angle subtended by the detector [33]. Neu-
tron counts were conducted over 60 s time intervals and background counts were
subtracted. For reference, ∼1 nA of field ion current was sufficient to distinguish the
neutron signal from background by 3-σ. Tritium loaded targets were not used due
to the radioactive nature of the isotope.
6.3 Single Etched-Wire Tip Field Ionization Stud-
ies
Field ionization experiments were conducted with single etched-wire tungsten tips
of similar radius to those of the arrays (∼20 nm). The single etched-wire tips were
operated under the same temperature and pressure parameters as arrays to obtain
comparable I-V characteristics. These results were then used to quantify potential
array deuterium ion yields on a per-tip basis. The field calibrations and tip radii
were determined by ion imaging. Details of the tip etching procedure and ion imaging
calibration are discussed in Sec. 3.4.
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Figure 6.1: A semi-log plot showing deuterium ion current vs. field from a single etched-
wire tungsten tip with temperature and pressure as parameters. p1=1.6 ·10−3 Torr, p2=3.3
·10−4 Torr, p3=3.7 ·10−5 Torr.
6.3.1 Single Etched-Wire Tip I-V Characteristics
Field Ion Current Dependence on Temperature and Pressure
The I-V characteristics from the single etched-wire tips in our experimental arrange-
ment are in good agreement with the theory outlined in Sec. 2.1.2. Fig. 6.1 shows the
ion current vs. tip field with tip temperature and deuterium pressure as parameters.
In each of the six cases we note a ‘knee’ in the plots as the total ion current transitions
from an ionization rate limited region to a gas supply limited region [16,20,21,23,25].
The steeply sloped ion current vs. field characteristic before the knee is due to the
rapid increase in ionization probability with field. The slowly increasing ion current
vs. field characteristic following is associated with an increase in gas supply due to
polarization effects drawing in more of the deuterium with increased field. In Fig.
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Figure 6.2: A plot showing the ratio of ion currents (from Fig. 6.1), I293K/I77K vs. field
with pressure as a parameter from a single etched-wire tip. p1=1.6 ·10−3 Torr, p2=3.3
·10−4 Torr, p3=3.7 ·10−5 Torr.
6.1, the knees occur at fields that increase with source temperature; in agreement
with the previous studies referenced above. Finally, we see that the ion current over
the field range plotted is consistently greater at a source temperature of 77 K than
at 293 K (at constant pressure). This increase is a result of the greater thermal
accommodation at the tip surface at 77 K than at 293 K [13, 16, 18, 20, 25]. In this
case, gas that has not yet been ionized will come in contact with the tip surface,
lose energy, and be reflected back through the ionization region. The lower energy
reflected particles (at 77 K vs. 293 K) then remain in the ionization region longer,
and have an increased ionization probability. The single etched-wire tip was not
operated at higher fields as a further increase would lead to the hydrogen promoted
evaporation of tip material4 (∼45 V/nm for tungsten).
4See footnote, Sec. 5.2.1.
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Figure 6.3: A plot showing the ratio of ion currents (from Fig. 6.1), Ipi/Ipj vs. field with
temperature as a parameter from a single etched-wire tip. The ion current ratios converge
toward the ratio of the pressures. p1=1.6 ·10−3 Torr, p2=3.3 ·10−4 Torr, p3=3.7 ·10−5
Torr.
To further characterize the temperature dependence of field ionization, we calcu-
late the ratio of the total ion currents at 293 K and 77 K (at each pressure). Fig.
6.2 is the resulting plot, or (I293K/I77K) vs. field, for each of the three different
gas pressures (1.6 ·10−3 Torr, 3.3 ·10−4 Torr, 3.7 ·10−5 Torr). In each case, the
relative ion current increases with the applied field, and approaches ∼70% near a
field of 40 V/nm. This is in good agreement with previous studies conducted on tip
temperature effects associated with field ionization [25]. Thus, at ∼40 V/nm and
above, operation of the source at 293 K only results in a 30% decrease in ion output
compared to a source operated at 77 K.
We can take the results of Fig. 6.1 one step further and examine the variation
of field ion current with pressure. Fig. 6.3 shows the ratio of the ion currents at
different pressures (Ipi/Ipj) vs. tip field with temperature as a parameter. The ion
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Figure 6.4: a) A plot of deuterium ion current vs. field from single etched-wire tips with
tip radius as a parameter. b) Total ion current is seen to be roughly proportional to r3tip
as, for a given tip field, the quantity I/r3tip remains constant. In both a) and b), T=77 K
and p=3.3 ·10−4 Torr.
current is roughly proportional to the number of gas particles when at high fields in
the supply limited region [20, 25]. The solid and dashed lines in Fig. 6.3 show the
ratios of the pressures used: 3.3·10−4 Torr / 3.7·10−5 Torr = 8.9 and 1.6·10−3 Torr
/ 3.3·10−4 Torr = 4.8. Experimentally, we find that plots of the ion current ratios
converge toward these two pressure ratios.
Field Ion Current Dependence on Tip Radius
In addition to characterizing the temperature and pressure dependence of field ion-
ization, the variation in total ion current with tip radius was also investigated. Fig.
6.4a is a plot of ion current vs. field obtained for four different tip radii at a source
temperature of 77 K and deuterium pressure of 3.3 ·10−4 Torr. Here, we see that the
I-V characteristics are similar in form for all tip radii, and that the total ion current
increases with increased tip radius over the entire range of field.
Fig. 6.4b plots of the total ion current in 6.4a divided by r3tip vs. field for each of
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the four tip radii. Experimentally, we see for any given field, the total ion current is
roughly proportional to the cube of the tip radius5, which is in good agreement with
those found in previous studies [23].
6.4 Array Field Ionization Studies
Many of the SRI and SNL array designs introduced in Chapter 4 were tested in the
field ionization mode. This section discusses the typical I-V characteristics observed
during these tests and compares the results to the single etched-wire tip results
discussed in the previous section. Field electron emission onset currents were used
to estimate the average field on the tip apices of arrays using the calibration method
discussed in Sec. 5.1.
The arrays types tested for the specific field ionization studies presented were the
SRI encapsulated (molybdenum tips) and rounded gate arrays, and the SNL rounded
gate arrays with the 100 nm, 150 nm and 400 nm low stress nitride dielectric gate
liners. Details of the array designs are discussed in Sec. 4.3. The SRI array tip
numbers often varied (see Table 4.1), while the SNL arrays tested consisted of 10,267
tungsten clad silicon tips. In general, results are discussed on an ion current per-tip
basis for comparison purposes between different array types.
6.4.1 Array I-V Characteristics
General Trends
Deuterium field ionization has been observed from the different array designs to
various degrees; ranging from measurable currents at onset fields (∼10 V/nm) to
5Though the actual proportionality may be closer to r2.5tip .
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Figure 6.5: General trends observed when testing an array type. Here, the maximum field
ion current vs. (a) array operating voltage and (b) operating field for the individual SNL
rounded gate arrays (100 nm dielectric gate liner) are plotted. The small dots show the
full I-V curve for the array that produced the largest ion current.
much larger ionization currents near the knee fields (∼25 V/nm). Often times the
arrays were first tested for field ionization and then moved to the neutron system for
testing. As a result, some of the I-V characteristics measured do not represent the
maximum ion current produced before array breakdown. Here, we select some of the
more typical and illustrative field ionization cases, and discuss the results.
Fig. 6.5a is a semi-log plot of the maximum ion current yield vs. array operating
voltage at 77 K and in a deuterium pressure of 3.3 ·10−4 Torr and represents the
general trends and the scatter (within experimental error) observed when testing the
SNL rounded gate (100 nm gate liner) array types. The large circular data points
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show the maximum ion current measured before breakdown, and the unfilled squares
show the maximum ion current measured before moving the array to the light ion
accelerator system for neutron production experiments. Note that each point on the
plot represents an individual array. The I-V curve for the maximum ion current
produced by this array type is shown by the small dots; however, the other I-V
curves for individual arrays have not been plotted. Fig. 6.5b shows the ion current
yield (from Fig. 6.5a) vs. calculated field. Recall that, generally, each different array
has a different field-voltage calibration factor, which causes the data points to shift
slightly from (a) to (b).
We can see in Fig. 6.5 that the ion current produced by each individual array
follow similar trends, and is in good agreement with the I-V curve plotted. The
best array of this type produced ∼50 nA of deuterium ion current at a field of 26
V/nm. Also, note that the array data is consistent with onset fields for deuterium
field ionization (∼10 V/nm).
In general, each of the different array types (both SRI and SNL) produce similar
I-V characteristics to those shown in Fig. 6.5; however, the operating voltages are
typically shifted due to the are differing array geometries. As such, we must use
the current-field plots shown in Fig. 6.5b, along with dividing by the appropriate
number of array tips, to compare ion production between different array types and
the single etched wire tips. We discuss these comparisons next.
Comparison Between Array and Single Etched-Wire Tip I-V Character-
istics
Fig. 6.6 plots ion current per tip vs. tip field at a deuterium pressure of 3.3·10−4 Torr
and shows the comparisons between an SRI array (400 nm gate liner), an SNL array
(rounded gate), and the single etched-wire tip, all at a temperature of 77 K. Here,
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Figure 6.6: A semilog plot comparing I-V characteristics per tip between an SNL (400
nm gate liner) array, an SRI (rounded gate) array and a single etched-wire tip at 77 K and
a deuterium pressure of 3.3·10−4 Torr. Note the change in I-V characteristics when the
SRI array experiment is repeated.
both array types are approaching similar total ion current yields; however, they are
emitting ∼15 times less ion current per tip at maximum than the single-etched wire
tip. Additionally, note that the arrays produce the expected I-V trends described
in Sec. 6.3.1. In particular, the slopes and knee of the SRI array (2nd run) are in
noticeably good agreement with that of the single etched-wire tip. This was the first
array type that exhibited a clear transition from an ionization limited region to a
supply limited region, primarily due to the higher fields that were achieved with this
array.
Note in Fig. 6.6 that two different I-V curves were produced by the same SRI
array when the experiment was repeated under identical operating parameters. In
this case, the onset region before the knee has changed considerably between the
first and second run. It is believed that this is the result of field evaporating surface
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contaminants and loosely bound tip material that may be locally enhancing the
field [13,18]; thereby increasing the total ion current emitted. Additional experiments
with other arrays indicate that the I-V curves begin to shift near ∼20 V/nm, which
coincides with the onset of contaminant evaporation fields seen in prior studies [31,
40, 44]. It is likely that the second run more accurately depicts the field ion current
from the SRI array, as evidenced by the similarities to the I-V characteristics (knee,
slopes) of the single-etched-wire tips.
This change in the I-V characteristics was not observed in experiments conducted
with single etched-wire tips nor the SNL array. In the case of the single etched-
wire tip, flash heating and field evaporation of the metal tip substrate provide an
atomically clean surface. For the SNL array, as seen in Fig. 6.6, we suspect the
maximum field achieved (∼14 V/nm) was not sufficient to remove much, if any, of
the contaminants that may be causing this effect. In agreement, we note that no
change in I-V characteristics were observed in repeated experiments with the SRI
arrays when fields remained below ∼15 V/nm.
In the case of the arrays, surface contaminants arise from environmental sources
during manufacturing, mounting and handling. TOF studies examining mass species
from array tips have been conducted previously and clearly indicate the presence of
surface contaminants such as carbon, oxygen and metal oxides [44]. Although the
contamination influences the I-V characteristics at low fields before the knee, they
ultimately should not have a large impact at higher fields of operation, as the vast
majority of the contaminants will be removed by field evaporation. This is supported
by the Fig. 6.6 results which indicate both runs have attained the same ion output
by ∼20 V/nm. Further discussion of array surface contamination, and the cleaning
thereof, appears in Chapter 10.
As mentioned previously, the total ion current produced at fields above 20 V/nm
by both the array types are approximately a factor of 15 less than that of the single
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etched-wire tip. The comparisons made in Fig. 6.6 are based on the assumption
that the individual array tips have the same emission properties as single etched-wire
tips. We should not expect arrays, in the present state of fabrication, to produce ion
currents that scale with the single etched-wire tips, as the tip morphology and surface
structures of tungsten clad silicon tips (SNL) and vapor deposited molybdenum
tips (SRI) are likely considerably different than the that of the annealed and field
evaporated etched-wire tungsten tip. As discussed in Sec. 4.4.3, there are many
unknowns with array tip fabrication that can reduce the total ion emission and
explain this behavior.
To give a sense to what degree each of these fabrication variables may be affecting
ion emission, we examine some limiting cases. First, we consider the possibility that
only a small portion of the tips may be emitting. Assuming that all the 20 nm radius
array tips are emitting as the single etched-wire tip, this would indicated that only
∼3% of the total tips are contributing to the total field ion current. This is a rather
extreme estimate, as it assumes that tips are simply emitting or not, and does not
consider that individual tips may be contributing different amounts. We also note
that field ionization experiments indicate a relatively uniform emission across the
active area, as will be discussed in Sec. 6.4.2. Secondly, array tip radii as measured
by SEM imaging likely overestimates the effective tip radius, as it is dominated
by atomic level roughness. If we assume that all tips are contributing equally and
behaving like the single etched-wire tip, the data would be consistent for array tip
radii of ∼7 nm, assuming total current is proportional to r3tip (see Sec. 6.3.1). This
is reasonable, as variations in tip fabrication can easily be on this order (see Sec.
4.4.3).
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Figure 6.7: A semilog plot showing deuterium ion current vs. field with temperature and
pressure as parameters from a) an SNL array (150 nm gate liner) and, b) an SRI rounded
gate array. Included are the single-etched wire tip results (from Fig. 6.1) scaled by the
number of tips; 10,367 and 13,990, respectively. p1=1.6 · 10−3 Torr and p2=3.3 · 10−4 Torr.
Field Ion Current Dependence on Temperature and Pressure
Fig. 6.7 is a semilog plot of ion current vs. field for: a) an SNL array (150 nm liner)
with temperature and pressure as parameters, and b) an SRI array (rounded gate)
with temperature as a parameter. In each case, the previous single etched-wire tip
results (see Fig. 6.1) are included, but are scaled by the number of tips for each
respective array. Array data was plotted up to a maximum field that was limited
by electrical breakdown of the array. These plots indicate similar I-V trends are
observed when arrays are operated at different parameters.
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Figure 6.8: A plot showing the ratio of array ion currents (from Fig. 6.7), or I293K/I77K
vs. field, with pressure as a parameter. Included are the single-etched wire tip results
(from Fig. 6.1). These ratios are independent of the number of tips. p1=1.6 · 10−3 Torr
and p2=3.3 · 10−4 Torr.
We note that in Fig. 6.7b, the two SRI array plots are the first runs (see Fig.
6.6) from two separate array devices of the same design type. Obtaining these plots
with the same array were attempted but were not possible due to the changing I-
V characteristics, described earlier, and the electrical breakdowns that occurred as
a result reaching the high fields needed to observe the knees. Although a direct
comparison was not achievable, the I-V plots were included as they were within a
factor of ∼3 for all tests of this array type at these parameters, and show the general
trends that were observed.
Fig. 6.8 shows the ratio of the ion currents from the array at 293 K to that at 77 K
(I293K/I77K) vs. field, and includes the appropriate single etched-wire tip data from
Fig 6.2. Pressure is included as a parameter where applicable6. Note these results
6Experiments at a pressure of 3.7·10−5 Torr were insufficient to produce measurable
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Figure 6.9: A plot showing the ratio of array ion currents (from Fig. 6.7), Ip1/Ip2 vs. field,
with temperature as a parameter. Included are the single-etched wire tip results (from Fig.
6.1). p1=1.6 ·10−3 Torr, p2=3.3 ·10−4 Torr.
are independent of the number of tips contributing, assuming that the same tips
emitting at 293 K are also emitting at 77 K. In both cases, the SRI and SNL array
results appear erratic below fields of 15 V/nm. At these threshold fields, the current
is not well characterized and the current per tip levels can be noisy as a result of the
exponential-like dependence of ion current on field and surface contamination issues
discussed above. However, we do find that the SRI array current ratio approaches
that of the single etched-wire tip at increased fields. Future studies at increased array
tip operating fields and with cleaner array tip surfaces will investigate whether tip
independent ratios of ion currents are consistent with single etched-wire tip results
up to ∼40 V/nm.
For completeness, Fig. 6.9 shows the plot of the ratio of the ion currents from the
array at different pressures (Ip1/Ip2) vs. tip field, with temperature as a parameter.
field ion currents over a large portion of the field range, and are not included.
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Both the single etched wire tip data from Fig. 6.1 and the array data from Fig. 6.7
have been included. Again, in both array cases, the results appear unpredictable as
a result of the low fields associated with the onset of field ionization. Even with the
clean single-etched wire tip data, we note some erratic behavior appearing below 20
V/nm. Higher array tip fields need to be achieved to determine whether ratios of
ion currents at different pressures are consistent with single etched-wire tip results.
Maximum Field Ionization Currents from Arrays
Fig. 6.10 plots the maximum field ion currents produced by various array design
types. Here, I-V curves per tip are plotted for the four pressure and temperature
combinations used in experiments (T=77 K, 293 K; p=1.6·10−3 Torr, p2=3.3 ·10−4
Torr). Included in each are the appropriate single etched-wire tip results from Fig.
6.1. In all cases, the different array types are approaching similar total ion current
yields; however, they are emitting roughly 10-15 times less ion current per tip (at
maximum field attained) than the single-etched wire tip. As mentioned previously,
this is likely the result of unknown differences between the tip morphology and surface
structures of tungsten clad silicon tips (SNL) and vapor deposited molybdenum tips
(SRI) and that of the annealed and field evaporated single etched-wire tungsten tip.
Note that the majority of the SRI and SNL examples shown in Fig. 6.10 produce
the expected I-V slopes and knees. In general, we find that the knees begin to
appear at fields of 15 V/nm, and produce roughly 10−4 nA/tip of ion current. While
the total ion current produced at fields above 20 V/nm by the array types are less
than that of the single etched-wire tip (on a per tip basis), we can use the slope in
the supply limited region (20 V/nm - 40 V/nm) to make a rough estimate of the
maximum array ion current to be expected, as fabricated. To the nearest order of
magnitude, maximum array ion production lies roughly at 10−2 nA/tip at 40 V/nm,
or roughly 100 nA for a 10,000 tip array. Thus far, the majority of arrays (including
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Figure 6.10: Maximum field ionization currents produced by various array designs. I-V
curves per tip are plotted for each of the pressure and temperature combinations. Included
are the appropriate single etched-wire tip results from Fig. 6.1.
tests not shown) are operating at 1% of maximum output, or 10−4 nA/tip (1 nA) at
15 V/nm, and some of the better performing arrays at about 10%, or 10−4 nA/tip
(10 nA) by 20 V/nm. The best performing array, the SNL rounded gate with a 100
nm liner, seen in Fig. 6.10a, was operating at ∼50% of maximum, or 50 nA, at a
field of 27 V/nm.
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Figure 6.11: Correlation of the array emission area shape with the electron and ion emis-
sion patterns. (a) An optical microscope image of the emission area of an SNL rounded
gate device. (b) and (c) show, respectively, photographs of the electron and field ionization
emission patterns from an array. In (b) and (c) the majority of emission appears within
a radius r1 of the array center and does not extend beyond radius r2. In (c), r3 is due
to saturation of the phosphor screen. The spatial orientation of the array is the same in
(a) - (c). The hexagonal tip packing pattern of the array in (a) can be seen in (b), and is
present, but less apparent in (c).
6.4.2 Array Field Ionization (and Field Electron) Emission
Patterns
Experiments were conducted to investigate both ion emission half-angle and ion beam
uniformity. The half-angle of emission was determined by positioning an array close
enough to the detector to ensure that the entire emission cone was captured and
then ‘ion imaged’ using techniques for single etched-wire tips (see Sec. 2.1.1). Fig.
6.11a is an optical micrograph of an SNL rounded gate array (100 nm gate liner) and
shows the hexagonally packed tip arrangement of the emission area. Photographs
of the detector output (i.e. phosphor screen) for electron and ion emission patterns
are shown in Figs. 6.11b and 6.11c, respectively. Note the hexagonal shape and
orientation of the emission surface, shown in Fig. 6.11a, is visible in Fig. 6.11b
and, although less apparent, in Fig. 6.11c. The image of the deuterium ion emission
shown in Fig. 6.11c was created with ∼1 nA of field ion current; the inner circular
area defined by r3 was due to saturation of the CEMA.
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The majority of ion and electron emission is contained within the circular area
defined by the radius, r1, and corresponds to an array emission half-angle of ∼34◦.
This is in good agreement with the half-angle determined by SEM imaging (see Sec.
4.4.2), or ∼33◦. This was the first experimental evidence of aperturing by the gate
transmission hole which limits the array emission half-angle. Presently, the maximum
emission half-angle from an unapertured array tip is unknown.
Based on the emission patterns seen in Fig. 6.11, we can make some general
comments about array tip uniformity. First, Figs. 6.11b (not apparent in photo-
graph, but visible during the experiment) and 6.11c indicate a radial gradient in
both electron and ion emission currents. In Fig. 6.11c, the ion current is most in-
tense at the center, as the detector is saturated, and decreases toward the edge of
the circle defined by r1. Beyond r1, edge effects appear as spotty regions, and the
current drops quickly to zero by r2. It is presently unknown whether this gradient is
an artifact of each of the individual array tips having a radial emission gradient or
if fabrication creates sharper tips at the center of the emission area that falls off as
one moves outward, or a combination of both. Note that, although there is a clear
gradient, thus far we have assumed a uniform current density for scaling purposes.
Secondly, note that the image in Fig. 6.11c is azimuthally uniform, suggesting
that the arrays are emitting evenly across the emission area, with the exception of
the gradient in the radial direction described previously. In general, this indicates
that the tip fabrication is reasonably uniform over the entire emission area, as the
intensity is related to field enhancements at the tips. If tips were not uniform, as
in a small region of very sharp tips, we would see bright, patchy regions randomly
distributed in asymmetric patterns across the surface.
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6.5 Neutron Production Studies
Neutron production experiments with field ionization were conducted with arrays
at both 77 K and 293 K. This section outlines the typical testing results observed
when comparing I-V characteristics to the neutron yields produced, the peak yields
measured and also predicts theoretical yields possible from these arrays. The neutron
production results are preliminary in nature and, as such, operational variables (e.g.
pressure, temperature, array-to-target distance, etc.) have not been optimized.
The arrays tested for neutron production via. field ionization were the SRI di-
electric spacer and rounded gate devices and the SNL 100 nm, 150 nm and 400
nm gate liner devices. Measured neutron yields were compared to field ionization
current produced in the imaging atom probe system. The neutron production that
was demonstrated was at fields less than 20 V/nm and, as such,the arrays were
producting D+2 ion current.
6.5.1 Thick Target Neutron Yields
Neutron yields for a given deuterium (or molecular deuterium) ion current incident
on the TiD2 target were calculated using previously published material [53]. Table
6.1 is constructed to show the common neutron production rates used in these studies
for a given deuteron acceleration potential. Since the ions produced by arrays are
primarily D+2 , we often use neutron yield values for 45 keV and 50 kev (half of 90
keV and 100 keV). The value for 45 keV was not listed, so it was estimated using
an average of the values at 40 keV and 50 keV. Although tritium was not used
for experiments, the D-T production values are included as they are useful for the
theoretical predictions discussed in Sec. 6.5.3.
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Deuteron Energy D-D Reaction D-T Reaction
(keV) (n/µC) (n/µC)
10 2.08 ·101 7.77 ·103
20 8.53 ·102 1.85 ·105
30 5.37 ·103 1.19 ·106
40 1.68 ·104 3.92 ·106
∗45 2.65 ·104 -
50 3.63 ·104 9.21 ·106
60 6.35 ·104 1.76 ·107
70 9.93 ·104 2.92 ·107
80 1.44 ·105 4.39 ·107
90 1.98 ·105 6.09 ·107
100 2.62 ·105 7.94 ·107
110 3.35 ·105 9.84 ·107
120 4.17 ·105 1.17 ·108
* Average value
Table 6.1: Theoretical thick target neutron yields used for D-D (and D-T ) reactions.
Note that the incident particle energy is given in keV/neucleon.
6.5.2 Measured Neutron Yields
Neutron yields were measured with arrays operating in the field ionization mode.
In general, arrays were first tested in the imaging atom probe (see Sec. 3.1.1) to
characterize field ion current vs. array voltage, and then tested in the light ion
accelerator system (i.e. laboratory neutron generator, see Sec. 3.1.2) to compare
the results. Here, we discuss two examples of neutron production, one at 77 K and
one at 293 K, which are typical of all neutron production experiments conducted.
Typically, arrays were tested until breakdown of the device occurred to produce the
maximum yields possible. As a result, comparisons between yields at 77 K and 293
K with the same array were not possible.
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Figure 6.12: Measured field ion current and neutron yield from an SNL rounded gate
array (100 nm) vs. field at 77 K. The right y-axis corresponds to the theoretical neutron
production for a given ion current at -90 kV. The circles show the measured neutron yield
from the array. p=3.3 ·10−4 Torr.
D-D Neutron Production at 77 K
Fig. 6.12 shows a comparison between the ion current vs. operating field and the
measured neutron yield produced by an SNL (100 nm gate liner) array with 10,267
tips packed in an array active area of 1.5 mm2. The experiment was conducted at a
temperature of 77 K in a deuterium pressure of 3.3 ·10−4 Torr and at an acceleration
potential of -90 kV. The ion current produced by the array corresponds to the first
y-axis. The neutron yield expected for the given ion current, assuming 2.65·104 n/µC
of D+2 at -90 kV (-45 kV/nucleon) using a TiD2 target, is shown on the second y-
axis. The actual measured neutron yield versus array operating field is shown as
open squares. The maximum neutron yield for this array was 89 n/s (5,900 n/s/cm2
of array active area), operating at a field of 14.7 V/nm.
We see in Fig. 6.12 that the measured neutron yield agrees well with that of
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Figure 6.13: Field ion current and neutron yield from an array (150 nm gate liner) vs.
field at 293 K. The right y-axis corresponds to the theoretical neutron production for a
given ion current at -100 kV. The circles show the measured neutron yield from the array.
p=1.6 ·10−3 Torr.
the expected neutron production based on the ion current measurements, and that
neutron production is consistent with a beam of molecular deuterium ions. Note
that the measured neutron production is slightly higher than that of the expected
neutron production over the entire field range plotted. This is explained by the
underestimate of the I-V characteristics, described previously in Sec. 6.2.1, which
arises due to the detector interception half-angle being less than that of the array
ion emission half-angle. Neutron production measurements are not affected by this
as the large acceleration potential draws all ions produced into the target.
D-D Neutron Production at 293 K
Fig. 6.13 shows both field ionization current and measured neutron yield for an
SNL array (150 nm gate liner) in a deuterium atmosphere of 1.6 ·10−3 Torr at a
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temperature of 293 K and at an acceleration potential of -100 kV. In this case, the
pressure and acceleration voltage were increased to compensate for the lower ion
currents produced at 293 K to ensure that neutron production could be measured.
The ion current produced by the array corresponds to the first y-axis. The second y-
axis is scaled to show the neutron yield expected for the given ion current, assuming
3.63 ·104 n/µC of D+2 at 100 kV (50 kV/nucleon) using a TiD2 target. The actual
measured neutron yield versus array operating field is shown as filled circles. The
maximum neutron yield for this array was 27 n/s (1,800 n/s/cm2 of array active
area), operating at a field of 13.2 V/nm before electrical breakdown of the array
occurred.
We find the results of neutron production at 293 K are consistent with those at 77
K. Namely, that the measured neutron yields trend well with those expected based
on ion current measurements and that neutron production is consistent with a beam
of molecular deuterium ions.
The plot in Figs. 6.12 and 6.13 are representative of all array neutron production
studies (at 77 K and 293 K) conducted thus far. Experiments with different arrays
and different array types have all produced similar results, in that measured neutron
yields trend well with those inferred from the array I-V characteristics, and that the
measured neutron yield were slightly higher than those inferred from the I-V curves
as a result of detector limitations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
time neutron production has been demonstrated with microfabricated gated array
structures operating at 77 K and 293 K.
Peak Neutron Yields
Fig. 6.14 shows the peak neutron production vs. operating field for all neutron
production experiments conducted with arrays. The SRI array data has been scaled
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Figure 6.14: Peak neutron yield vs. operating field for the various SRI and SNL arrays
tested. Here, the SRI array data has been scaled to 10,267 tips for comparison purposes.
Note the different pressures, temperatures and acceleration potentials used in the plot.
p1=3.3 ·10−4 Torr, p2=1.6 ·10−3 Torr, p3=8.8 ·10−4 Torr. V1=-90 kV, V2=-100 kV.
to 10,267 tips to match that of the SNL arrays for comparison purposes. Here, each
point represents the maximum measured neutron yield for the array tested. Note the
different pressures, temperatures and acceleration potentials used in the plot. The
highest measured neutron production observed was 95 n/s with an SNL rounded
gate array (100 nm gate liner) operating at a field of 16.6 V/nm at 77 K and in a
deuterium pressure of 3.3·10−4 Torr. The highest yield at 293 K was 50 n/s with an
SNL rounded gate array (400 nm gate liner) operating at a field of 14.3 V/nm in a
deuterium pressure of 8.8·10−4 Torr.
Each of the points in Fig. 6.14 have associated I-V curves that are consistent
with the trends observed previously in Figs. 6.12 and 6.13. Array breakdown limited
the fields to those below the knee in the I-V characteristics for the majority of
the neutron production experiments. The best performing arrays are operating at
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fields near the knee, and are emitting approximately 1% of the maximum ion current
possible, for the arrays as-fabricated. Demonstrating neutron production at increased
array operation fields should progress field ionization through the knee, and a marked
deviation between measured neutron yields and the inferred yields based on I-V
characteristics should begin to appear as ion production transitions from D+2 to D
+.
6.5.3 Theoretical Neutron Yields
From the single etched-wire tip results in Sec. 6.3.1, at a temperature of 77 K,
a deuterium pressure of 3.3·10−4 Torr and for a field of 40 V/nm, we expect an
ion current of ∼10 pA/tip and a ion beam composed primarily of D+. At present,
arrays contain ∼ 106 tips/cm2 of active area, and increased tip packing densities of
107 tips/cm2 of active areay should be realizable. If each of the array tips operates
as a single etched-wire tip, we would expect roughly 100 µA/cm2 of active area of
D+ ion current from an array. Assuming a D-D neutron yield of ∼ 4 · 105 n/µC (at
120 kV) for D+ we expect a neutron output of ∼ 4 · 107 n/s/cm2 of active area. For
a D-T neutron yield of ∼ 1 · 108 n/µC (at 120 kV), an output of ∼ 1 · 1010 n/s/cm2
of active areay is achievable. Operation at room temperature would reduce both the
D-D and D-T neutron yields by roughly 30%. Neutron yields could be increased
further by optimizing deuterium gas pressures and increasing the active array area
through fabrication and tiling. Additionally, since the field ionization current scales
roughly as r3tip and the operating voltage as rtip, a slight increase in tip radius can
potentially increase ion yields with only a nominal increase in operating voltage.
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6.6 Conclusion
Field ion currents from microfabricated arrays were measured and compared to those
obtained from single etched-wire tips at room temperature (293 K) and liquid nitro-
gen temperature (77 K). These experiments indicate that the array I-V characteris-
tics agree well with accepted theories and show similar trends (e.g. knee, slopes) to
those of the single etched-wire tips; although electrical breakdown limits the array
operating fields. The current per tip was roughly 10 to 15 times less than that of
a single etched-wire tip. This difference is likely due to unknowns associated with
array tip emission properties and tip morphology that are different from an annealed
and field evaporated single etched-wire tungsten tip.
To date, the largest field ionization current measured was from an SNL rounded
gate array with a 100 nm LSN gate liner (10,267 tips), producing 50 nA of ion
current at a field of 26 V/nm, a temperature of 77 K and a deuterium pressure
of 3.3 ·10−4 Torr. The best performing SRI array, a rounded gate type (13,990
tips), produced 15 nA of ion current at a field of 23 V/nm when operated under
the same parameters. These ion currents are roughly 50% and 10%, respectively, of
the maximum ion production possible from these devices. In each case, electrical
breakdown of the array limited further ion current production. Further development
of the arrays is required to achieve higher array tip operating fields and maximize
ion current production.
Neutron production by field ionization was demonstrated from the microfabri-
cated arrays. Studies were conducted at 77 K and 293 K, and measured neutron
yields were found to be in agreement with calculated neutron yields inferred from
measured deuterium ion current emitted from the arrays. Neutron production by
field ionization at 77 K has yielded a maximum of 95 n/s (6300 n/s/cm2 of array
active area) from an SNL rounded gate array (100 nm liner) at a field of 17 V/nm
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using the D-D fusion reaction at -90 kV and in a deuterium pressure of 3.3·10−4
Torr. The maximum yield at 293 K was 50 n/s (3300 n/s/cm2 of array active area)
from an SNL roundeded gate array (400 nm liner) at a field of 14.3 V/nm for a D-D
reaction at -100 kV and at a deuterium pressure of 8.8 ·10−4 Torr. To our knowledge,
this is the first time neutron production has been observed at 293 K and 77 K from
microfabricated array structures with integrated gates.
Calculations indicate that this type of ion source has the potential to provide
very high neutron outputs in the d.c. field ionization mode of operation. From the
single etched-wire tip results, we predict a D-D neutron output of ∼ 4 · 107 n/s/cm2
of array active area and a D-T neutron output of ∼ 1 · 1010 n/s/cm2 of array active
area, when operated at a temperature of 77 K and at a pressure of 3.3 · 10−4 Torr.
Operation at 293 K would reduce each of these by approximately 30%. These yields
could potentially be improved by increasing deuterium gas pressures, operating at
temperatures lower than 77 K and by increasing the active array area. Additionally,
since the field ionization current scales roughly as r3tip and the operating voltage
scales as rtip, a slight increase in tip radius can potentially increase ion yields with
only a small increase in operating voltage.
Future studies with next generation arrays will involve improving field ionization
based neutron yields, directly comparing neutron yields at 293 K and 77 K and
demonstrating scalability with larger area arrays. Demonstrating neutron production
at array fields above the knee (>25 V/nm) in the I-V characteristics will allow
us to further investigate the transition from D+2 to D
+. In this case, a marked
deviation between the measured neutron production and that inferred from the I-V
characteristics should be seen. Additionally, operation at these higher fields should
help optimize operational variables that govern field ionization based neutron output,
such as operating pressure and array-to-target distance.
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Field Desorption Studies
7.1 Introduction
Field desorption testing was carried out to characterize deuterium ion yields with
many of the array designs discussed in Chapter 4. Single etched-wire tips were used
to better understand the underlying physics and to evaluate array performance. The
results presented here are built upon the foundational work previously conducted by
Reichenbach and Solano [31,40,54,55].
7.2 Experimental
The imaging atom probe configuration described in Sec. 3.1.1 was used to conduct
TOF mass analysis and measure deuterium ion production from both single etched-
wire tips and arrays. Experiments were primarily conducted with a 24.8 mm CEMA
ion detector in the vacuum system shown in Fig, 3.2b, and occasionally with the
86.7 mm CEMA system show in Fig. 3.2a. The array-to-detector distance, d, in
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the vacuum system was 10 cm, or 13 cm, respectively. The CEMA outputs were
projected onto a P -47 phosphor screen, and the signal viewed with an Amperex
XP2262B photomultiplier tube. The PMT signal was then recorded with a Tektronix
DPO-4000 oscilloscope capable of the nanosecond time resolution required.
In order to measure ion desorption from arrays and single etched-wire tips, the
CEMAs were operated with appropriate gains to amplify the signals, yet not saturate
the PMT. A detailed analysis of optimal settings for the CEMA-phosphor-PMT
system can be found in the dissertation prior to this work [31]. Typical settings for
the 24.8 mm arrangement were with a CEMA gain voltage of 1.5 kV and the PMT
operating at a voltage of 1.3 kV. Calibration between the 24.8 mm CEMA and the
86.7 mm CEMA systems determined the equivalent TOF signals could be generated
when the larger, 86.7 mm, diameter CEMA was operated with a gain voltage of 1.05
kV (PMT 1.3 kV). The majority of desorption experiments were operated within
these parameters. In the case that the TOF signals caused the CEMA to saturate
the PMT, the CEMA gain would be reduced appropriately. This resulted in TOF
peak heights that decreased by a factor of ∼6 for every 0.1 kV reduction in gain
voltage [31]; typically, a 0.2 kV reduction was all that was required.
7.2.1 Voltage Pulsing
To initiate field desorption for the TOF experiments, voltage pulses were applied to
the array tip electrode, relative to a grounded gate electrode. Peak voltage on the
order of 1 kV in the form of 2 ns rise-time, 20 ns duration pulses were applied at a
frequency of 1 Hz using a custom built cable discharge-type pulse generator. The fast
rise-time and 20 ns duration was used to produce the most uniform ion acceleration
potential possible and the 1 Hz pulsing rate ensured that complete deuterium re-
adsorption occurred between pulses. Due to the inherent capacitance of the array,
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there is a slight impedance mismatch with the 50 Ω impedance of the pulse drive
circuit. The resulting negative going pulse reflections, typically 20% of the applied
voltage pulse magnitude, were often sufficient to induce field electron emission from
the tips. To prevent this, the desorption voltage pulse was coupled onto a positive
d.c. holding voltage using the circuit shown in Fig. 3.7. The d.c. bias voltage level
was chosen so that the resulting applied d.c. electric field component at the tips
remained below the onset of field ionization (∼10 V/nm) which ensured that ion
production was only a result of field desorption.
7.2.2 Time-of-Flight Mass Analysis
Time-of-flight mass analysis was the primary method used to investigate field des-
orption from arrays. Fig. 7.1a shows an example TOF spectrum generated from the
array, as recorded by the oscilloscope. Each of the signal peaks correspond to an
ion desorbed with a specific mass-to-charge ratio. Fig. 7.1b shows the same spec-
trum now plotted as signal vs. mass-to-charge ratio by use of equation 2.6, with the
appropriate experimental parameters entered. These figures represent the typical
spectra commonly produced in these field desorption studies. This secion serves to
discuss the various experimental parameters that affect the character (e.g. height
and width) of the TOF mass peaks, and the appropriate methods used to obtain
accurate measurements. Note that this TOF example, as well as the spectra in the
following discussion, is an average of 10 pulses.
• Phosphor Decay
The P − 47 phosphor screen in the detector arrangement has a characteristic
decay time of ∼65 ns. The arrival times of the various mass species are on
the order of the phosphor decay time and, as such, the phosphor decay time
adds an extended ‘tail’ to each of the mass peaks. Two of the decay tails
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Figure 7.1: An example TOF spectrum obtained from an array during pulsed desorption
experiments. a) Signal vs. flight time of desorbed species, as recorded by the oscillo-
scope. b) The plot in a) recast to that of signal vs. mass-to-charge ratio. The various
characteristics of the mass peaks are discussed in the text.
are annotated in Fig. 7.1a, though every mass peak exhibits the tail to some
degree. In these cases, the left side of the peak corresponds to ions arriving
at the detector, while the right side of the peak corresponds to the phosphor
decay. This causes the peak to appear asymmetrical about a vertical line drawn
through the maximum.
Often, successive mass peaks will appear in the decay tail of a preceding mass
peak, as not enough time has passed for the signal to return to zero. When
this occurs, the decay hight is subtracted from the absolute peak hight of the
successive mass peak to determine the actual signal height. An example of this
calculation is annotated in Fig. 7.1a. Here, the decay tail of the first peak
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is subtracted from the maximum height of the second peak to determine the
actual peak hight for this mass species.
• Planar CEMA plates.
The width in the arrival times of separate mass peaks, as annotated in Fig.
7.1a, are a result of the different flight distances that arise from use of planar
CEMA detectors. In this case, ions on the center axis reach the detector before
those on the outer edges. This effect becomes considerably more pronounced
with increased detector diameter, increased flight distance, or decreased ion
energy.
• CEMA gain
Peak heights in the TOF spectra are largely determined by the the gain set-
ting on the CEMA detector. As mentioned before, the gain setting on the
CEMA can vary between experiments. Thus, the resultant signal intensities
in the TOF spectra are generally not relative to one another in the following
discussions. In most cases, the TOF signals are normalized to the largest peak
height (deuterium) to avoid confusion.
There are two important points to note regarding accurate identification of the
TOF mass peaks related to the outlined experimental parameters discussed above.
The combination of the mass arrival time and the phosphor decay define the indi-
vidual mass peaks, characterized by width and height. However, the width of the
peak in time correspond to a range of masses, as seen when transfroming to a mass
axis between Figs. 7.1a & b. To accurately identify the mass peak, the leading edge
of the TOF mass peaks (which represent the fastest arrival times of that particular
mass species) are used to identify the mass species in the TOF spectra [29].
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Figure 7.2: TOF spectra illustrating deuterium and metal desorption from molybdenum
and tungsten single etched-wire tips. Each case indicates the unique metal charge states
that arise during desorption experiments.
7.2.3 Temperature and Pressure
Desorption experiments with arrays and single etched wire tips were conducted at
a source temperature of 77 K. Desorption occurred with the source immersed in a
deuterium atmosphere between 2·10−5 and 8·10−5 Torr. The sticking coefficient of
deuterium on tungsten at 77 K is 0.1 [48] and at these pressures, the 1 Hz pulsing
rate allowed sufficient time for complete re-adsorption between voltage pulses.
7.3 Single Etched-Wire Tip Mass Spectra
Characterization of ion emission from single etched-wire tips provided basic under-
standing of the expected performance of the arrays. Deuterium ion desorption from
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both molybdenum and tungsten single etched-wire tips was studied extensively by
Reichenbach in the work prior to this; these studies are not repeated. The main
points of Reichenbach’s work pertinent to these studies are:
• Deuterium desorption onset occurs at ∼20 V/nm
• The optimal deuterium desorption fields occur just below the hydrogen pro-
moted evaporation fields of the tip metal, or ∼35 V/nm for molybdenum and
∼43 V/nm for tungsten.
• Molybdenum evaporates primarily as Mo2+, and is accompanied by smaller
quantities of Mo3+.
• Tungsten evaporates primarily as W 3+, and smaller quantities of W 2+ and
W 4+ are also produced.
• The quantity of deuterium desorbed from metal tips is very sensitive to tip
surface cleanliness.
Fig. 7.2 shows examples of the TOF mass spectra obtained by field desorption
of deuterium from both a molybdenum and tungsten etched-wire tip. This figure
is instructive in nature, as it illustrates many of the points discussed above. The
applied desorption pulses were just above the optimal desorption fields, such that
hydrogen promoted metal substrate evaporation1 occurred along with the deuterium
desorption. The clean molybdenum tip spectrum shows the mass peaks of D+ (2),
Mo2+ (48) and Mo3+ (32). The tungsten tip spectra shows the deuterium mass
peak, as well as the desorbed charge states of tungsten, or W 2+ (92), W 3+ (61) and
W 4+(46). In this case, some contaminants are also present, in particular, O+ (16)
and O+2 (32).
1See footnote, Sec. 5.2.1.
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For these experiments, desorption from arrays was compared to that of single
etched-wire tips of 20 nm in radius. Tip etching and tip radius calibrations are
as described in Sec. 3.4.3. The single etched-wire tips were flash heated and field
evaporated to provide an atomically clean surface to facilitate deuterium adsorption.
7.4 Array Field Desorption Mass Spectra
All of the array designs introduced in Chapter 4 have been tested in field desorption
mode. Deuterium desorption has been observed to various degrees; ranging from
onset signals observed with the first device iterations, to much larger desorption
signals in the most recent devices. Far too many tests were conducted to treat each
case individually. Here, we select some of the more typical and illustrative cases, and
discuss the results.
The specific arrays tested for the field desorption studies presented here were
SNL rounded gate devices with 100 nm and 150 nm gate liners (Fig. 4.4d & 4.4e),
SRI grommeted gate devices (Fig. 4.3f), and SRI encapsulated gate devices (Fig.
4.3g). As mentioned previously, the signal intensities of the TOF data are generally
not relative to one another due to both the different gain settings on the CEMA and
the varying number of tips in the different array types. Surface contaminants such
as C2+, C+, O+, CO+ and metal oxides that appear in the TOF spectra are due to
environmental sources that arise from fabrication and handling of the arrays prior to
testing. These contaminants, and the cleaning there of, are discussed in Chapter 10.
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Figure 7.3: Mass spectra from an SNL (100 nm) rounded gate array showing the onset
of deuterium desorption, and the increase in deuterium peak height with increased electric
field.
7.4.1 Onset of Deuterium Desorption and Contribution from
Field Ionization
The ion source arrays have consistently achieved fields beyond those required for the
onset of deuterium desorption (>20 V/nm). Fig. 7.3 shows two TOF mass spectra
from an SNL rounded gate array (10,267 tips, 100 nm gate liner) at the onset fields
of deuterium desorption (∼20 V/nm). The solid line is a spectrum at a field near the
deuterium desorption threshold and consists of typical surface contaminants. When
the field is increased to 22 V/nm the D+ signal becomes the predominant peak in
the spectrum, as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 7.3. This observed onset in the
TOF spectra serves as a consistency check to ensure the electron field calibration
methods (see Sec. 5.1) are reasonable.
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Figure 7.4: Mass spectra from an SNL rounded gate array illustrating that the major
contribution to the deuterium peak is ions generated by field desorption (and not field
ionization). The first pulse after deuterium gas is removed shows a large desorption signal.
Since there is no longer gas in the system, the surface is not re-supplied with deuterium,
and the D+ peak decreases in height with each additional applied desorption pulse.
Since the desorption fields for deuterium exceed those necessary for field ion-
ization, there may be a small contribution to the D+ peak due to field ionization
during the 20 ns desorption pulse. This contribution was determined by comparing
deuterium peak heights from an array when pulsed in a deuterium atmosphere and
when pulsed after the deuterium gas was evacuated from the system. Fig. 7.4 shows
the results. The solid line is the signal produced from the 10,267-tip array when
pulsed in a deuterium atmosphere. The dashed line is the first pulse after deuterium
adsorption on the tip and removal of the gas. This resulted in a 3.7% decrease in the
deuterium peak height. Continued pulsing beyond the first results in significantly de-
creased deuterium peak heights, as there is no longer a means to resupply deuterium
on the tip surface. By the 150th pulse, the deuterium peak has decreased to 13%
of its original value. In this case, diffusion of deuterium adsorbed on the tip shank
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is acting in limited capacity as a deuterium supply. Refilling the test system with
deuterium returns the signal to that of the original solid line. This demonstrates
that the deuterium mass peaks are primarily a result of field desorption, and that
there is only a small contribution from field ionization.
Note in Fig. 7.4, the dramatic increase in surface contaminant peak heights in
the TOF spectrum after removing gas from the system. It is believed that these
contaminants are the result of surface diffusion from the tip shanks to the tip apices
during the time taken to vent gas from the system (∼2 min). Although operation
at liquid nitrogen temperature suppress thermal diffusion to a large extent, it is
likely that diffusion is still field driven, as a result of the d.c. holding voltage on
the array tips (which was maintained during evacuation). The contaminants are still
present in the other spectra, however, the peak heights are significantly less, as the
pulse frequency (1 Hz) limits the time contaminants have to diffuse before they are
removed.
7.4.2 Deuterium, Metal and Metal Oxide Desorption
The maximum fields for deuterium desorption from molybdenum tips, without re-
moving tip substrate material are ∼35 V/nm [31]. Fig. 7.5, shows the normalized
TOF mass spectra from a single etched-wire molybdenum tip (see Fig. 7.2) and an
SRI grommeted gate array (109 tips), pulsed at fields high enough to observe molyb-
denum tip substrate evaporation. The solid line shows deuterium desorption and the
relative abundance of Mo3+ (32) and Mo2+ (48) removed from a single etched-wire
tip pulsed at a field of 38 V/nm. The dashed line shows the mass spectrum from an
array, when pulsed at 36 V/nm, is in good agreement with the spectrum obtained
with the single etched-wire tip. Note that molybdenum oxides and surface contam-
inants (C2+, C+, O+ and CO+) are present in the array spectrum, but not in the
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Figure 7.5: Mass spectra comparing molybdenum metal evaporation from a single etched-
wire tip and an SRI grommeted gate array.
single etched-wire tip spectrum. This is due to the flash heating (in situ, >2000 ◦C)
and field evaporation which provides an atomically clean molybdenum surface on the
single etched-wire tip. We are unable, as of yet, to clean the array tip surfaces in
this manner.
Fig. 7.6 shows the desorption spectrum from the same SRI grommeted gate (109
tips) array in Fig. 7.5 compared to that of an SRI encapsulated gate (15,405 tips)
array, pulsed at lower fields. Note that surface contaminant and oxide mass peaks
are consistent between the two types of molybdenum tip arrays. Also, at the lower
fields, the relative intensities of the oxides are more prevalent suggesting that a large
quantity of oxides were removed due to the higher operating fields that were achieved
with the SRI array.
The desorption of tungsten oxide tip material has also been observed from tung-
sten tip arrays. Fig. 7.7 shows TOF mass spectra from an SNL rounded gate array
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Figure 7.6: Mass spectra showing the desorption of molybdenum and molybdenum oxide
from an SRI grommeted gate array and an SRI encapsulated gate array. Significant metal
oxide peaks are apparent at the lower fields.
(150 nm gate liner, 10,267 tips) with tungsten clad tips and an SRI encapsulated
gate (25,693 tips) array with vapor deposited tungsten tips. Again, note that surface
contaminant and oxide mass peaks are consistent between the two types of tungsten
tip arrays. The tungsten oxide peak, W2O
4+
3 , at mass-to-charge 104, is present in
both spectra. Again, typical surface contaminants, such as C2+, C+, O+ and CO+,
appear. Unknown mass peaks appear between mass-to-charge ratios of 60 to 70,
and 90 to 110. These may be the result of desorbing tungsten carbides and ox-
ides, including: WC3+ (65), WO3+ (67), WCO3+ (70), W 2+ (92), WC2+ (98), and
WO2+ (100) [56]. Note that the arrays have not yet achieved fields sufficient to view
(hydrogen promoted2) tungsten metal evaporation (∼45 V/nm).
2See footnote, Sec. 5.2.1.
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Figure 7.7: Mass spectra of tungsten oxide desorption from an SNL rounded gate array
and an SRI encapsulated gate array. Tungsten clad array tips and vapor deposited tungsten
array tips produce similar mass peaks.
7.4.3 Comparison of Array Desorption Yields.
The maximum deuterium desorption signal per tip vs. field is plotted in Fig. 7.8 for
each of the best performing SRI and SNL array designs (at 77 K). Signals produced
with differing CEMA gains were normalized to a gain of 1.5 kV. We caution that,
although a trend of increasing signal vs. field appears in the data, this does not
represent increased the actual trend that would be found from an idealized array
(i.e. atomically clean array tip surfaces). Recall that the arrays tips included many
surface contaminants that take up desorption sights. By achieving higher fields with
array, many of these contaminants are evaporated away, which increases deuterium
adsorption, and thus desorption, in subsequent pulses. In this case, the trend is
more representative of a surface cleaning effect which in turn increases the deuterium
desorption signal. That is to say, as higher fields are achieved with arrays, deuterium
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of the dueterium desorption signal per tip produced by various SRI
and SNL array designs. Each point represents the largest TOF signal (per tip) produced
by each of the array types indicated. Also plotted is the desorption signal produced with
a single etched-wire tungsten tip.
desorption signals are increased as a result of removing contaminants on the tips
surfaces. In general, we would expect a higher desorption signal at lower fields than
is indicated by the plot, provided the array tip surfaces were contamination free. For
reference purposes, we include the desorption signal produced by a single etched-wire
tungsten tip at a field of 35 V/nm.
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7.5 Quantifying Deuterium Ions Yields
7.5.1 Single Etched-Wire Tip Calibration of Deuterium Des-
orption Yields
Deuterium desorption was investigated to determine the maximum deuterium ion
yield possible from a single tip. Measurement of the number of ions contained in a
desorption pulse is not straightforward, and thus the number of deuterium ions per
desorption pulse was quantified by calibrating it against titanium film evaporation.
In this case, known thicknesses of titanium film were evaporated from the surface of
a tungsten etched-wire tip, such that the resulting titanium peak heights in the TOF
spectra corresponded to the amount of ions contained in the film. The Ti2+ peak
height in the TOF spectrum was then compared to the D+ peak height to estimate
the absolute number of D+ ions desorbed from the single tip. This approach to
absolute charge calibration using titanium films has been discussed previously [31].
Titanium film evaporation is described in more detail in Chapter 8.
Fig. 7.9 shows transposed TOF spectra for three different experiments conducted
with a single etched-wire tip of radius 18.6 nm at 77 K. The TOF data have been
time-shifted for peak height comparison purposes, and no longer represents arrival
times. The first two experiments, represented by the dashed and dotted lines, show
the resulting titanium peak heights for 2.5 layers and 4.5 atomic layers of evaporated
titanium film, respectively. The second y-axis represents the total number of Ti2+
ions evaporated, assuming a 45◦ half-angle of emission from the single etched-wire tip.
The third experiment represents deuterium desorption from the etched-wire tip (no
titanium deposited), and shows the resulting D+ peak height. The D+ peak height,
when compared against the Ti2+ peak heights, indicates that ∼8,400 deuterium ions
are produced by a single etched-wire tip. This value corresponds to desorption of
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Figure 7.9: Overlain TOF peaks produced by evaporating titanium films and desorbing
deuterium from a single etched-wire tungsten tip. The solid line represents the desorption of
1.3 layers of deuterium from the etched wire tip. The right y-axis shows the correspondence
between the peak height and the number of ions produced.
∼1.3 atomic layers of adsorbed deuterium.
7.5.2 Number of Deuterium Ions Desorbed
Using the single etched-wire tip calibration experiments discussed above, we can
quantify the number of deuterium ions desorbed from an array. Fig. 7.10 shows
the D+ signal height of a 10,267 tip SNL rounded gate array (150 nm gate liner)
compared to that of the D+ peak from the single etched-wire tip in Fig. 7.9. The
wider D+ peak width for the array is a result of the lower operating voltage (i.e.
lower ion energy), and thus, longer ion arrival times. The second y-axis is calibrated
as before. The deuterium peak height from the SNL rounded gate array corresponds
to 11,000 ions being produced per desorption pulse, as compared to the 8,400 ions
produced by the single etched-wire tip. These results indicate that the absolute ion
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Figure 7.10: Deuterium ion desorption of an SNL rounded gate array compared to that
of a single etched-wire tip. Low desorption ion yields are the result of contamination on
the array tip surfaces limiting deuterium adsorption.
desorption from an array is low, and that the ∼10,000 tip array produced only 30%
more ions, in total, than that of a single etched-wire tip.
The low deuterium ion yield from the array is likely the result of surface contam-
ination, which limits the deuterium adsorption coverage. The presence of surface
contamination is evident in the TOF spectra in Figs. 7.3 - 7.7. As mentioned before,
etched-wire tips benefit from heating and field evaporation cleaning procedures that
yield an atomically clean surface onto which deuterium can readily adsorb. High
temperature heating (>900 ◦C) can destroy the arrays due to differing coefficients of
thermal expansion for the various materials. To date, we have been able to heat the
array up to ∼800 ◦C, and have observed reduced contamination and increased D+
signals. We have not reached fields required for field evaporation. Currently, we are
investigating other methods of cleaning array tip surfaces, such as in situ hydrogen
plasma treatment, as discussed in Chapter 10. Proper implementation of cleaning
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methods are required to increase the deuterium yields from arrays to a level which
scales per-tip with that observed using single etched-wire tips.
7.6 Theoretical Neutron Yields
An estimate of the total neutron production from an array, based on single etched-
wire tip desorption results (at 77 K), is now possible. From the single etched-wire tip
desorption experiments discussed in Sec. 7.5.1, we expect a total D+ ion production
of ∼ 104 ions/pulse/tip, from a tip of radius ∼20 nm. Increased tip packing densities
of 107 tips/cm2 should be realizable. Assuming each of the array tips operate as a
single tip, we expect ∼ 1011 ions/pulse/cm2 active area, or ∼ 10−2 µC/pulse/cm2
active area from these arrays. At a deuterium pressure of 10−2 Torr, a pulsing rate of
1 kHz is sufficient for complete deuterium re-adsorption between pulses (the sticking
probability of deuterium on tungsten is 0.1 [48]). At 1 kHz, an array will output
∼ 10µC/s/cm2 active area of D+ ion current. Assuming a D-D neutron yield of 4·105
n/µC (at 120 kV) for D+ [53], we expect a neutron output of ∼ 4 ·106 n/s/cm2 active
area. For a D-T production rate of ∼ 108 n/µC (at 120 kV) [53], the neutron yield
becomes ∼ 1 · 109 n/s/cm2 active area. As the surface area (not active area) of a
tip scales as r2tip and the operating voltage required scales as rtip, a slight increase
in tip radius could increase desorption yields with only a small increase in operating
voltage.
7.7 Conclusion
Field desorption studies conducted at 77 K have demonstrated the pulsed desorption
of deuterium, with onset fields of ∼20 V/nm consistently being achieved by arrays.
The primary output of D+, as seen in the TOF spectra in Figs. 7.3 - 7.7, is often
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accompanied by desorption of other mass species, typically involving compounds
of carbon, oxygen, and oxides of the tip substrate. In the case of field desorption,
contaminants have a significant impact on the deuterium ion output of arrays, as they
inhibit deuterium adsorption from gas-phase. Proper implementation of cleaning
methods are required to increase the deuterium yields from arrays to a level which
scales per-tip with that observed using single etched-wire tips.
Calculations indicate that the arrays have the potential to provide high neutron
outputs when operated in the pulsed desorption mode at 77 K. From single etched-
wire tip results, we predict a D-D neutron output of ∼ 4 · 106 n/s/cm2 of array
active area and a D-T neutron output of ∼ 1 · 109 n/s/cm2 of array active area,
when operated at 77 K.
7.7.1 Future Work
Field desorption studies that have been conducted with arrays have occurred at av-
erage fields only nominally higher than that of onset. With the rare exception of a
few very well performing arrays, most of these fields are below the optimal desorp-
tion fields. Once array designs have improved such that the metal substrate material
evaporation fields can be reliably achieved and proper tip cleaning methods are in-
corporated, there are many things that will need to be characterized. Specifically,
producing deuterium ion yields that scales per tip as a single etched-wire tips and
demonstrating predicted field desorption neutron production, should be paramount.
Additionally, studies should involve characterizing array deuterium desorption at
room temperature. Likewise, there are also many single etched wire tip experiments
that can be conducted in parallel with array development. Characterizing room
temperature ion yields, demonstrating predicted pulsing rates and determining deu-
terium adsorption rates on tungsten can all help to better understand array operation
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and define optimal operating parameters.
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Metal Hydride Film Field
Evaporation Studies
8.1 Introduction
The electrostatic field evaporation of metal hydride films has the potential to generate
significant amounts of pulsed deuterium ion currents for use in compact D-D (or
D-T ) neutron generators. Field evaporation can increase ion yields beyond those
achievable through field desorption (see Cha. 6) as the deuterated films deposited
on a tip surface contain more atomic deuterium than can adsorb on the surface.
The preliminary studies of the field evaporation of metal hydride films was con-
ducted by Riechenbach and Solano; the results of which have been published [31,55,
57–59]. The foundational work was done by characterizing the field evaporation of
metal hydride films from single-etched wire tips. Both titanium and erbium films
were used as hydrogen occluders in their studies; this discussion will be limited to
the prior. The bulk of the single etched-wire tip titanium film studies can be found
in the preceding dissertation work done by Birk Reichenbach [31]. To summarize the
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important points of those studies:
“The field evaporation of deposited films (<100 atomic layers) of
deuterated titanium were studied for their application to high yield neu-
tron generators. The principles were demonstrated through the pulsed
(and ramped) evaporation of submonolayer and multilayer films from
single etched-wire tips.
The field evaporated quantities of deposited (non-deuterated) tita-
nium films and the titanium portion of the deuterated titanium films
were found to be proportional to film thickness, as expected. However,
the amount of deuterium ions formed from the evaporation of the deuter-
ated films was not proportional to film thickness, and was found to fall
off with increased film thickness. This was attributed to space charge
effects in which the large quantity of ions produced from thicker films
of deuterated titanium (>5 atomic layers) reduced the evaporation fields
and inhibited the field dissociation of the titanium-deuteride complexes
during the evaporation process.
To investigate the space charge effects, long voltage ramps were used
to see if the titanium-deuteride complexes could be more completely dis-
sociated and ionized. These voltage ramps ranged from 1 µs to 0.1 s in
length, and supported the conclusion that space charge effects were re-
ducing the dissociation of titanium-dueteride complexes. However, with
these long ramping times, the mass species of D+ and Ti++ could not be
individually resolved in the TOF spectra, as the flight times were much
shorter than the evaporation rates. Thus, while these experiments sup-
ported space charge effects, they were unable to quantify the increased
dissociation of titanium-deuteride complexes.”
The work presented here expands upon the single etched-wire tip titanium film
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evaporation studies conducted by Reichenbach. It involves increasing the mass res-
olution of the imaging atom probe in an attempt to resolve titanium from titanium-
dueteride complexes and using a 100 ns voltage ramp to reduce space change effects
and increase the dissociation of titanium-deuteride complexes. The 100 ns, ∼40
kV/ns, ramping rate used was in between the fast rising pulse (∼2 ns rise time) and
the slow (>1µs rise time) ramping rates studies conducted by Reichenbach. This
chapter is appreciably shorter in comparison to the field ionization and field desorp-
tion studies discussed in the previous chapters as it expands upon the foundational
work completed previously.
8.2 Experimental
8.2.1 Apparatus and Detector Arrangement
Experiments were conducted in the stainless-steel imaging atom probe [29] arrange-
ment described in Sec. 3.1.1. The electron signal from the CEMA was projected onto
a P−47 phosphor screen and viewed with a Amperex XP2262B photomultiplier tube
and/or measured directly with a custom transimpedance integrating amplifier [29].
Traditional time-of-flight mass analysis of the evaporated ion species produced by
the ion source were conducted with source-to-detector drift distances of 10 cm and
30 cm.
For voltage ramped experiments the integrating amplifier was used because the
rise-time of the voltage ramp (100ns) was on the order of the decay time of the
P − 47 phosphor (∼65 ns), meaning that the peak heights of the PMT signal were
no longer proportional to the relative quantities of charged species. The charge
integrating amplifier directly measured the CEMA output1, thus excluding the decay
1Amplified by the gain settings.
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times associated with the phosphor-PMT arrangement.
8.2.2 Tip Field Calibration
The single etched-wire tip fields were calibrated at 77 K by helium and hydrogen
ion best imaging fields, and tungsten metal evaporation fields (∼54 V/nm). The
calibration procedures are described in more detail in Sec. 3.4.3.
8.2.3 Titanium and Deuterated Titanium Films
Titanium films were deposited in situ from a tantalum-titanium alloy getter wire that
could be positioned in front of the tip by a linear motion feed-through, as discussed
in Sec. 3.7. Deuterated titanium films were generated by depositing titanium in D2
partial pressures of 10−5 to 10−3 Torr. Both titanium and deuterated titanium films
were formed at deposition rates between 0.2 and 4 atomic layers/s. No significant
differences in hydride film composition were observed under these depostion rates or
pressures [31, 58].
The deuterated titanium films have been found to grow pseudomorphically (up
to 77 atomic layers) on the tungsten tip substrate in an apparent β-phase body-
centered-cubic (bcc) structure. We note that bulk titanium deuteride (TiD2) has a
face-centered-cubic (fcc) fluorite type structure. The bcc β-phase structure observed
in these films at 77 K is well below that of the known bulk titanium dueteride
β-phase transition at 1160 K and those of hydrogen stabilized bcc structures at
∼560 K [60]. Tip surface cleanliness and the atomic perfection achieved by the
field evaporation of the tungsten surface may enhance the pseudomorphic character
of the titanium-deuteride overlayers. The apparent β-phase bcc titanium-deuteride
structure observed in these films has a maximum hydrogen content of 50 atomic
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percent. Ignoring surface effects, we expect a 1:1 ratio of D to Ti ions when field
evaporating these metal films [60].
The deuterated character of these films was verified by field evaporation and TOF
mass spectrometry. At 77 K deuterated titanium films had a d.c. evaporation field
of 23 V/nm, compared to 25 V/nm of a clean titanium film due to the hydrogen
promoted evaporation of the metal film [31, 61]. When ion imaging in deuterium
gas, the deuterated films were visually observed to field evaporate in a smooth,
continuous manner, such that the number of atomic layers could be counted as the
film was evaporated.
With each titanium deposition and evaporation sequence some titanium remained
on the tip shank just outside the high field region of the apex. Flash heating
(>2000◦C) and field evaporating the tungsten tip substrate material was performed
between each experiment to recover the original clean tip.
8.2.4 Applied Voltages
Voltage pulse and voltage ramp amplitudes typically peaked just before the hydrogen
promoted evaporation fields of the tungsten tip substrate material (∼44 V/nm).
These were well above the fields required for the titanium film evaporation (∼23
V/nm) and ensured complete removal of the film in the apex region of the tip in a
single pulse. For submonolayer film evaporation, voltage pulses were applied just at
the evaporation fields of the film (∼23 V/nm) so only small quantities were removed
at a time. Different voltage generators were used for pulsed experiments or ramped
experiments, as discussed below.
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Pulsed Voltage Field Evaporation
A custom built, cable-discharge type pulse generator was used to apply the voltages
required for multilayer or submonolayer metal hydride film evaporation. To initi-
ate field evaporation, voltage pulses were applied to the tip electrode, relative to a
grounded shield electrode (see Fig. 3.5). For these experiments, peak voltages were
on the order of 2 kV to 4 kV, with a square wave output 40 ns in duration and a
rise time of ∼2 ns. Voltage pulses were typically conducted on top of a d.c. holding
voltage to suppress field electron emission from pulse reflections due to impedance
mismatches (see Sec. 3.6).
Ramped Voltage Field Evaporation
Voltage ramped field evaporation studies were conducted by shaping the output of
a Velonex Model 360 pulse generator. The voltage ramp was applied over 100 ns at
a rate of ∼40 V/ns, up to a peak voltage just below that of the hydrogen promoted
evaporation of tip material2 (∼45 V/nm). The voltage ramp was applied on top of
a d.c. holding voltage to ensure that film evaporation occurred over a linearly rising
region of the voltage ramp.
8.3 Mass Resolution of Titanium and Titanium-
Deuteride Complexes
The multilayer field evaporation of deuterated titanium films has resulted in D+-
to-Ti++ ion ratios that fall off from the expected 1:1 ratio3 with increased film
2See footnote, Sec. 5.2.1.
3bcc β-phase titanium-deuteride has a maximum deuterium content of 50 atomic percent
(see Sec. 8.2.3)
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Figure 8.1: Sub-monolayer pulsed evaporation spectrum showing the mass resolution of
titainum isotopes using a 30 cm flight distance.
thicknesses. It was determined that space charge effects were reducing the applied
electric field and inhibiting the dissociation of deuterium from titanium-deuteride
complexes [31]. At the time of Reichenbach’s experiments, the drift distance of 10
cm was insufficient to resolve Ti++ from TiD++x in the TOF mass peaks due to the
varying arrival times across the planar (86.7 mm) CEMA detector. This resulted in
‘titanium’ mass peaks that were likely an unknown mixture of Ti++ (24 u/Z) and
TiD++x=1,2 (25 u/Z, 26 u/Z) ions. To improve the mass resolution of the imaging atom
probe, a drift distance of 30 cm was used to separate the Ti and TiD complexes and
quantify the amount of deuterium tied up in TiD complexes to further understand
the space charge effects.
The first experiments conducted at the 30 cm drift distance were intended to re-
solve titanium isotopes, which are of the mass separation order of the titanium and
titanium-deuteride complexes. Fig. 8.1 shows the results of evaporating submono-
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Figure 8.2: Comparison of the field of view of a tungsten tip when ion imaging at a) the
10 cm drift distance and, b) the 30 cm drift distance. In b), the imaging area is reduced.
layer quantities of titanium from a deposited film using this longer drift distance.
The isotopes of titanium including 46 u, 47 u and 50 u, with the dominant isotope
at 48 u, are clearly visible. The isotope at 49 u was washed out by the 48 u peak.
Resolution of the titanium isotopes were achievable, and the relative quantities were
in reasonable agreement with previous works [62].
Experiments removing entire multilayer films of titanium and deuterated titanium
were conducted with the 30 cm drift tube. Unfortunately the increased drift distance
was not sufficient to resolve the isotopes of titanium from multilayer films, nor was
the increased drift distance sufficient to separate Ti++ from TiD++x . Any structure
from titanium isotopes or titanium-deuteride complexes were washed away in the
titanium mass peak. Since we were unable to resolve Ti++ from TiD++x , we could
not determine how much deuterium was tied up in TiD complexes, nor quantify the
amount of Ti++ vs. TiD++x that was produced. As such, the titanium mass peaks
observed in the TOF spectra are, henceforth, labeled as TiD++x where 0 ≤ x ≤ ∼2.
We note that, while the 30 cm drift tube increased the mass resolution of the
detector, it also significantly decreased the field of view when ion imaging. Fig. 8.2
shows a comparison of the field of views of a tungsten tip. In Fig. 8.2a, the 10 cm
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distance ion imaging shows the <110>plane as well as various lower index crystal
planes. Fig. 8.2b shows the approximate field of view of the same tip at 30 cm
distance. The <110> plane is still visible, and depending on the orientation of the
tip, some lower planes may be visible. The 30 cm drift distance was still sufficient
to ion image the tip, which allowed the layers of deposited titanium to be ‘counted’
and the best imaging field calibration methods to be used, as described previously
in Sec. 3.4.3 and 8.2.3. A longer drift tube was considered to further increase mass
resolution; however, anything beyond 30 centimeters would be very difficult to ion
image due to the decreased field of view and other methods would be required to
determine film thicknesses and field calibrations. Studies have presently not been
conducted with a drift tube beyond 30 cm in length.
8.4 Voltage Ramped Field Evaporation Studies
Reichenbach conducted long ramping rates (>1us) to eliminate space charge effects
and increase the dissociation of titanium-deuteride complexes. However, these long
ramping times were unable to quantify these results due to the short ion flight times
relative to the long evaporation times. Thus, studies were conducted with an inter-
mediate voltage ramp (100 ns) that was between those of the fast pulse rise time
and that of the long ramping rate studied previously. With this voltage ramp, film
evaporation occurred in much less time (∼50 ns) than the flight times of the ions
(∼1 µs) and allowed the ion peaks to be resolved.
Typical results of the ramped evaporation (40 V/ns) of deuterated titanium films
are shown in Fig. 8.3. In Fig. 8.3a significant broadening of the mass peaks due to the
use of a slower evaporation rate is evident as ions formed are accelerated through a
range of potential differences. The subplot of Fig. 8.3a shows the 4900 V ramp on top
of a 1100 V bias voltage. The filled triangle and circle mark the onset of evaporation
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Figure 8.3: (a) TOF data for the evaporation of deuterated titanium films during ramped
field evaporation at 77 K. (b) Plot of signal versus evaporation voltage showing the range
over which the film is evaporated.
for films of 6 and 25 layers in thickness, respectively. The filled square indicates the
voltage at which, in both cases, the films have been completely evaporated, or ∼3700
V. This voltage is the same as that at which complete evaporation of the films is
observed during ion imaging.
Fig. 8.3a also illustrates the typical result that the voltage required for the onset
of evaporation decreases as the layer thickness increases. Thus with increasing film
thickness the range of acceleration potentials of the ions also increases, meaning that
the ‘tail’ of the TiD++x peak in the TOF spectrum also broadens. This tail is a result
of the fact that, besides the ∼65 ns decay time of the P − 47 phosphor, material
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Figure 8.4: TOF spectra taken during the ramped evaporation of deuterated titanium
films at 77 K using a charge integrating amplifier.
evaporated earlier in the ramp cycle experience lower accelerating potentials and
arrives later in time than does material evaporated later in the ramp. This ‘tail’ is
of course also present in the deuterium peak.
Fig. 8.3b shows the TOF data for the 25 layer case plotted as a function of
evaporation voltage with mass-to-charge ratio as a parameter. The solid line assumes
a mass-to-charge ratio of 24 (Ti++) and shows the voltage range over which material
is field evaporated. As in Fig. 8.3a, the filled circle and square denote, respectively,
the voltage at which evaporation begins and is complete. If we now assume a mass-
to-charge of 2 (D+), we see the voltage range over which deuterium was removed is
the same as that of the titanium peak. The D+2 peak appears in Fig. 8.3b, but is
incorrectly shifted as the plot was made assuming a mass-to-charge ratio of 2.
As noted in the experimental section, the use of these slow evaporation rates
mean that the peak heights in the PMT signal are no longer directly proportional to
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of deuterated titanium films.
the quantity of charge, and thus, a charge integrating amplifier was used to determine
relative peak heights and to compute D+-to-TiD++x ratios. The data gathered by this
amplifier is shown in Fig. 8.4 for a separate set of ramped evaporation experiments.
Fig. 8.4 shows the time integrated signal for ramped evaporation of deuterated
titanium films having thicknesses of 9, 30 and 49 layers. The vertical dashed lines
indicate the arrival of D+ and TiD++x ions. The subplot in Fig. 8.4 shows the relative
peak heights of D+ and TiD++x vs. the number of layers of films evaporated. We can
see that, while the amount of titanium rises linearly with film thickness, the relative
amounts of deuterium fall off with increased film thickness.
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8.4.1 Comparison of Pulsed and Ramped Multilayer Evap-
oration of Deuterated Titanium Films
Fig. 8.5 is a plot of the D+-to-TiD++x ratio as a function of film thickness for
pulsed and ramped evaporation experiments. Decreasing the evaporation rate and
thereby reducing the field lowering effects of space charge appears to promote the
more complete dissociation of TiD molecular complexes as the D+-to-TiD++x ratio
is increased when using a slower evaporation rate. While the ramping rate used
increased the overall ratio, it was not sufficient to achieve the 1:1 D+-to-Ti++ ratio
expected. Future experiments with voltage ramps ranging between 100 ns and 1 µs
should be able to further increase the D+-to-TiD++x ratio.
8.5 Field Evaporation from Arrays
Reichenbach demonstrated the sub-monolayer evaporation of titanium films from ar-
rays of metal tips. To our knowledge, this was the first time metal hydride films have
been field evaporated from this type of fabricated tip array structure. The limited
fields that the array could achieve at the time prevented studies of the complete
evaporation of multilayer titanium films. It is necessary to achieve array tip fields
on the order of ∼25 V/nm, preferably higher, before the complete evaporation of
multilayer titanium films can be observed. As seen in Table 5.1, the arrays are just
starting to reach the fields required; thus, studying metal hydride films applied to
arrays is work in progress.
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8.6 Conclusion
Studies were conducted to increase the dissociation of titanium-deuteride complexes
which result from space charge effects associated with evaporating thick layers (>5
atomic layers) of deuterated titanium film. Increasing the drift distance to 30 cm
provided the mass resolution necessary to observe the isotopes of titanium in sub-
monolayer quantities of evaporated titanium films. Resolving the different isotopes
of titanium would be of the same mass resolution required for the mass separation
of Ti++ and TiD++x . Unfortunately the mass resolution was not sufficient to resolve
Ti++ from TiD++x when evaporating multiple layers of deuterated titanium films.
Voltage ramped studies of deuterated titanium films were conducted to reduce
space charge effects and increase the dissociation of titanium-deuteride complexes
and, thus, overall D+ ion yields. A ramp rate of 40 V/ns was sufficient to increase
the dissociation; however, space charge effects still persisted. Further dissociation
can likely be achieved by increasing the field evaporation ramping rates, and will be
the focus of future studies.
Presently, these field evaporation studies have not been applied to microfabricated
arrays beyond the initial testing done by Reichenbach. While the fields required for
metal film evaporation are easily achievable with single etched-wire tips, they have
only recently been attained with the best performing arrays. As such, field evapo-
rating deuterated titanium films from microfabricated arrays is work in progress.
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9.1 Introduction
Field electron emission from the gate electrode was found to be the major source
of emitter failure as it initiates electrical breakdown; often, this rendered the array
inoperable due to an electrical short. Modeling of array structures has shown that
even with idealized, atomically smooth electrode surfaces, electron emission fields
exist on parts of the gate electrode once tip fields approach 20 V/nm to 30 V/nm
[37]. This section discusses the experimental evidence of the gate electron emission
breakdown mechanism and the resulting damage it causes to arrays.
9.2 Precursors to Breakdown
When testing arrays there are often observable precursors indicating that array break-
down is imminent. These range from small electron peaks appearing in the TOF mass
spectra, individual ‘breakdown events’ in which electrons flood the detector, and
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Figure 9.1: An electron peak at mass ‘zero’ appearing in the TOF mass spectra while
pulsing in ion emission polarity. This peak will increase in height with applied voltage,
until array breakdown occurs.
changes to electron emission fields of the tips during testing. These effects are often
small to begin with and become more prominent with increased operational voltage,
eventually leading to complete breakdown of the device. This section discusses these
precursors in more detail.
9.2.1 Electron Emission During TOF Analysis
During field desorption testing, small electron mass peaks will become visible at
some threshold voltage in the TOF spectra. These electron peaks are (indirect)
experimental evidence of field electron emission from the gate, and indicate one is
nearing the maximum fields before breakdown of the array.
Fig. 9.1 illustrates electron emission from the gate observed in the TOF while
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running an array in ion emission polarity1. In this case, at some threshold (positive)
voltage, an electron peak appears in the TOF spectrum at mass-to-charge zero. This
electron peak continues to increase in height with applied voltage until breakdown
of the array occurs. Note that the electrons detected are not those directly emitted
from the gate, as they would be attracted to the (positive) tip. Instead, the elec-
trons observed are likely energetic secondary electrons produced by the gate emitted
electrons striking, for example, the dielectric shield (see Fig. 4.3b).
As discussed in Sec. 7.2.1, voltage pulsing can cause negative going pulse reflec-
tions2 that can be sufficient to field emit electrons from the tip. Thus, while testing
1Experimental details of the voltage pulsing and TOF analysis are discussed in Sec. 7.2
2As a result of impedance mismatches.
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arrays, one must insure that the electron peak in the TOF spectra is not a result of
reflected pulse field electron emission. The method employed to differentiate between
reflected pulse electron emission and gate electron emission was to simply increase
the d.c. holding voltage on which the voltage pulse was applied. Upon doing so,
the observed electron peak would either increase or decrease. An increasing electron
peak suggested gate electron emission, as the overall fields (at the tip and gate) were
increased. A decreased (or disappearing) peak indicated reflected pulse emission, as
the tip fields during the negative going pulse reflection were no longer sufficient to
field emit electrons.
Fig. 9.2 illustrates this behavior. Here, with no d.c. bias voltage, an array has
exhibited both gate electron emission and reflected pulse electron emission in the TOF
spectrum. The subplot shows the applied voltage pulse (at 0 V bias) and the negative
reflection occurring 30 ns later. The first peak of the dashed line corresponds to gate
emitted electrons, and the second peak, ∼40 ns later, is the result of reflected pulse
electron emission3. The solid line shows the result of applying the pulse on top of a
35 V bias. In this case, the gate emitted electron peak has increases substantially,
while the reflection pulse electron peak has disappeared.
This detailed analysis validates the above experimental procedure used to differ-
entiate between gate emitted electrons and reflection pulse electrons. Experimentally,
once we observe electron peaks in the TOF spectra, we simply increase the d.c. hold-
ing voltage. This almost always increases the electron peak height as, the majority
of times, the observed electron peaks are the result of gate emitted electrons.
In addition to the small electron peaks appearing in the TOF analysis, we will
often encounter large ‘breakdown events’ that occur during single voltage pulses.
Recall that the TOF spectra in Fig. 9.1, for example, was produced with voltage
3Note the reflected pulse electrons feel a lower accelerating potential, and have slightly
longer flight times, which explains the ∼10 ns difference.
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Figure 9.3: TOF spectra showing a breakdown event that has occurred during a voltage
pulse. Here, a very large electron signal has saturated the detector and completely washes
out the spectrum.
pulses at a frequency of 1 Hz. In this case, during a single pulse, a ‘breakdown
event’ will appear in the form of an extremely large electron peak that saturates the
detector. Fig. 9.3 is an example of one of these events. This behavior will occur for
one to three pulses, and then the array continues to function normally. Oftentimes
the subsequent TOF spectra will not return to its original state, but are instead
slightly decreased in peak height. We surmise that these single breakdown events
are individual emitter tips that are being damaged.
9.2.2 Dielectric Charging Effects
Another precursor to array breakdown that has been observed during testing has
been attributed to charging of the dielectric layers. Both the SRI grommeted and
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encapsulated gate devices (see Figs. 4.3f & 4.3g) have exhibited dramatic decreases
for the onset voltage of electron field emission throughout desorption experiments.
As voltages were increased to gather TOF data at progressively higher fields, the
voltages required for electron emission would continually decrease. Anywhere from
30% to 50% voltage reductions for electron emission have been observed, and are
not consistent with reductions that could be explained by changes in array emission
properties (e.g. work function, emitter area). In these devices, we suspect electron
emission from the gate is charging the dielectric layers surrounding the gate electrodes
(positive) with respect to the tips, and results in an apparent decrease in electron
emission voltage for the tips. We note that if the testing is stopped, and the array
left to sit for ∼24 hours, the effect persists, but is significantly reduced; however, it
returns once the testing resumes.
This phenomenon has not been observed in SNL arrays and is likely due to the
low stress nitride liners surrounding the gates being an inferior (leaky) dielectric,
as compared to that of the Si3N4 dielectric enclosures in the SRI arrays. This
charging of the dielectric is problematic as it can initiate Malter discharges across
the dielectric, resulting in electrical breakdown of the device. Postmortem SEM
analysis of arrays that have exhibited this behavior show damage that is consistent
with this mechanism of breakdown (see Sec. 9.4.2).
9.3 Determining When Breakdown Occurs
The maximum fields achieved by the arrays are determined once complete breakdown
of the device occurs. The indicators that breakdown has occurred are typically
different for d.c. field ionization testing, or pulsed field desorption testing. Often
times, when breakdown occurs, it is easily determined when testing the devices, but
occasionally can be difficult. The following sections indicate what is experimentally
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observed when breakdown occurs; typically following the precursors that have been
discussed previously.
9.3.1 Breakdown During Field Ionization Experiments
During field ionization testing, there are typically little to no warning signs indicat-
ing that breakdown is imminent. The breakdown simply occurs and the field ion
current reading ceases on the picoammeter. Often times the d.c. power supply is
tripped as a result of the large currents that are generated across the array. This can
severely damage the arrays, which makes pinpointing the breakdown initiation sites
difficult when conducting postmortem SEM analysis. The damage can be somewhat
mitigated by using a large resistor (∼10 MΩ) in series with the applied d.c. voltage
to limit the current. However, the (inherent) capacitive power stored in the array
can still cause considerable damage when it is dissipated during breakdown.
9.3.2 Breakdown During Field Desorption Experiments
Breakdown of the arrays during field desorption testing is very apparent, usually
following the precursors above. The TOF mass spectrum changes dramatically as a
result, and produces a spectrum identical to that of the ‘breakdown event’ in Fig.
9.3. The obvious difference being that the TOF spectrum never returns to nor-
mal. Continued pulsing simply floods the detector with a large electron peak. Once
breakdown has occurred, the array is typically pulsed once again in reverse polarity
(electron emission). If an electron signal can be produced, it is usually significantly
different (i.e. requires higher voltage) than electron emission characteristics obtained
before breakdown, indicating damage to many emitter tips.
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Figure 9.4: Electron emission properties change as a result of breakdown. a) Normal a.c.
field electron emission and gate current trends (see Fig. 5.1). In b), the same applied
voltage produces less electron emission current than before and current now flows between
the tip and gate electrodes, indicating a resistive short or the interception of field electron
emission.
9.4 Post-Breakdown Analysis
9.4.1 Changing Electron Emission Patterns
Once breakdown has occured, either through d.c. field ionization or pulsed field
desorption testing, the array is typically tested once more in field electron emission
mode using the a.c. circuit described previously in Sec. 5.1. The typical emission
characteristics before breakdown, as shown in Fig. 5.1a, often change considerably.
Fig. 9.4b shows an example of the new behavior that is observed after breakdown.
Here, the same applied voltage now produces less electron current after breakdown,
if any. The main difference observed is that current can now be measured running
between the tip and gate electrodes. While the gate current is normally zero (Fig.
9.4a), it now takes on one of two characteristics. Most often, the linearly sloping path
is observed, indicating a resistive short has occurred. This curve varies in slope and
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Figure 9.5: Varying degrees of damage to the active region of the array after breakdown.
In a), only a small number of emitter tips have been damaged. In b), considerable damage
can be seen across the active emission region.
often times is much steeper than shown (nearly vertical); in this case, the resistance
is nearly zero, and the damage is likely extreme. The other possibility is that electron
current flowing between the tip and gate takes on an exponential-like field emission
curve, as illustrated by the dotted line. This indicates that much of the field emitted
tip current is being intercepted by the gate electrode in an area of breakdown. When
this type of curve is observed, there is usually less catastrophic damage to the array.
9.4.2 Postmortem SEM Analysis
Once testing has been completed and electrical breakdown has occurred, the arrays
are shipped to SRI and undergo postmortem SEM analysis. The SEM examines
many of the emitter cavities and tips; looking for potential causes and various signs
of breakdown mechanisms. Obviously, it is impossible to examine every emitter tip,
so intuition must be used to find the best candidates; these often lie near regions of
heavy damage. As we will see, the resulting damage is consistent with gate electron
emission.
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Figure 9.6: SEM images of tip blunting and dielectric holes caused by gate field electron
emission. (a) The likely origin of electron emission from the gate is indicated by the arrow,
and can lead to extreme tip damage. (b) A hole in the dielectric shielding due to electron
emission. (c) Both a hole in the dielectric grommet and tip blunting are observed.
Fig. 9.5 show examples of the varying degrees of damage that can be caused
to the emitter tips and array structure. Often times, only a small area of tips will
be destroyed, as in Fig.9.5a. Small regions of damage such as this are typically
observed after pulsed desorption studies have been conducted. Other times, as with
field ionization testing (especially in the neutron generator), catastrophic damage is
observed over a large portion of the array emission area, as in Fig. 9.5b. In this
case, a breakdown in one area can initiate breakdowns in nearby neighbors, inducing
breakdown across a very large portion of the active area.
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Figure 9.7: Breakdowns occurring across dielectrics that have charged up from gate elec-
tron emission. In a), a portion of the dielectric has blown out, leaving behind ‘gate trails’
that snake across the gate electrode inbetween individual tip cavities. b) The contrast is
enhanced and the gate trails are more apparent.
Tip Blunting and Dielectric Holes
Fig. 9.6 shows SEM micrographs of individual array tips in an SRI tip-on-post device
and grommeted gated device (Fig. 4.3c & 4.3g, respectively), both after breakdown.
Fig. 9.6a shows a melted tip after electrical breakdown. Damage at the gate-shield-
vacuum interface (triple point) has been indicated with an arrow, and is the suspected
source of the gate emitted electrons. These electrons can avalanche across the surface
of the dielectric shield, driven toward the tip by the applied field, and damage the tip
by electron bombardment. Fig. 9.6b shows another image from the same device of
which the damage has been attributed to gate electron emission. The deformed area
of the gate is the likely source of the electrons, and in this instance, the electrons
punched a hole directly through the dielectric shield. In Fig. 9.6c, a grommeted
SRI array shows both a combination of a blunted tip and a hole punched through
the dielectric. In each case, the resulting damages are consistent with gate electron
emission.
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Malter Discharges and Gate Trails
Figs. 9.7a &b are SEM micrographs of a grommeted gate array that exhibited signs
of a Malter discharge type mechanism. In this case, the dielectrics charge up until
the breakdown limits are exceded, and a destructive discharge occurs. In 9.7a, the
dielectric is damaged and shows signs that a discharge originated from that site,
blowing out a portion of the grommet. From this point, the discharge appeared to
dissipate along the top of the exposed gate, snaking in-between the individual tip
cavities and leaving behind ‘gate trails’. The contrast has been enhanced in Fig. 9.7b
to illustrate the resulting gate trails left behind. These trails all appear to originate
from sites like that shown in 9.7a.
9.5 Breakdown of TO-5 Header
Testing of some of the newer SNL arrays (350 nm and 400 nm gate liners) has
introduced another breakdown method that differs from the previous ones, in that it
is not related to gate electron emission. The first indication that this was a different
mechanism was seen during the desorption TOF studies. In this case, the normally
square pulse became deformed after breakdown occurred; this had not observed
previously when testing devices. Fig. 9.8 illustrates this behavior. Fig. 9.8a, shows
the normal shape of a desorption pulse, as read by the oscilloscope during testing.
Normally, once the array being tested has broken down, the pulse shape would remain
unchanged. However, in these devices, array breakdown would dramatically change
the pulse shape, as in Fig. 9.8b. This type of breakdown appears to be a voltage
limitation of the TO-5 header; consistently occurring at an applied voltage of ∼1100
(±100) V. It has only been observed in SNL arrays, as the applied voltages are
typically greater than those of the SRI arrays, due to the geometrical tip and gate
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Figure 9.8: Change in the pulse shape due to breakdown between the TO-5 header gate
contact disk and array. a) The normal pulse shape applied to the array as measured by
the oscilloscope. b) The deformed pulse shape that appears after this type of breakdown
occurs.
arrangements4.
Postmortem analysis of arrays that exhibited this behavior showed a very different
breakdown mechanism. The active emission region was typically intact; showing little
to no damage. It was later determined that breakdown in these devices was due to
an arc discharge between the gate contact disk on the TO-5 header (see Fig. 3.6)
and the array, away from the active emission region. Fig. 9.9a & 9.9b are SEM
micrographs from two different SNL arrays showing the damage that results from
this breakdown mechanism. In both cases, holes are punched through the substrate
at the edge of the contact region. As a result, a new header is being designed to
4SNL tips being further in distance from the gate plane.
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Figure 9.9: Two SEM images of breakdowns that occurred where electrical contact to the
gate is made. In each case, holes have been punched through the silicon substrate. This
type of breakdown is related to a voltage limitation of the TO-5 header.
withstand higher operating voltages.
9.6 Conclusion
Array breakdown has been shown to be consistent with gate electron emission. This
electron emission can initiate cascading electron avalanches across dielectric surfaces
and generate currents sufficient to punch holes in dielectrics, melt array tips, and
charge up dielectrics. Often, precursors to array breakdown are observed, which
supports the conclusion that array failure is initiated by field electron emission at
the gate.
Future array designs must systematically work towards reducing the electric field
enhancements at the gate to suppress field electron emission. Until this has been
achieved, breakdown studies will continue to play an important role in array devel-
opment activities.
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Array Cleaning Studies
The presence of surface contamination on the array tip apices is evident in the pre-
viously discussed field ionization (Cha. 6) and field desorption (Cha. 7) chapters.
In field ionization, surface contamination explains the erratic behavior observed at
onset fields (see Sec. 6.4). In field desorption, contaminants are linked to low deu-
terium desorption yields, and are clearly evident in the TOF spectra produced by
arrays (see Sec. 7.4). These contaminants arise from environmental sources during
manufacturing and handling, and consist primarily of low vapor pressure carbona-
ceous complexes and strongly bound metal oxides formed on the array tip surfaces.
It is well known that the microfabrication processes involved and exposure to the
ambient atmosphere result in these types of surface contaminants [63].
To address the issue of surface contamination, two in situ cleaning methods are
being investigated to condition the array tip surfaces: 1) thermal cleaning and 2)
hydrogen plasma cleaning. Both methods are compatible with the UHV testing
environment and are widely employed in the vacuum and microfabrication industries.
The primary goal of these cleaning actives is to remove the contaminants from the
array tip surfaces to facilitate deuterium adsorption from the gas phase. Proper
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implementation is critical to the development of the field desorption array ion source,
as contamination free tip surfaces should increase present desorption ion yields by
three to four orders of magnitude (see Sec. 7.5.2), to reach levels that scale with
single etched-wire tip results.
The next sections discuss the experimental activities conducted with thermal
cleaning and plasma cleaning of the arrays. Note that the thermal cleaning results
presented here are a continuation of studies conducted and reported by Reichenbach
and Solano [31, 40, 55]. Plasma cleaning studies are in the preliminary stages of
development, and are intended to provide supplemental cleaning capabilities beyond
those that can be achieved by heating alone.
10.1 Thermal Cleaning Studies
10.1.1 Thermal Cleaning Process
The idea behind thermal cleaning is to apply heat to a surface, such that any con-
taminants present on the surface out-gas or thermally desorb. This method is very
effective at removing carbonaceous and oxide species, provided 1) the surface can
be heated hot enough and 2) heating doesn’t damage the surface (or surrounding
materials). Indeed, etched-wire tips have benefited greatly from this method. Flash
heating to >2000 ◦C removes nearly all contaminants present in a few seconds, and
the robust tungsten metal can withstands the high temperatures. In the arrays,
heating to this temperature is not possible as it can damage the array structures,
mainly due to the differing coefficients of thermal expansion of the materials used in
construction. Nevertheless, mild heating (<900 ◦C) over long time periods can be
applied to the arrays without causing damage, and has previously been successful at
reducing contaminants and improving desorption yields [40].
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10.1.2 Experimental Details
In situ heating of the arrays was achieved by passing an a.c. current through the cus-
tom alumina insulated filament incorporated into the array mounting arrangement,
which has been described previously in Sec. 3.5.1. Temperature measurements were
obtained through the use of an iron-constantan thermocouple attached directly to the
TO-5 header, or inferred from past temperature measurements when thermocouples
were not attached. The vacuum system was open to the ion pump during heating
to remove volatilized contaminants from the atmosphere, with the exception of the
combined heating and plasma treatment, as discussed in Sec. 10.2.4. Typically,
heating treatments were applied to arrays for 10 to 20 hour time periods.
Note that there are two temperature limitations of the present heating setup.
The first limitation is that of the alumina filament. The maximal array temperature
that can be attained with this arrangement is ∼900 ◦C, at which point increased
temperatures burns the filament out. The second limitation is that of the glass
insulation in the TO-5 header. In this case, once temperatures reach ∼600 ◦C, the
glass insulation in the header deforms. This is problematic, as this often breaks
electrical connection to the array, and experiments must be discontinued as there
is no way to reconnect the array without removal from the vacuum system and re-
exposure to the atmosphere. Occasionally, the electrical connection remains intact,
and experiments can be conducted at higher temperatures.
Fig. 10.1 shows an example of the deformed glass insulation that results from
heating the TO-5 header above 600 ◦C. Fig. 10.1a is a photograph of an undamaged
array, and Fig. 10.1b shows the deformed glass insulation protruding out the back
after heating for 14 hours at ∼650 ◦C.
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Figure 10.1: Expansion of the glass insulation in the TO-5 header after heating to ∼650
◦C. a) shows an undamaged header and b) shows the deformed glass expanding outward
from the back of the header after heating. Often times, this deformation breaks electrical
connection to the array; occasionally, electrical connection is maintained.
10.1.3 Thermal Cleaning Results
Heating experiments were primarily conducted in conjunction with field desorption
testing, as the TOF studies can be used to identify contaminant mass peaks. Com-
paring before and after TOF spectra allowed for qualification the effectiveness of
thermal cleaning.
The heating experiments reported by Solano were conducted with SRI molybde-
num tip dielectric shielded arrays and were heated to a maximum of 800 ◦C [40].
In general, the array heating experiments conducted with other SRI molybdenum
tip arrays1 were consistent with those reported by Solano; namely, that contaminant
peak heights (e.g. molybdenum oxides) in the TOF spectra were reduced as a result
of heating. As such, we do not repeat the molybedenum tip array results here. In-
1Tip-on-post, Oxide Spacer, TiO2 film, grommeted, and encapsulated arrays, see Sec.
4.3.
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Figure 10.2: TOF spectra obtained before and after thermally cleaning an SNL (100 nm
liner) array at ∼500 ◦C for 14 hours. There is a clear reduction in oxygen and metal oxide
contaminants at mass-to-charges 16, 104 and 208. Fbefore= 21 V/nm, Fafter= 26 V/nm.
stead, we discuss only the SNL tungsten clad tip array heating experiments, which
indicate similar trends of reduced contamination.
Fig. 10.2 shows TOF spectra before and after thermal cleaning an SNL (100
nm gate liner) array. Note that the mass-to-charge axis is plotted logarithmically
to more easily view the different peaks that appear over the entire range. The first
TOF spectrum was taken in a deuterium atmosphere (2·10−5 Torr) at a field of 21
V/nm and shows the typical contaminants and metal oxides observed when testing
tungsten clad tip arrays. The second TOF spectrum, at the same deuterium pressure
and at a field of 25 V/nm, was obtained after thermally cleaning the array for 14
hours at a temperature of ∼500 ◦C. Even at the increased fields after cleaning, we
see that the contaminant peaks at mass-to-charge 16, 104 and 208 (O+, W2O
4+
3 and
W2O
2+
3 ) have been reduced, relative to the spectrum acquired prior to heating.
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It is likely that the thermal cleaning only removed2 the most weakly bound con-
taminants and outermost oxide layers, and a much more strongly bound oxide layer
remains to inhibits deuterium adsorption. We can infer this, for, if all of the oxide
layers and contaminants had been removed, substantial increases (orders of magni-
tude) in the deuterium signal peak height should have been observed. Thus, the
increase in the deuterium mass peak seen here is most likely due to the higher oper-
ating field as the increase is not consistent with complete removal of contaminants.
Due to the present field limitations of the arrays, it is not possible to determine how
much oxide remains or to quantify the amount of cleaning that took place during
the heating time periods. Nevertheless, the before and after spectra suggest that
cleaning has occurred, at least to some degree.
Note that for all the other SNL tungsten clad tip array designs, heating at this
temperature and above (up to 800 ◦C), produce similar results; that is, a reduction
in the tungsten oxide contaminant peak heights, and no substantial increase in deu-
terium ion yields. In general, the spectra produced after heating are very consistent
with the TOF spectra generated in this example.
10.1.4 Thermal Limits and Array Damage
One of the goals of thermal cleaning is to determine the thermal limit arrays can
withstand before damage occurs. This is accomplished by heating the arrays to
various temperatures and then using SEM imaging to examine the emitter tips and
tip cavities for signs of damage.
Fig. 10.3 is an example of damage caused by thermally cleaning an array. Fig.
10.3a is an SEM micrograph prior to heating, and shows the normal tungsten clad
2Note that the O (mass 16) may not have been removed, but instead transfered to the
tungsten through heating.
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Figure 10.3: Thermal migration of the tungsten cladding on the tip surface of an SNL
rounded gate array (400 nm liner) as a result of heating at ∼800 ◦C. a) The array prior to
heating and b) following heating.
tip surface on an SNL (400 nm liner). Following heating at ∼800 ◦C for 8 hours, as
in Fig. 10.3b, we find small globs of tungsten across the surface of the silicon tip. In
this case, heating caused the tungsten cladding to thermally migrate and reform on
the surface. This appears to be an upper limit to heating for this SNL array type in
its presently fabricated state.
Fig. 10.4 is an SEM micrograph of individual SRI grommeted gate array emitter
tips showing similar damage that resulted from heating. In this case, nickel has
thermally migrated from the post understructure and has reformed at the tip and the
base edge of the molybdenum cone. This behavior is consistent with nucleation and
growth of nickel crystals; however, it is presently unknown why this nickel migration
and growth occurred. Note that this behavior only affected this array type, and was
not been observed in other tip-on-post designs.
Figs. 10.4 and Fig. 10.3 indicate the varying degrees of damage that can be
caused by heating. The thermal migration of the tungsten cladding in the SNL
array indicates an upper limit may have been reached, however, the same does not
hold for the thermal migration of nickel in the SRI arrays, as is not typical. In
general, the molybdenum tip arrays have withstood temperatures up to the limit
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Figure 10.4: Two SEM micrographs showing thermal migration of nickel post material on
the tips of an SRI grommeted gate array as a result of heating at ∼500 ◦C.
of the heating element (∼900, ◦C), and as such, an upper limit has not yet been
determined. Future thermal cleaning development will need to assess the impact of
heating molybdenum tipped SRI arrays beyond that which is limited by the present
arrangement.
10.2 Plasma Cleaning Studies
Plasma cleaning has been used for many years to remove impurities and contami-
nants from a variety of surfaces. The applications range from preparing silicon wafers
for processing [64,65], degassing vacuum chambers [66] and cleaning walls and com-
ponents of linear accelerators [67]. The benefits are that it can treat a wide variety
of materials, accommodate complex surface geometries, and is very effective at tar-
geting contaminants that are usually very difficult to remove (e.g. carbonaceous
and oxide contaminants). When implemented correctly, it can produce ultra-clean
surfaces.
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The idea behind plasma cleaning is to create a very reactive gas environment that
interacts with contaminants on surfaces in contact with the plasma. The interactions
between the contaminants and activated species in the plasma (i.e. atoms, molecules,
ions, etc.) range from sputtering by particles that bombard the surface, to chemical
reactions that volatilize contaminants such that they can be evacuated from the
chamber. After the plasma treatment, one is left with a contamination free surface;
however, care must be taken to ensure that the active plasma species do not erode,
etch or damage the surface or other materials present.
The plasma cleaning system described here is based on a hydrogen (or deuterium)
d.c. glow discharge. This is by no means a comprehensive study but, instead, a
survey of the activities associated with the initial implementation and development
of a working plasma cleaning system used to condition the array tip surfaces. Many
of the details of the plasma treatment have yet to be worked out; nevertheless, this
discussion should help facilitate future plasma cleaning studies with arrays.
10.2.1 Chemical Plasma Cleaning Process
For our needs, a hydrogen (and deuterium) plasma treatment was chosen as it is very
good at targeting low vapor pressure carbon contaminants and metal oxides that
arise on the array tip surfaces. In this case, the plasma treatment cleans essentially
through a chemical process based on the reactiveness of the activated species, as
opposed to that of the physical process of sputtering by ion bombardment (due to
the low energy and mass of hydrogen reactives). The primary chemical reactions
with the hydrogen plasma are as follows [68,69]:
C + 4H → CH4, (10.1)
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Figure 10.5: Schematic of the in situ plasma cleaning apparatus. The plasma source
consists of (1) a stainless steel anode and (2) a cylindrical aluminum cathode which encloses
(3) the array assembly. The plasma generated by the source reaches the array through a
circular hole punched in the aluminum cathode.
and,
O + 2H → H2O. (10.2)
The volatilized molecular species resulting from these reactions then out-gas from
the surface and are evacuated from the chamber.
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10.2.2 Experimental Details
Array cleaning was performed in the UHV imaging atom probe described in Sec.
3.1.1, and a schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 10.5. The plasma
source consisted of (1) a stainless steel anode approximately 1 cm distant from (2)
a cylindrical aluminum cathode which fit over the glass cold finger and enclosed (3)
the array assembly. The plasma generated by the source reached the array through
a circular hole punched in the cylindrical cathode, behind which the array assembly
was positioned. The working gas (hydrogen or deuterium) was fed into the chamber
from 1-liter gas flasks, and the glow discharge was established by applying a (current
regulated) d.c. potential between the anode and cathode. The array assembly was
held at the same potential as the cathode when initiating the discharge, and was
then (negatively) biased (-20 V) for the remainder of the plasma treatment.
The glow discharge occurred in ∼1 Torr of hydrogen (or deuterium) and the
power supply maintained a current of 0.4 mA between the anode and cathode at a
discharge voltage of ∼210 V. The plasma cleaning procedure typically lasted for tens
of minutes to a few hours, after which the chamber was evacuated. An ammeter
placed in series between the array and the bias supply measured a working current
of ∼0.7 µA reaching the array.
10.2.3 Plasma Cleaning Results
Fig. 10.6 shows the TOF spectra before and after plasma treatment of an SNL (350
nm gate liner) array in a deuterium plasma for 45 minutes. Note that the mass-to-
charge axis is plotted logarithmically to more easily view the entire range of mass
peaks that appear in spectrum. The main differences between the spectra are the two
large peaks appearing at mass-to-charge 18 and 34. The mass peak at 18 is consistent
with a deuterated methyl cation, CD+3 , and the mass peak at 34 is consistent with
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Figure 10.6: TOF spectra before and after plasma cleaning an SNL (350 nm liner) array
in deuterium for 45 minutes. Here, plasma cleaning has resulted in two peaks appearing at
mass-to-charge 18 and 34, consistent with CD+3 and C2D
+
5 , respectively. Fbefore = Fafter
= 20 V/nm.
the deuterated ethyl cation, C2D
+
5 . It is presently unclear whether these result from
the field desorption of the underlying adsorbed radical, CD3 and C2D5, (which could
be formed by the adsorption and decomposition of the (deuterated) methane [70]), or
whether they are adsorbed from the plasma, weakly bonded to the tip in the cation
state, and then removed through the action of the field.
We also see in Fig. 10.6 that, following plasma treatment, there does not appear
to be a reduction in the tungsten metal oxides peaks that appear at mass-to-charge
104 and 208. It is likely that the plasma parameters (e.g. ion energy, ion dosage,
exposure time, etc.) need to be adjusted to more successfully target these oxides.
Additionally, it may be necessary to incorporate a heavier inert working gas, such
as neon or argon, into the plasma to help sputter these oxides so they can be re-
moved mechanically or more easily targeted by the hydrogen chemical process. This
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Figure 10.7: TOF spectra after plasma cleaning an SRI (TiO2 film) array in hydrogen,
and then deuterium, each for 2 hours. Note the methyl peak at mass 15, CH+3 , and the
deuterated methyl peak at mass 18, CD+3 , are consistent with the type of working plasma
gas used.
possibility is discussed further in Sec. 10.2.6.
The appearance of the mass peak at 34 was somewhat troublesome, as it was
initially thought to be SiD+3 , which has the same mass-to-charge as C2D
+
5 . If this
were the case, it would indicate that the plasma was reacting with the silicon based
materials (e.g. dielectrics or the silicon wafer itself), and could result in damage
to the array structure. Thus, it was very important to correctly identify this mass
peak. This was accomplished by comparing TOF spectra between hydrogen plasma
cleaned arrays and deuterium plasma cleaned arrays.
Fig. 10.7 shows the TOF spectra generated after treating an SRI (TiO2 film)
array in a hydrogen plasma, and then a deuterium plasma. The resultant peak gen-
erated during the hydrogen plasma treatment clearly appears at mass 15, consistent
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Figure 10.8: TOF spectra obtained after plasma cleaning an SNL (200 nm liner) array in
hydrogen, and then deuterium, each for 1 hour. Note the ethyl (C2H
+
5 ) and deuterated
ethyl (C2D
+
5 ) peaks at mass-to-charge 29 and 34 undergo a similar similar shift, consis-
tent with replacing hydrogen with deuterium, as observed in the methyl (CH+3 ) and the
deuterated methyl (CD+3 ) peak at mass-to-charge 15 and 18.
with that of CH+3 . The same array, when then cleaned in deuterium plasma, now
shows the predominant peak has shifted up to the expected dueterated methyl ion,
CD+3 , at mass 18. We also note the smaller production of deuterated methyl inter-
mediaries at 16 and 17 (CH2D
+
1 and CH1D
+
2 ) as well as some CH
+
3 , which is likely
left over from the initial hydrogen plasma treatment.
Fig. 10.8 shows the TOF spectra generated after hydrogen plasma treatment and
deuterium plasma treatment from an SNL (200 nm liner) array. In this case, the
mass axis is extended to include the mass peak that appears around 34. Again, we
see the same pattern encountered in the previous example, namely, that the methyl
peak (15) shifts upwards to a deuterated methyl peak (18), by changing the working
plasma gas. The same upward shifting trend is observed in the heavier mass peak,
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indicating a similar interchange of deuterium with hydrogen in this complex. In this
case, the peak appears at mass 29 when hydrogen cleaned, and shifts up to mass 34
when cleaning in deuterium plasma. This is not consistent with SiD+3 production, as
the analogous mass peak expected from a hydrogen treatment, or SiH+3 , should be
found at mass 31. However, it is consistent with ethyl and deuterated ethyl (C2H
+
5
and C2D
+
5 ) production. This is very strong evidence indicating the mass has been
correctly identified as ethyl (or deuterated ethyl) and, more importantly, that it is
not a silicon based radical that would indicate the plasma is reacting with silicon
based array materials.
10.2.4 Combined Thermal and Plasma Cleaning
The plasma system described in Fig. 10.5 was designed so that the array could also be
heated while undergoing plasma treatment3 by passing a current through the heating
loop on the array assembly (see Fig. 3.6). The combination of plasma cleaning and
thermal cleaning can potentially clean better than the individual applications alone,
as the addition of thermal energy can increase the chemical reactivity of contaminants
while also increasing thermal desorption and out-gassing rates of surface species.
Fig. 10.9 shows the before and after TOF spectra obtained from an SNL (200
nm gate liner) array that was both heated and plasma treated. After first obtaining
the untreated TOF spectrum, the array was heated at 500 ◦C for 20 hrs. Following
this, the heating temperature was increased to 800 ◦C and plasma cleaned for 1 hour.
The final spectrum was then taken after an additional hour of continued heating (at
800 ◦C) while the chamber was evacuated. The first difference to note in the after
spectrum is the lack of mass peaks at 18 and 34 that typically arise from deuterium
plasma treatment. This indicates that the addition of heating is effective at removing
3The array assembly retained the ability to be biased.
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Figure 10.9: TOF spectra obtained after simultaneously heating and plasma cleaning an
SNL (200 nm) array. The typical mass peaks at 18 and 34 that appear after a deuterium
plasma treatment are no longer formed, and the metal oxide peaks at 104 and 208 are no
longer present. Fbefore = 21 V/nm Fafter = 23 V/nm.
the adsorbates that form during plasma treatment. We also note the distinct lack of
tungsten oxide peaks (104, 208) after the combination treatment in the TOF spec-
trum. Due to the difficulties in quantifying the effectiveness of cleaning, it remains
unclear whether the combination of the thermal and plasma cleaning was more effi-
cient at removing these oxide contaminants than those previously demonstrated by
thermal cleaning alone (see Sec. 10.1.3).
10.2.5 Damage Caused by Plasma Cleaning
In general, post-plasma treatment SEM analysis showed that plasma cleaning did
not cause any damage to the arrays. Although the plasma treatment may be etching
the silicon based array materials (not ruled out), if it occurred, it was in very small
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Figure 10.10: Optical micrographs of damage that occurred to arrays as a result of oper-
ating the plasma source outside of normal parameters. a) An undamaged SRI (TiO2 film)
array. b) Damage caused by an arc to the array during plasma ignition. c) and d) Blister-
ing of the dielectric film as a result of the plasma clean. Note that while the dielectric film
edge can be seen halfway between the active region and the gate hold-down disk in a), it
extends completely to the hold-down disc in Figs. b)-d).
amounts that were beyond the detection capability of the SEM. However, there were
some interesting occurrences of array damage that resulted from operation outside
the plasma parameters described in Sec. 10.2.2.
Fig. 10.10 are optical micrographs of array active areas with damage resulting
from plasma cleaning. In Fig. 10.10a, we see an undamaged SRI array with a TiO2
thin film dielectric overcoat. Note the edge of the dielectric film can be seen halfway
between the active emission area and the gate hold down disk, whereas in the other
three examples, this overcoat extend over the entire surface. Fig. 10.10b shows an
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example of catastrophic damage to the array. In this case, the discharge was run
between the anode and array (instead of the cathode), and the damage observed was
the result an arc that formed when the plasma discharge was first ignited. When
the discharge is initiated properly between the anode and cathode, no damage is
observed to the array structure.
Figs. 10.10c and 10.10d are two examples of an additional type of damage ob-
served during plasma treatment, at x10 and x40 magnification, respectively. In this
instance, the discharge was run normally between the anode and cylindrical cath-
ode; however, the array bias was incorrectly set to -200 V (instead of -20 V). Here,
blisters formed on the thin TiO2 dielectric film outside the active region of the array.
This phenomenon is known to occur when bombarding thin films with deuterium at
similar energies [71]. Blistering has not been observed when plasma treating arrays
within intended operating parameters, that is, with the appropriate bias voltage.
10.2.6 Future Development of the Plasma Cleaning Treat-
ment
There are many issues with plasma cleaning that yet need to be addressed that
can potentially improve the plasma cleaning process. The three main areas are:
incorporating a work gas mixture, improving the plasma source and implementing a
working gas flow.
Working Gas Mixture
The preliminary plasma cleaning investigations used pure hydrogen (or deuterium)
working gas to generate the plasma. As hydrogen is very low in mass, the cleaning
treatment relies only on the chemical cleaning process. The inclusion of a heavier
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inert gas may be necessary to increase the physical (sputtering) component of the
plasma treatment to more effectively clean the array tip surfaces. Indeed, hydrogen-
argon mixtures have been shown to be more effective at cleaning than their con-
stituents alone [64, 69]. Care must be taken to implement this, as the inclusion of
heavier inert species can potentially cause sputtering damage, which is to be avoided.
Improved Plasma Source
It may be beneficial to incorporate a different plasma source arrangement. One of
the limitations of the present arrangement is that it offers little control over ion
energy and effective cleaning dosage. Generating the plasma with a different type of
discharge or through the use of a different arrangement (such as a remote source or
an RF source) may overcome these limitations. The potential inclusion of heavier
working gases, as mentioned above, may in fact necessitate these changes to prevent
sputtering of array materials by offering better control over the ion impingement
energy.
Working Gas Flow Rate
Another of the limitations of the present plasma treatment system is that there
is no gas flow present in the chamber during cleaning; volatilized species are only
evacuated after the plasma treatment is complete. It is possible that during the
plasma treatment, the volatilized species are recycled back into the plasma, broken
down, and then redeposited on the surfaces, potentially recontaminating them. This
could explain the formation of the CD+3 and C2H
+
5 species seen previously. It may
be necessary to implement a working gas flow into and out of the chamber, such that
the volatilized species can be evacuated during the plasma treatment.
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10.3 Conclusion
Thermal cleaning studies conducted with arrays up to temperatures of 800 ◦C have
shown reduced surface contamination; however, the substantial increase in (deu-
terium) desorption ion yields expected based on single etched-wire tip results have
not yet been achieved. It is likely that heating has only partially removed the contam-
inants on the surface, and strongly bound oxide layers remain and inhibit deuterium
adsorption. Heating beyond these temperatures to further remove these layers is not
possible, as it damages the arrays.
The array heating arrangement is presently limited to a maximum temperature
of 900 ◦C before the heating element burns out. To date, the SRI molybdenum tip
arrays have withstood heating up to this maximum without being damaged, with
the exception of one case in which thermal migration of nickel post material was
observed. It is unknown why this migragion occurred, but the phenomenon has not
been observed in other molybdenum tip arrays types. Thermal cleaning of the SNL
tungsten clad tip arrays suggest an upper limits on heating of ∼800 ◦C before damage
occurs. In this instance, tungsten clad tip material begins to thermally migrate on
the tip surface.
Plasma cleaning experiments are being conducted to supplement thermal cleaning
activities, and are in the preliminary stages of development. Plasma cleaning appears
to generate methyl and ethyl groups that adsorb on the tip surfaces and show up in
the desorption spectra after cleaning. This indicates that the plasma is reacting with
carbonaceous species as intended, but the fact that they remain adsorbed on the tip
surfaces could still inhibit deuterium adsorption. Heating simultaneously during the
plasma treatment was able to remove the ethyl and methyl groups that result from
the plasma treatment. This is a good indication that the combination of heating and
plasma cleaning are more effective at removing contaminants than either treatment
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alone.
Thermal cleaning, plasma cleaning and the combination of both treatments ap-
pear to have reduced contamination, but have not yet entirely removed it. We remain
hopeful that thermal and plasma cleaning will provide the necessary conditioning of
the array tip surfaces required. Many of the details need to be worked out and fu-
ture studies will be required to optimize the cleaning procedures. These treatment,
in combination with field evaporation (once higher fields have been achieved), will
likely lead to significant increases in desorption ion yields.
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Conclusion
Significant progress has been made in the foundational development of a high yield
deuterium ion source array for compact, sealed-tube neutron generators. The stud-
ies that were conducted for this work and the conclusions that can be drawn are
summarized here. Additionally, comments have been made where appropriate that
should facilitate future developmental activities of the ion source array.
It has been shown that the evolution of the ion source array design has signifi-
cantly increased array tip operating fields. This has resulted in array geometries that
differ greatly from those of the FEAs on which they are based through the incorpo-
ration of thicker bulk dielectrics, integrated tall tips, improved dielectric shielding
and rounded gate edges. Presently, the arrays are operating at fields roughly a factor
of 10 above electron emission onset fields (2.0 - 2.5 V/nm). These fields have been
sufficient to demonstrate the underlying principles of deuterium field ionization (>10
V/nm) and deuterium field desorption (>20 V/nm), and are nearing those required
to exhibit complete field evaporation of multilayer deuterated titanium films (>25
V/nm).
While the presently achieved fields have successfully allowed many studies to be
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conducted, further array design improvements are necessary to achieve the optimal
fields necessary for the underlying ionization processes (35 V/nm - 45 V/nm depend-
ing on tip material) as well as the evaporation fields required for cleaning applications
(∼45 V/nm for Mo, ∼54 V/nm for W ). On going fabrication activities continue to
increase the operating fields.
Microfabricated array ion sources have been tested in both field ionization and
field desorption modes. Single etched-wire tip studies were conducted in parallel
with the array studies for each of the respective processes to help understand and
better characterize array performance.
The best experimental results with array field ionization has demonstrated the
‘knee’ that is commonly observed in gas phase field ionization I-V plots, and agrees
well with accepted theories. Comparisons with field ionization from single etched-
wire tips showed that the maximum deuterium ion current is lower than expected.
This discrepancy may be attributed to several uncharacterized variables associated
with array tip fabrication and tip morphology. The development of a single tipped
arrays coupled with increased tip operating fields will allow field ion imaging (deu-
terium, helium) of a fabricated tip surface. This should offer much insight into
achieving array ion output per tip comparable to that of a single etched-wire tip,
and help to understand the dependence that each of the fabrication variables has on
the total ion current.
Neutron production was demonstrated by operating the arrays in a laboratory
neutron generator. Due to the safety difficulties that arise with using tritium gas,
neutron production studies were only conducted using a D-D fusion reaction. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first time neutron production has been demon-
strated using this type of ion source that consists of a microfabricated array of tips
with an integrated gate.
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Field ionization and neutron production studies were conducted with arrays con-
taining ∼104 tips/mm2. For arrays of this size, these studies indicate that the deu-
terium ion currents measured were, at best, ∼10% of the potential maximum output.
Neutron production experiments, which occurred near (field ionization) onset fields,
were ∼1% of the potential maximum output of the as-fabricated array. Future stud-
ies with next generation arrays must not only increase ion and neutron yield per tip,
but must also demonstrate scalability with increased array emission area. Fabricat-
ing arrays with an active emission area of ∼1 cm2 should be sufficient to demonstrate
scalability, and still be compatible with current laboratory testing arrangements.
In the case of field desorption, much work is needed to demonstrate the estimated
ion current outputs expected on a per tip basis. The best experimental results thus
far have demonstrated lower than expected pulsed deuterium ion yields at fields
that should show appreciable quantities. Contaminants on the array tips surfaces
have been linked to the low deuterium ion output of arrays as they inhibit deu-
terium adsorption from gas-phase between pulses. These contaminants arise from
environmental sources, and consist of primarily low vapor pressure molecular carbon
complexes (i.e. CO) and metal oxides formed on the tip substrate surface.
It has been difficult to achieve the atomic surface cleanliness required at the
array tips. Thermal cleaning and hydrogen plasma treatment have shown promising
results in reducing the contaminants on the tip surfaces. Effective cleaning of the tip
surfaces and eliminating these contaminants will have a large impact on ion, and thus
neutron yield, and more studies need to be conducted to achieve the desired cleaning
effect. We note, in contrast, that these contaminants should have little impact on
field ionization or field evaporation (of metal hydride film) deuterium ion yields due
to the different fundamentals associated with ion production.
Future studies will involve characterizing field desorption outputs from condi-
tioned surfaces as well as demonstrating neutron production via field desorption.
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The fabrication of large emission array arrays and improved cleaning methods should
help facilitate neutron production by field desorption.
The evaporation of deuterated titanium films from single etched-wire tips was
investigated to expand upon previous work. The work included improving mass
resolution and investigating voltage ramping of multilayer films to increase the dis-
sociation of titanium-deuteride complexes that arise from space charge effects.
It was shown that reducing the voltage ramping rate was able to decrease, but
not eliminate, space charge effects and increase titanium-deuteride dissociation, thus
increasing deuterium ion production. Future experiments will focus on further in-
creasing the dissociation with the use of a variable voltage ramp generator, as well
as demonstrating the multilayer evaporation of metal hydride from arrays.
Calculations indicate that the arrays have the potential to provide high neutron
outputs in each of the modes of operation based on single etched-wire tip results. It is
believed that the D-T estimates of neutron yields (109 - 1010 n/cm2 of emission area)
for can be achieved. Implementing changes that result from studying the various
factors affecting ion yields, as discussed above, should increase ion production per
tip to levels which scale with single etched-wire tips results.
Truly testing these devices in a high yield capacity will be attempted once the
maximum array tip fields are attainable, the fabrication variables have been op-
timized and scalability has been demonstrated. After a functional ion source is
produced, other factors will be investigated to optimize the variables that govern
neutron output; for example: pulse frequency and operating pressure.
The information presented in these studies will aide in the production of a com-
pact, high yield neutron generator for use in man-portable active (neutron) interro-
gation units. To date the bulk of the work has involved the development and testing
of the array ion source and the various operational modes. For each case, this type
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of ion source offers better efficiency and lower power consumption than those in ex-
isting compact neutron generators and is desirable for the application to fieldable,
man-portable interrogation systems.
Future challenges will involve the development of a prototype sealed-tube neu-
tron generator incorporating the array ion source and demonstrating the predicted
lifetimes and output. Key issues such as high voltage insulation, deuterium gas han-
dling and the control electronics will be addressed. This prototype will be used as
a preliminary evaluation of neutron generator operation and give a sense of how the
neutron generator will scale. As the realizable characteristics of the device become
known, an understanding of the optimal applications will become clear. Discussion
with the end user community will help define neutron source characteristics that
best fit the required applications. The construction and integration of a functional
generator into an active interrogation system is a pure engineering activity, which
several large companies are capable of conducting.
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